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Abstract

The high-mass binary system PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 is one of only six known gamma-ray binaries,

and the only one where the compact object is known from the direct observation of a pulsed radio signal

to be a 48 ms pulsar. During it’s eccentric 3.4 year orbit, the pulsar moves through the circumstellar

disc of the optical companion, approximately twenty days before and after periastron. This results

in conditions for complicated interactions between the material in the disc, the fast rotating pulsar,

the pulsar wind, and the radiation field from the star and disc. The system has been the object of

multi-wavelength campaigns with telescopes such as the VLT, H.E.S.S. and Fermi. The interaction

between the stellar and pulsar wind results in the formation of a radiating pulsar wind nebula within

the binary system, which has been detected from radio to TeV gamma-ray energies. The spectral energy

distribution is dominated by the emission at gamma-ray energies, classifying this system as a gamma-

ray binary. The interaction between the stars is greater near periastron where the pulsar passes closest

to the optical companion. Approximately twenty days from periastron the pulsar passes through or

behind the Be star’s circumstellar disc, obscuring the pulsed radio signal. During this period there is

a corresponding increase in the unpulsed emission from the system. The TeV gamma-rays are believed

to be produced by electrons in the pulsar wind which cool via the inverse Compton up-scattering of

stellar photons from the optical companion. The circumstellar disc associated with the Be star produces

an infrared flux below ! 1015 Hz, which is greater than that expected from the blackbody distribution

associated with star, providing additional target photons which could increase the inverse Compton

scattering rate. The scattering of infrared photons can occur in the Thomson limit with its significantly

larger cross-section and should produce GeV energy gamma-rays in the energy range observed by the

Fermi telescope. A curve of growth method is presented to model the infrared free-free and free-bound

emission from the circumstellar disc, taking into account the changing viewing angle as observed from the

pulsar. The curve of growth model is fitted to archive near-infrared and optical data and mid-infrared

data obtained with the Very Large Telescope during January 2011. The e!ect of this infrared excess on

the inverse Compton scattering rate is considered for an isotropic and anisotropic photon distribution,

considering pre– and post–shock electron distributions. The anisotropic modelling considers the e!ects

of the changing size and orientation of the circumstellar disc relative to the pulsar, as well as the change

in the inverse Compton scattering angle during the orbit. The inverse Compton scattering rate for three

disc orientations is modelled over a period of approximately 160 days around periastron, including the

disc crossing epochs before and after periastron. The maximum disc contribution is found to occur close

to periastron and not near the disc–crossing where the low infrared flux from the disc, at a radius of

! 45 stellar radii, has a less significant e!ect. It is found that the inclusion of the infrared flux from

the circumstellar disc can increase the GeV flux from the system by a factor ! 2 near periastron, for

favourable disc orientations. The predicted increase is, however, less than was detected with Fermi

during the 2011 periastron passage. The observations showed a flare which cannot be explained by this,

or any current model.
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Opsomming

Die hoë-massa binêre sisteem PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 is een van slegs ses bekende gamma-straal

binêre stelsels, en is die enigste sisteem waar die kompakte voorwerp bekend is, naamlik as ’n 48 ms

pulsar, soos afgelei vanuit die direkte waarneming van ’n pulserende radio-sein. Tydens die eksentrieke

3.4-jaar baan, beweeg die pulsar deur die sirkumstellêre skyf van die optiese ster, ongeveer twintig dae

voor en na periastron. Dit lei tot gunstige toestande vir ingewikkelde interaksies tussen die materiaal

in die skyf, die vinnig-roterende pulsar, die pulsarwind en die stralingsveld van die ster en skyf. Die

stelsel is die voorwerp van multi-golflengte veldtogte met teleskope soos VLT, HESS en Fermi. Die

interaksie tussen die ster en pulsar winde het ’n pulsar-wind newel tot gevolg binne die binêre stelsel,

wat waargeneem word van radio tot TeV gammastraal energieë. Die spektraalenergie verspreiding word

gedomineer deur die uitstraling van gammastraal-energie fotone, wat hierdie sisteem klassifiseer as ’n

gammastraal binêre sisteem. Die interaksie tussen die sterre is mees intens naby periastron, d.i waar

die pulsar die naaste verbybeweeg aan die optiese ster. Ongeveer twintig dae vanaf periastron beweeg

die pulsar deur of agter die Be ster se sirkumstellêre skyf, waar die gepulseerde radiosein versper word.

Gedurende hierdie periode is daar ’n ooreenstemmende toename in die nie-gepulseerde radio uitstraling

vanaf die sisteem. Die TeV gammastrale word vermoedelik geproduseer deur elektrone in die pulsarwind,

wat deur die inverse Compton proses, ster en skyf fotone opwaarts verstrooi tot baie hoë-energie. Die

sirkumstellêre skyf wat geassosieer word met die B-tipe ster, produseer ’n surplus infrarooi vloed, wat

groter is as die swartstraling vloed wat geassosieer word met die ster alleen onder die frekwensiegebied

! 1015 Hz, wat addisionele teikenfotone verskaf wat die inverse Compton verstrooiingstempo versnel.

Hierdie verstrooiing van infrarooi fotone vind hoofsaaklik plaas in die Thomson-grens met sy aansienlik

groter botsingsdeursnit (produksiewaarskynlikheid). Dit veroorsaak dat GeV energie gammastrale meer

geredelik geproduseer word in die GeV energie gebied wat moontlik deur die Fermi teleskoop waargeneem

kan word. ’n Groeikurwe metode word voorgestel om die infrarooi vry-vry en vry-gebonde emissie van

die sirkumstellêre skyf te modelleer, met inagname van die wisselende besigtigingshoek soos waargeneem

vanaf die pulsar. Die groeikurwe model is begrens met beulp van infrarooi en optiese waarnemings,

met onder andere die sogenaamde “Very Large Telescope (VLT)” gedurende Januarie 2011. Die e!ek

van hierdie infrarooi surplus op die inverse Compton verstrooiingstempo is in aanmerking geneem vir

’n isotropiese en nie-isotropiese foton verspreiding, inagenome van voor en na-skok elektron versdelings.

Die nie-isotropiese modellering neem e!ekte in ag soos die veranderende grootte en oriëntasie van die

sirkumstellêre skyf relatief tot die pulsar, sowel as die verandering in inverse Compton verstrooiingshoek

gedurende die wentelbaan, veral naby periastron. Die inverse Compton verstrooingstempo vir drie

skyf oriëntasies is gemodelleer oor ’n tydperk van ongeveer 160 dae rondom periastron, insluitend die

skyf oorkruising episodes voor en na periastron. Dit is bevind dat die maksimum inverse Compton

verstrooiingstempo naby aan periastron plaasvind en nie naby die skyf oorkruising waar die lae infrarooi

intensiteit vanaf die skyf, op afstande van ! 45 ster radiusse, nie ’n betekenisvolle e!ek op die inverse

Compton gamma-straal produksietempo het nie. Daar is bevind dat die insluiting van die infrarooi

vloed vanaf die sirkumstellêre skyf die GeV produksietempo vanaf die sisteem met faktor ! 2 verhoog

naby periastron vir gunstige skyf oriëntasies. Die voorspelde verhoging is egter minder as wat deur

Fermi waargeneem is gedurende die 2011 periastron. Die waarnemings toon ’n opvlamming wat nie deur

hierdie model of enige huidige model verklaar kan word nie.



Sleutelwoorde: uitstralingsmeganismes: termies – uitstralingsmeganismes: nie-termies – tegnieke:

fotomeriese – sterre: emissielyn, Be – sterre: individuele: LS 2883 – pulsars: individuele: PSR B1259-63

– infrarooi: sterre – gammastrale: gewone – X-strale: binêre sterre.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Fermi gamma-ray space telescope was launched in June 2008 and observes the universe in

the GeV energy gamma-ray range. The telescope has detected an immense number of source,

a large proportion of which have not been previously detected. The recently published Second

Fermi/LATi catalogue (2FGL) lists 1873 sources detected by the Fermi gamma-ray telescope

between 100 MeV and 100 GeV. The counterpart of only 127 of these sources have been “firmly

identified” as they match the Fermi defined criteria of periodic variability, spatial morphology

and/or correlated variability between the Fermi source and the proposed counterpart. A further

1170 sources have possible associations that do not meet the requirements for “firm identification”

but in many cases it is highly probable that the proposed association is correct.

Included in the list of firmly identified sources are 83 pulsars, four high mass binaries and

three Pulsar Wind Nebula (PWN). The fast rotating neutron stars associated with these sources

possess a huge reservoir of rotational kinetic energy which can be channelled into non-thermal

emission through a plethora of processes, e.g. synchrotron radiation, bremsstrahlung and inverse

Compton scattering. The four binary systems which have been firmly associated with Fermi

detections are LSI+61 303, LS 5039, Cygnus X-3 and 1FGL J1018.65856. Not included in this

list is PSR B1259-63 which has been detected by Fermi (Abdo et al., 2011), but is not included

in the catalogue as it was only detected after the 2FGL source inclusion cut-o! date. All of these

systems comprise of a massive non-degenerate star and a compact object (neutron star or black

hole), and emit non-thermal radiation from radio to gamma-ray energies. The multi-wavelength

emission, including the gamma-ray emission, is often transient and shows a modulation which

follows the orbital period (e.g. TeV modulation in PSR B1259-63; Aharonian et al., 2005).

A new binary classification can be made, namely gamma-ray binaries, which are defined

to be dominant emitters at gamma-ray energies (Dubus, 2006a). While Cygnus X-3 is not

included in this category, since its emission is dominant at X-ray energies, there are two other

gamma-ray binary systems; HESS J0632+057, which has only been detected at TeV energies

iLarge Area Telescope

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

with the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.), in Namibia (Aharonian et al., 2007) and

AGL J2241+4454 which has been detected by AGILEii (Lucarelli et al., 2010). This makes a

total of only six known gamma-ray binary systems.

Of particular interest is the system PSR B1259-63 which consists of a rapidly rotating pulsar

(" 48 ms) orbiting a Be star (LS 2883). The system was originally detected as part of a radio

pulsar survey that took place between November 1989 and September 1991 at the Parkes radio

telescope (Johnston et al., 1992a,b) and became the first discovered radio pulsar in orbit around

a main-sequence star. It is also the only one of the gamma-ray binaries where the nature of the

compact object is determined from direct observation. In the other systems, the compact object

cannot be directly observed and its nature must be inferred from other observational results and

from the shape of the spectral energy distribution (SED).

The optical companion in PSR B1259-63 also presents its own set of challenges as it is a

Be-type star (Johnston et al., 1992a). Be stars show uncharacteristic emission lines instead of

absorptions lines and it was originally proposed by Struve (1931) that the stars are surrounded

by a nebulous ring of material. Optical interferometry observations have since confirmed the

presence of an extended circumstellar envelope which is symmetrical around the rotation axis

(see e.g. Quirrenbach et al., 1994).

Observations of Be stars at infrared (IR) wavelengths show a higher flux than is predicted by

the Kurucz stellar atmosphere models (Kurucz, 1979) which is the result of IR emission through

free-free and free-bound scattering in the circumstellar disc. This IR excess provides a huge

reservoir of soft target photons for inverse Compton (IC) scattering in the Thomson limit where

the scattering cross-section is significantly larger than the cross-section of blackbody photons

from the B type star which scatter in the Klein-Nishina regime. While previous modelling has

taken into account the increased density structure around the Be star, and the e!ect this will

have on cooling e!ects (e.g. Sierpowska-Bartosik and Bednarek, 2008), the influence of the disc’s

IR excess on IC scattering has not been considered. The large disc size, believed to extend to

a few tens of stellar radii, and the excess of soft IR photons, may have a significant influence

on the high energy emission in PSR B1259-63. This could be particularly significant near the

periastron passages when the pulsar passes close to and through the circumstellar disc of the Be

star.

The aim of this study is to investigate the IR excess of the circumstellar disc and the e!ect

this will have on the IC gamma-ray production in PSR B1259-63/LS 2883. Another reason

for the investigation of this particular source was the periastron passage of the pulsar during

December 2010, which made it the focus of several international multi-wavelength campaigns as

well as high energy and very high energy observations, with Fermi and H.E.S.S.

In this thesis I have modelled gamma-ray production in PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 through the

inverse Compton scattering. I have taking into account both the blackbody distribution associ-

ated with the star and the IR emission associated with the circumstellar disc. I have constrained
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the IR emission from the disc using the curve of growth method proposed by Waters (1986),

which models the IR excess as observed from Earth. I have fitted the curve of growth method to

archive optical and IR data available in the literature and VLTiii observations taken during Jan-

uary 2011. From the point of view of the pulsar, the circumstellar disc will change dramatically

in orientation and angular size near periastron and I have modified the curve of growth method

to take into account the change in the IR emission as observed from this point of view. The

modification allows me to calculate the IR emission from a disc of any orientation. I have calcu-

lated the inverse Compton scattering for the system using both an isotropic and an anisotropic

model. The isotropic scattering was calculated using the method outlined in Blumenthal and

Gould (1970) and the anisotropic scattering from the kernel developed by Fargion et al. (1997)

and Dubus et al. (2008). The anisotropic model considers the orientation of the binary system,

the anisotropic target photon distribution, and the direction of the inverse Compton scattering.

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 outlines the previous observations of PSR B1259-

63/LS 2883 and the conclusions that have been drawn from this system thus far; Chapters 3

and 4 discuss the properties of Be stars/binary systems and pulsars and pulsar wind nebulae

respectively, which are important for the modelling of gamma-ray binaries; the isotropic and

anisotropic Compton scattering formulae which I used to model the Compton scattering rate are

considered in Chapter 5; in Chapter 6 I discuss the curve of growth method, first purposed by

Waters (1986), for predicting the IR excess from Be stars, along with the modifications that I

have made to the model; the modelling of the Compton spectrum of PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 is

presented in detail in Chapter 7 and the results thereof are considered in Chapter 8; the conclu-

sions of this study are summarised in Chapter 9. Appendixes A–C present additional derivations

that are not included in the main body of the text. Appendix D presents the conference proceed-

ings for IAU Symposium 272 where the isotropic results were presented in part (which were later

included in van Soelen and Meintjes, 2011). Appendix E presents the peer-reviewed conference

proceedings of the High Energy Phenomena in Relativistic Outflows III (HEPRO III) conference,

which will appear in the International Journal of Modern Physics: Conference Series.

iiiVery Large Telescope
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Chapter 2

PSR B1259-63/LS 2883

The aim of this study is to investigate the multi-wavelength nature of PSR B1259-63/LS 2883

and in particular the influence of the IR excess on the gamma-ray production. This chapter

presents a brief summary of the observations of this system, including the initial detection of the

pulsar, up to the recent Fermi observations around the December 2010 periastron passage. This

chapter is structured as follows, sections 2.1 to 2.5 present the reported radio, optical, infrared, X-

ray and TeV energy gamma-ray observations of the system before the 2010 periastron passage.

Section 2.6 briefly discusses how the system was understood based on the multi-wavelength

observations before this event. The 2010/2011 Fermi observations are discussed in section 2.7.

The chapter concludes with a short description of observations of PSR B1259-63 and other Be

X-ray binary systems undertaken at the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) and

at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) with the Very Large Telescope (VLT).

2.1 Radio observations

2.1.1 Discovery of the pulsar PSR B1259-63

The pulsar PSR B1259-63 was originally detected as part of a southern sky survey undertaken

to search for short-period pulsars at 640 and 1500 MHz with the Parkes 64-m radio telescope

situated near Parkes, New South Wales, Australia (Johnston et al., 1992a). The initial search

covered a 50 day period in mid 1988, while further follow up observations of potential pulsars

were undertaken in 1989 and 1990. A total of 46 new pulsars were detected during the survey,

including the 48 ms pulsar PSR B1259-63.

Following its discovery, Johnston et al. (1992b) undertook more detailed observations of the

system. Ninety three (93) timing observations were performed over 24 observation sessions at 430,

660 and 1520 MHz on the Parkes telescope and the pulsar was detected at 660 and 1520 MHz, but

could not be detected at 430 MHz. Table 2.1 shows the measured parameters for PSR 1259-63

obtained during these observations. Fig. 2.1 shows the mean pulse profiles at 660 and 1520 MHz

5



6 CHAPTER 2. PSR B1259-63/LS 2883

Figure 2.1: The mean pulse profile for PSR B1259-63 for two frequencies 660 and 1520 MHz (Johnston
et al., 1992b).

Table 2.1: Parameters of PSR 1259-63 from the radio observation reported by Johnston et al. (1992b).

Parameter Value
Pulsar radio position (J2000) 13h02m47.s72± 0.s03 #63"50!08.!!5± 0.!!2
LS 2883 optical position (J2000) 13h02m47.s65± 0.s10 #63"50!09.!!5± 0.!!7
Dispersion measure (cm$3 pc) 146.7± 0.2
Pulsar distance (kpc) 2.3
Flux density at 660 MHz (mJy) 4± 1
Flux density at 1520 MHz (mJy) 4.6± 0.3

respectively. These exhibit a pulse and an interpulse at both observed frequencies. At 660 MHz

the pulse-interpulse separation is " 160", while at 1520 MHz it is slightly less at " 145". On

average the interpulse flux was 40% of the pulse flux, though, in some observations, the interpulse

flux was larger than the pulse flux. The period o!set and mean flux detected from the pulsar

over " 700 days (Fig. 2.2) is consistent with the pulsar being part of a binary system. The

curved line in the upper section of Fig. 2.2 is the best fit to the binary system, using a pulsar

period derivative of Ṗ = 2$ 10$14 s s$1.

In order to constrain better the position of the pulsar, two observations were undertaken

using the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA), which revealed a point source with a

flux density of 6 mJy and 9 mJy in the first and second observation (Johnston et al., 1992b).

Optical searches showed that the position and distance of the Be star LS 2883i agreed very well

with the pulsar position and proposed distance (see Table 2.1). This system became the first

iThe star was initially called SS 2883 in Johnston et al. (1992b) and, subsequently, papers have referred to
the star as such. It has, however, recently been indicated by Negueruela et al. (2011) that this is erroneous as SS
generally refers to the Stephenson and Sanduleak (1977) catalogue which only contains 455 stars, none of which
are the optical companion LS 2883. The optical companion should instead be referred to as LS 2883 as it is found
in the Southern Hemisphere extension to the Luminous Star catalogue (Hardop et al., 1959; Stephenson and
Sanduleak, 1971). This new naming convention has since been adopted and this study will follow the convention
of referring to the optical star as LS 2883.
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Figure 2.2: The pulsed radio emission from PSR B1259-63. Upper: The change in the pulsar period
(from 47.662 ms) with respect to time. The error in the measurement is smaller than the size of the
plotted point. The curved line is fitted by assuming that the variation is due to orbital motion. A period
derivative of Ṗ = 2" 10!14 s s!1 is used to fit the curve. Lower: The mean flux density of the pulsar
observed at 660 and 1520 MHz for the same time period (Johnston et al., 1992b).

known radio pulsar with a main sequence companion.

Long term monitoring of the system shows that the orbit is highly eccentric, e % 0.87 with a

% 3.4 year orbital period. The best system parameters, based on 13 years of observations of the

system by Wang, Johnston, and Manchester (2004), are given in Table 2.2.

The peak interaction between the pulsar and the optical companion occurs near the periastron

passage, every 3.4 years. Most of the non-thermal radiation is observed during this period.

2.1.2 Observations during periastron

During the 1994 and 1997 periastron passages PSR B1259-63 was observed with the Parkes

telescope, ATCA and the Molonglo Observatory Synthesis Telescope (MOST) (Johnston et al.,

1996, 1999, 2001). As the pulsar approached periastron there was an increase (and a variability)

in the dispersion measurement (DM) of the pulsed signal, followed by a disappearance of the

pulsed signal " 20 days either side of periastron. However, around periastron an unpulsed and

variable radio component was detected with a flux density of 10 # 30 mJy, significantly higher

than the flux density of the pulsed emission of 2# 3 mJy detected away from periastron. These

observations are explained by the conjecture that the pulsar passing through the circumstellar

disc of the Be star, leading to an eclipse of the pulsed signal. The unpulsed signal is believed to

be synchrotron emission originating from an extended pulsar wind nebula (Moldón et al., 2011a)

which forms from the interaction between the pulsar and stellar wind. As is discussed later, the
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Table 2.2: Binary parameters of PSR B1259-63 based on radio observations of the system over 13 years.
Data from Wang et al. (2004).

Parameter Value
RA 13h02m47.65s
Dec -63"50’08.7”
P 47.76250678 ms
Ṗ 2.27655$ 10$15

Porb 1236.7243 days
e 0.869887

Figure 2.3: The o!set of the dispersion measure (DM) from 147.6 cm!3 pc for PSR B1259-63 during the
1997 periastron passage (Johnston et al., 2001).

unpulsed emission region extends well beyond the binary orbit.

During the 1994 periastron passage the pulsar was undetectable between $ # 19 and $ + 14

days (Johnston et al., 1996) and during 1997 there was a similar disappearance between $ # 16

and $ + 16 days (Johnston et al., 2001), where $ is the epoch of periastron. During the 1997

observations the DM away from periastron was found to be 147.6 cm$3 pc. This value is assumed

to be due to the interstellar medium (ISM). The o!set from this value as the pulsar approaches

periastron is shown in Fig. 2.3. The DM o!set is variable on short time scales. This is interpreted

as due to the pulsar passing through the inhomogeneous stellar wind, but not the circumstellar

disc of LS 2883 (Johnston et al., 2001). Johnston et al. (2001) considered the DM o!set (#DM %
4 cm$3 pc) at $ # 20 days, just before the pulsar eclipse, and showed that the electron number

density was ne " 7.3 $ 105 cm$3 at this point, if the assumed additional distance through the

stellar wind is " 1.7 $ 1013 cm. Assuming the density scales with distance as ne & r$2, this

implies that the number density at the surface of the star is ne " 1.7$ 109 cm$3.

The disappearance of the pulsed signal at all radio frequencies " 20 days before periastron is

interpreted as due to the pulsar passing through the circumstellar disc, which then obscures the

pulsar. The curve of growth (COG) method used to model the infrared flux from the circumstellar

disc in Chapter 6 (p. 127) assumes the disc has a finite size, a half-opening angle "disc and a

density profile given by

# & #0(r/R#)
$n,
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where #0 is the density at the base of the disc and n is a parameter of the COG method. From

the fit found in Chapter 6 it can be shown that the electron number density at the inner edge of

the disc, near the stellar surface, is of the order of n0 " 6.22$1013 cm$3. The binary separation

is % 45R# at 20 days from periastron and the electron number density at the disc crossing is

therefore (equation 6.9, p. 105)

ne = n0

!
r

R#

"$n

" 5.53$ 108 cm$3

where n = 3.055 is fit by the COG method. The optical depth of the disc at a frequency % due

to free-free scattering can be approximated by (e.g. Lang, 1974, p. 47)

$! % 8.235$ 10$2 T$1.35
# %

109 Hz

$$2.1
% d

0
n2
e dl, (2.1)

where T is the disc temperature and d is the path length along the line-of-sight, measured in

parsecs. From equation (2.1) it can be shown that the optical depth at 8.4 GHz will be $! % 1

after a path length of d " 6.78$109 cm, while the height of the disc is of the order of 1.0$1012 cm

at 45R# (for "disc = 1"), which shows that the disc will completely eclipse the pulsed signal. Since

the orbital separation is " 50R# at 20 days from periastron, this implies that the circumstellar

disc extends to a radius of Rdisc ! 50R# and, therefore, 50R# is adopted as the radius of the

circumstellar disc in this study.

Further observations over subsequent periastron passages showed results similar to those ob-

served during 1994 and 1997. Fig. 2.4 shows the observed unpulsed radio signal from PSR B1259-

63 during the 1994, 1997, 2000 and 2004 periastron passages. The basic shape of the light curve

remains similar during each periastron passage and is characterised by an increase in the unpulsed

emission at " $#20 days (where $ is the epoch of periastron). The emission rises to a peak a few

days before periastron, decreases around periastron, and shows a second peak at " $ + 20 days,

with a subsequent slower decrease in the radio emission. However, there are di!erences in the

radio data collected at di!erent crossings. For example, in 1997 and 2004, the second peak is

higher than the first by a factor " 2 # 3, while in 2000 the peaks are nearly symmetrical. This

variability is attributed to changes in the circumstellar material between periastron passages

(Johnston et al., 2005). The shape of the unpulsed radio light curve is consistent with the pulsar

wind interacting with the high density circumstellar disc and creating a synchrotron emitting

outflow. The slow decay of the unpulsed radio emission after the second disc crossing is then

due to adiabatic expansion (Connors et al., 2002).

An extended radio structure around PSR B1259-63 was detected at 2.3 GHz with the Aus-

tralian Long Baseline Array (LBA) around the 2007 periastron passage (Fig. 2.5; Moldón et al.,

2011a). Three observations took place at $ + 1, $ + 21 and $ + 315 days, referred to as Run A,

B and C as in that author’s paper. Runs A and B showed an extended, variable radio source
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Figure 2.4: Radio observations of the unpulsed emission from PSR B1259-63 over the 1994 to 2004
periastron passages at (from top down) 1.384, 2.496, 4.800 and 8.640 GHz. The image is taken from
Johnston et al. (2005) and combines data from Johnston et al. (1999) and Connors et al. (2002).
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Figure 2.5: Observations of PSR B1259-63 at 2.3 GHz with the LBA around the 2007 periastron passage.
The crosses show the computed position of the pulsar in each figure if it is assumed that the point-like
source detected during Run C is the pulsar. The corresponding length of the bars shows the uncertainty
in the pulsar’s position. Run A also includes the size of the major axis, calculated using the newer stellar
mass estimate of the M" = 31±5 M#(Negueruela et al., 2011). Figure taken from Moldón et al. (2011a).

extending out to 50#55 mas (milli-arcseconds) with a total flux of 19.9±1.4 and 46.7±1.0 mJy

respectively, while Run C only detected a point-like source with a total flux of 3.0 ± 0.4 mJy.

These flux measurements are consistent with previous observations of pulsed and unpulsed emis-

sion from the system. For an assumed distance to the source of 2.3± 0.4 kpc this corresponds to

a size of (120# 130)± 20 AU for the extended radio source (Moldón et al., 2011a). The binary

system has a major axis of " 14.4 AU, which implies that this structure extends well beyond the

binary orbit. Similar large scale structures have also been observed in other gamma-ray binary

systems, namely LS 5039 (e.g. Ribó et al., 2008) and LS I+61 303 (e.g. Albert et al., 2008).

2.2 Optical observations

LS 2883, the main-sequence optical companion of PSR B1259-63, is a V" 10 magnitude star, in

the Centaurus constellation. Photometric data for LS 2883 has been included in a few bright

star catalogues (Table 2.3), and a comparison between the archive data shows little variability in

the optical magnitude. Johnston et al. (1994) confined the spectral type to a O9 - B2 type star,

proposing that the star has spectral type B2e, with M# ' 10 M% and R# ' 6 R%. Spectroscopic

observations of the system undertaken by the authors showed H& (single peak) and H!, H', H(

and He I 5876 (double peak) emission lines. Assuming a Keplerian circumstellar disc, the double

peak of the H! line indicates an emission region at a radius of 8.5R#, which implies that the

circumstellar disc has a radius Rdisc > 8.5R# (Johnston et al., 1994).

Negueruela et al. (2011) recently reported on high resolution (R " 80 000) observations of

LS 2883, made on the 29th August 2009, with the UVESii on the VLTiii between 373–499 nm and

565–946 nm. Those authors propose an O9.5 Ve stellar classification and a mass of M# = 31 M%

iiUltraviolet and Visula Echelle Spectrograph
iiiVery Large Telescope
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Table 2.3: Optical magnitudes and colours for LS 2883.

Catalogue V B-V U-B (U-B)0 A! M!(U-B)0
Westerlund and Garnier (1989) 10.01 0.754 -0.506 -1.261 3.25 -4.6
Klare and Neckel (1977) 10.04 0.74 -0.44
Schild et al. (1983) 10.05 0.72 -0.47
Drilling (1991) 10.07 0.73 -0.47

Table 2.4: The new stellar parameters for LS 2883 from Negueruela et al. (2011).

non-rotating rotating
T 0
e! 33 500 K i 33"

log g0 4.0 $#/$crit 0.88
M0

V -4.47 Te! (eq) 27 500 K
R0

# 9.2 R% Te! (pole) 34 000 K
log(L0

#/L%) 4.98 log g (eq) 3.7
M0

# 31 M% log g (eq) 4.1
Req 9.7 R%
log g (pole) 8.1 R%
log(L#/L%) 4.79

with a radius of R# = 9.2 R%. From an analysis of the observed interstellar absorption lines

seen in the spectrum those authors suggest that the star belongs to the stellar association Cen

OB1 at a distance of d = 2.3 kpc. From earlier observations on the 8th May 2006 with the

SAAO 1.9m telescope, these authors determined the distance to two nearby stars, LS 2882 and

LS 2888, which from standard extinction curves suggested a similar distance and association

as proposed for the pulsar by Johnston et al. (1992b). Due to the high rotational velocity of

LS 2883, gravitational darkening e!ects are important and Table 2.4 lists the parameters the star

would have, were it not rotating (left column) and the modification to these parameters under

the assumption that the star is rotating at 88% of its critical velocity (right column). While the

more recent Negueruela et al. (2011) parameters are believed to be more accurate than those of

Johnston et al. (1994), both stellar parameters have been considered in this study.

2.3 Infrared observations

As for the optical observations, there are limited infrared (IR) data of LS 2883 available in IR

catalogues. Table 2.5 lists near IR measurements available from 2MASS (Skrutskie et al., 2006)

observations of the system at J, H and Ks, and at 8.28 µm and 12.13 µm from Midcourse Space

Experiment (MSX ) (Price et al., 2001) observations. Data from 2MASS and MSX are available

on-line through the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive.iv

These archive observations at IR wavelengths are of particular importance to this study for

ivhttp://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Table 2.5: IR data for PSR B1259-63 from 2MASS (J,H,Ks) and MSX (A,C).

Filter Wavelength Magnitude Flux
µm Jy

J 1.235 8.026± 0.027
H 1.662 7.699± 0.055
Ks 2.159 7.248± 0.020
A 8.28 0.2675± 0.0136
C 12.13 1.087± 0.5859

determining the flux that arises from the circumstellar disc associated with the Be star LS 2883.

The emission from the disc is constrained by determining the IR excess from the system, which is

the di!erence between the measured IR flux and the flux predicted by Kurucz stellar atmosphere

models. The application of a curve of growth method to determine the IR excess in LS 2883

is discussed in Chapter 6, along with new observations obtained with the Very Large Telescope

(section 2.8.4) in January 2011.

2.4 X-ray observations

PSR B1259-63 was first detected at X-ray energies with the Röntgen satellite (ROSAT) near

apastron in two “multiday” observation periods roughly 5 months apart (Cominsky et al., 1994).

An increase in the flux by a factor " 10 was detected between the two observations and the

authors suggested that the flux may continue to rise towards periastron. Later, ASCAv X-

ray observations two weeks before and after periastron showed a luminosity of the order of

1034 erg s$1 (Kaspi et al., 1995). The observations also showed that the flux two weeks after

periastron was a factor " 2 higher than at periastron. This increase in the X-ray emission a few

tens of days before and after periastron coincides with the disc crossing epoch. Similarly, ASCA

detected a luminosity of (9± 3)$ 1032 erg s$1 near apastron (Hirayama et al., 1999).

Chernyakova et al. (2006) reported on XMM-Newtonvi observations near the 2004 periastron

passage combined with previously unreported BeppoSAXvii observations undertaken in 1997.

The combined ASCA, XMM-Newton and BeppoSAX datasets presented a much more detailed

X-ray light curve, with particular coverage focused on the disc crossing epochs. The observations

show that the X-ray emission peaks within two narrow time bands that the authors suggested

are the disc crossing positions. This would imply that the mid-plane of the disc is rotated by

" 70" to the semi-major axis of the orbit with a half-opening angle "disc = 18.5" (Fig. 2.6)

and folding the X-ray data around the presumed disc crossing phase showed a very good fit

(Fig. 2.7). In addition the TeV gamma-ray emission detected by the High Energy Stereoscopic

System (H.E.S.S.) in Namibia during the 2004 periastron passage also showed a good match

vAdvanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics
viX-ray Multi-mirror Mission–Newton
viiSatellite per Astronomia X
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Figure 2.6: Positions of XMM-Newton (X1-X10), BeppoSAX (S1 & SC) and ASCA (A1-A5) observations
of PSR B1259-63. The position of the disc in the orbital plane is inferred from the X-ray observations
and is shown as the shaded section (Chernyakova et al., 2006).

when folded around this proposed disc position (Fig. 2.7).

X-ray observations during the next periastron passage in 2007, were in very good agreement

with the previous observations (Chernyakova et al., 2009). The full X-ray combined light curve

is shown in Fig. 2.8 along with the change in spectral index and hydrogen column density. The

combination of 13 years of X-ray observations is very consistent, and the system appears very

stable at X-ray energies.

An extended X-ray structure has also been detected by Chandra near apastron (Pavlov et al.,

2011). The observations in the 0.5–8 keV energy band showed an elongated structure with an

angular size of " 4!! and a luminosity of " 1032 erg s$1 assuming a distance of 3 kpc. It is likely

that this is associated with the PWN outflow from the pulsar.

2.5 Very high energy gamma-rays

A number of authors predicted gamma-ray emission through various production mechanisms

for PSR B1259-63 (see e.g. Kawachi et al., 2004; Kirk et al., 1999; Tavani and Arons, 1997),

but an initial search for gamma-ray emission undertaken with the CANGAROO-II telescopeviii

(Kawachi et al., 2004) " 47 and " 157 days after the October 2000 periastron passage was

not able to detect the source. The first detection of PSR B1259-63 at Very High Energy (VHE,

> 100 GeV) gamma-rays was made around the next periastron passage in 2004 with the H.E.S.S.

telescope with a 13) significance (Aharonian et al., 2005). The observations showed a variable

light curve with an inferred maximum flux a few days before and after periastron (Fig. 2.9). The

viiiCollaboration between Australia and Nippon for a Gamma Ray Observatory in the Outback.
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Figure 2.7: The X-ray (top) and H.E.S.S. (bottom) fluxes folded around the proposed disc crossing phase,
"!, where "! is defined as the di!erence between the angular position of the pulsar (! in Fig. 2.6) and
the proposed position of the mid-plane of the circumstellar disc. Therefore, "! = 0 corresponds to the
pulsar passing through the disc mid-plane (Chernyakova et al., 2006).

spectrum was fitted with a single powerlaw

F = F0

!
E

1TeV

"$"

,

with F0 = (1.3 ± 0.1stat ± 0.3sys) $ 10$12 cm$2 s$1 TeV$1 and a photon index of % = 2.7 ±
0.2stat ± 0.2sys (within statistical and systematic errors) which showed no significant variation

during the observations. This infers a luminosity for the system of L" % 8$ 1032 erg s$1 for an

assumed distance of 1.5 kpc (Aharonian et al., 2005).

Two observations during 2005 and 2006, monitoring the source away from periastron, showed

no significant detection while monthly observations around periastron (April - August 2007)

again detected PSR B1259-63 at VHE gamma-rays with a 9.5) significance (Aharonian et al.,

2009). The average energy flux was FE % 2 $ 10$12 erg cm$2 s$1, with a best fit photon

index of % = 2.8± 0.2stat ± 0.2sys. This infers a luminosity of L" % 6$ 1032 erg s$1 (assuming a

distance of 1.5 kpc), consistent with the previous H.E.S.S. observation. While there was a possible

suggestion of a change in the photon index between the May and June 2007 observations, a 1)

and 2) comparison shows that there is no statistically significant change. The VHE light curve

(combining all H.E.S.S. data) is shown in Fig. 2.10. A comparison between the 2004 and 2007

light curves would appear to show a change between the two periastron passages, but as is

noted by the authors, due to the lower significance of the 2009 observations and the lower time

resolution (monthly not daily observations) the 2007 data cannot be considered to be significantly
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Figure 2.8: Combined X-ray light curve from PSR B1259-63 around di!erent periastron passages. Shown
is the change in flux (top) along with the variation of the spectral index (middle) and the hydrogen column
density (bottom) observed during the observations (Chernyakova et al., 2009).
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(Aharonian et al., 2009).

di!erent from the 2004 data.

2.6 A multi-wavelength view of PSR B1259-63

The discussion above has given a very brief overview of the observations of PSR B1259-63 since

the original detection of the pulsar in 1992. The overview has attempted to highlight only those

results which are believed to be most significant for this study. Before discussing the recent

Fermi observations around the 2010 periastron passage it will be useful to consider the overall

picture that is implied by the multi-wavelength observations.

PSR B1259-63 is unique among the gamma-ray binaries since the compact object is directly

observed as a " 48 ms pulsar. This allows for a direct measurement of the energy output from

the pulsar. The pulsar has a spin period of P = 47.7625 ms and a spin-down rate of 2.277$10$15

s s$1 (Wang et al., 2004), giving a spin-down luminosity of (equation 4.1)

L = 4*2I
Ṗ

P 3
= 8.25$ 1035 erg s$1,

and therefore the observed X-ray and VHE gamma-ray luminosities near periastron are of the

order of 0.1% of the available spin-down power. This is the same ratio as is observed for other

young spin-down powered pulsars (Becker and Truemper, 1997). In addition there is a marked

similarity between the radio, X-ray and gamma-ray light curves as shown in Fig. 2.11.

As shown in Fig. 2.7, there was a good agreement between both the X-ray and gamma-ray

light curves if folded around the proposed disc position which lead Chernyakova et al. (2006)

to suggest that IC scattering was not the dominant production mechanism for the TeV energy

gamma-rays. There are, however, a few problems with this proposed disc position. Firstly, the

proposed position is in conflict with the region of the pulsar eclipse (e.g. Khangulyan et al.,

2007). The radio eclipse lasts roughly $ ± 20 days around periastron while for the proposed
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the X-ray(top), VHE gamma-ray (middle) and radio (bottom) light curves of
PSR B1259-63. Also shown is the disc position (shaded blue section) that was suggested by Chernyakova
et al. (2006) (see section 2.4 p. 13). The dashed line plotted on the X-ray and H.E.S.S. light curves is
the scaled radio light curve from 2004, which is shown for comparison (Chernyakova et al., 2009).
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et al. (2006). The 2007 data do not agree with the proposed disc position (Aharonian et al., 2009).

disc position the pulsar would emerge from the disc only after $ + 40 days (see shaded region in

Fig. 2.11). Secondly, while the 2004 H.E.S.S. observations agree with the proposed disc position

(Fig. 2.7), the 2007 observations do not (Fig. 2.12; Aharonian et al., 2009). And lastly, the 9.3)

detection of TeV gamma-ray 46 days before periastron suggests IC scattering remains a viable

gamma-ray production mechanism.

Chernyakova et al. (2009) discussed two competing IC models for the X-ray and gamma-ray

production (Fig. 2.13). The two possibilities are a broad electron injection spectrum (dashed line)

that would result in a single IC spectrum which would fit the X-ray and gamma-ray emission,

or an electron spectrum peaked at high energies (e.g. 10 TeV) which would require both a

synchrotron and IC spectrum to match the X-ray and gamma-ray emission respectively. The

authors suggested that the possible detection of PSR B1259-63 with Fermi (between 20 MeV

– 300 GeV) during the 2010 periastron passage could prove a vital test as it would provide

coverage around GeV energies, where the two models show significant deviation in the predicted

flux (Fig. 2.13). However, it was noted that the point source detection limit for LATix is 3 $
10$9 ph cm$2 s$1 (> 100 MeV) % 5 $ 10$12 erg cm$2 s$1 (Atwood et al., 2009) could be too

high to detect PSR B1259-63, especially in the case of the second model where the flux at GeV

energies from IC scattering would almost certainly fall below the LAT detection threshold.

The Fermi detection or non-detection around the 2010 periastron passage was then of partic-

ular interest and a number of research groups organized multi-wavelength campaigns to observe

the system during periastron.

ixLarge Area Telescope: the LAT is the imaging instrument on-board Fermi.
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Figure 2.13: Possible X-ray and gamma-ray production mechanisms as discussed in Chernyakova et al.
(2009). The top panel shows the initial electron injection spectrum (dashed line) and the resulting
spectrum from the cooling and escaping of electrons (solid line). In (a) the injection spectrum in broad
while in (b) the spectrum is peaked around 10 TeV. The bottom panel shows the resulting emission
processes and the total emission. The most important feature is that for the broad spectrum (a) the
X-ray and gamma-ray emission is the result of a single broad IC emission while in (b) the X-rays and
gamma-rays are best fit by a synchrotron and IC process respectively.

2.7 Fermi detection

PSR B1259-63 was detected around the 2010 periastron with unexpected results (Abdo et al.,

2011; Tam et al., 2011). Abdo et al. (2011) reported on the GeV energy activity and preliminary

radio and X-ray observations during the periastron passage, and the results from this discussion

are summarized below. During the period leading up to periastron, PSR B1259-63 was not

detected by Fermi on a daily or weekly timescale and was only detected between 0.1–1 GeV during

the first disc crossing by integrating over the period $ #28 to $ #0 days from periastron, leading

to a 5) detection (Abdo et al., 2011). This “brightening” phase, as it is referred to by the authors,

lasted until " 18 days after periastron with a best fit photon index of % = 2.4± 0.2stat ± 0.5sys

and an energy flux of F = (0.9 ± 0.3stat ± 0.4sys) $ 10$10 erg cm$2 s$1 (within statistical and

systematic errors). This faint detection near the disc crossing is predicted by previous models.

However, " 30 days after periastron, the source became very active and was much brighter

than during the brightening phase, showing an average flux of F (> 100 MeV) = (4.4± 0.3stat ±
0.7sys)$10$10 erg cm$2 s$1, with a photon index of % = (1.4±0.6stat±0.2sys) and a cuto! energy

Ec = (0.3±0.1stat±sys) GeV. This “flare” and accompanying spectral hardening was unexpected

as it was assumed that the system would show fairly symmetric emission around periastron.

The observed Fermi spectral energy distribution (SED) during the brightening phase and flare

is shown in Fig. 2.14. Radio and X-ray observations around periastron showed no unusual or
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Figure 2.14: The observed Fermi SED observed during the brightening phase (red points), and post-
periastron flare. Figure plotted using the data released with Abdo et al. (2011).

flaring events, and were consistent with previous observations. The Fermi light curve is shown

in Fig. 2.15 along with radio, X-ray and TeV gamma-ray observations. Significantly, the peak

luminosity detected was L" % 8 $ 1035 erg s$1 (for an assumed distance of 2.3 kpc), which

corresponds to % 100% of the spin-down power of the pulsar. This unexpected flaring behaviour

cannot be explained by current models of gamma-ray binaries.

2.8 Observational campaigns

As part of this study an observational campaign was undertaken to observe Be-XRBs in the

Small and Large Magellanic Clouds (SMC & LMC), and to observe PSR B1259-63/LS 2883

during the December 2010 periastron passage. A brief summary of this campaign is presented

below, beginning with a short description of the telescopes used.

2.8.1 SAAO - 1.9m and 1.0m telescopes

Optical photometry and spectroscopic observations were undertaken at the South African Astro-

nomical Observatory (SAAO) located near Sutherland, in the Northern Cape, using the 1.9 m

and 1.0 m telescopes. The technical details presented here are based on the observations manuals

available at the observatory and details from the observatory website.x The 1.9 m telescope was

originally situated at the Radcli!e Observatory in Pretoria and the 1.0 m was originally stationed

at Cape Town before being moved to the current site in Sutherland after the establishment of

SAAO.

Photometric and spectroscopic observations were carried out with the 1.9 m using the SAAO

xwww.saao.ac.za
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Figure 2.15: Mulit-wavelength light curves of PSR B1259-63. From top to bottom: (a) H.E.S.S. observa-
tions during 2004 and 2007, (b) Fermi 2010 observations, (c) X-ray flux in units of 10!11 erg cm!2 s!1,
and (d) 2.4 GHz radio observations. The light curves combine observations undertaken over di!erent
periastron passages. The 2010 observations are included for the Fermi, X-ray and radio light curves.
(Abdo et al., 2011).
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CCD (charge-coupled device) and grating spectrograph respectively, which are mounted at the

telescope’s Cassegrain focus and only photometric observations were performed with the 1.0 m

telescope. The appropriate optical diagrams of each telescope are shown in Fig. 2.16. Both

telescopes use an o!-axis self guider which is used for source acquisition and computer assisted

tracking correction.

With the SAAO CCD, the 1.9 m has a field of view of 146$146 arcsec, while the 1.0 m has a

field of view of 317$317 arcsec. The wider field of view on the 1.0 m makes it ideal for observing

crowded fields in the SMC and LMC, as a large number of stars are visible around the science

target which allows for self-calibration of each frame.

SAAO CCD

The SAAO CCD can refer to one of two instruments, either the STE3 or STE4, with the STE4

being used during the observations. The SAAO CCD (STE4) is a back-illuminated CCD with

a 1024$ 1024 pixel resolution and is cooled with liquid nitrogen during observations. The CCD

has a gain of 2.8 electrons per ADU, a linear count limit of 65535 ADU and produces a readout

noise of 6.5 electrons. Dark current e!ects are negligible due to the liquid nitrogen cooling.

The CCD images are saved using the FITS format (Wells et al., 1981) on local data reduction

computers. The local data reduction software corrects the science frame using standard optical

data reduction techniques, correcting for readout noise and non-uniform CCD sensitivity, as well

as known bad pixels.

Both the 1.9 m and the 1.0 m are fitted with the standard Johnston (U, B and V) and Cousin

(R and I) filters and additional H&, BG38, and Z filters are available.

Grating spectrograph

The grating spectrograph is mounted at the Cassegrain focus of the 1.9 m telescope and records

the spectrum on a SITe CCD chip. The slit width of the spectrograph is 1.2 to 1.5 arcseconds

and the desired spectral range and resolution is obtained by selecting the appropriate grating.

Table 2.6 lists the available gratings and associated properties.

2.8.2 IRSF

The InfraRed Survey Facility (IRSF) 1.4 m telescope is a near IR telescope that observes in an

altitude-azimuth configuration.xi The telescope is located at SAAO near Sutherland and was

built as a collaboration between SAAO and the Nagoya University in Japan. Using the SIRIUSxii

camera, which consists of three 1024 $ 1024 CCDS, the IRSF takes simultaneous J, H and Ks

filter observations. The primary science object of the telescope is to perform Magellanic Cloud

xiTechnical details of this telescope are based on the available operation manuals, and information provided on
the telescope website accessed via http://www.saao.ac.za/facilities/telescopes/.

xiiSimultaneous-3color InfraRed Imager for Unbiased Survey
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Figure 2.16: Diagram of the optics of the 1.9 m and 1.0 m telescopes at SAAO, Sutherland
(http://www.saao.ac.za/facilities/telescopes/).
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Table 2.6: Available grating for the SAAO grating spectrograph on the SAAO 1.9m telescope
(www.saao.ac.za/facilities/instruments/grating-spectrograph/).

Grating Lines Å Useful Blaze Resolition (Å)
No. mm$1 Range Range (1st order) (Slit 250 µm)
7 300 210 3200 4600 5
8 400 155, 75 2300, 1150 7800 4, 2
9 830 65, 30 960, 480 7800 4, 2
4 1200 50 800 4600 1
6 600 100 1600 4600 2
5 1200 50, 20 800, 350 6800 1, 0.5
10 1200 50 800 10 000 1
11 600 100 1600 10 000 2

surveys, making it the ideal instrument for near IR observations of Be/X-ray binaries in the

SMC/LMC.

In order to compensate for the IR flux associated with the night sky, multiple images are

taken, each slightly o!set from the centre of the science target position, but still overlapping

with the central position (Nagata et al., 2003). Each o!set position or “dither” is created by a

combination of moving the telescope and rotating the SIRIUS camera. The number of dithers,

the o!set distance of each dither and the integration time per dither is defined by the observer.

A typical observation of a Be/X-ray binary in the SMC would consist of 15 dithers with a 15 to

20 second integration time per dither within a 15 arcsec radius. In addition, a clear section of

the sky, containing no or few stars, must also be observed to subtract the sky emission from the

science observation. The sky observations must be taken using the same dither configuration as

the target observation, for a region of sky close to the science target.

Each individual dither is saved as a separate FITS file and the final data image is obtained

by reducing the data using the SIRIUS and SIRPOL software packages.xiii The software pipeline

corrects for flat field, dark current and sky e!ects, realigns each image to the correct orientation

using the SExtractor software package, and combines the corrected images to create the final

science frame.

2.8.3 SALT & RSS

The Southern African Large Telescopexiv (also situated at SAAO) is a " 10 $ 11 metre optical

telescope, with a primary mirror consisting of 91 individual hexagonal pieces. The telescope

is designed to operate from 320 to 1700 nm and is one of the larger optical telescopes in the

Southern Hemisphere. The limitation on the telescope is that it operates in a fixed altitude

xiiiThe software packages are available (on 16 January 2012) from http://www.z.phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp/ naka-
jima/sirius/software/software.html
xivTechnical details of this telescope are based on the available operation manuals which can be accessed via the

SAAO website (www.saao.ac.za).
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angle (37" to zenith) and sources can only be observed when they lie within the observable

altitudes of 47" to 59". Targets are tracked by moving the observation payload which lies at the

primary focus above the telescope and not by moving the primary mirror in the azimuthal angle.

The primary mirror is only moved to acquire new sources. Sources can be tracked for an average

period of " 2 hours, depending on the altitude of the sources, with a maximum tracking time of

" 3.5 hours.

Spectroscopic observations are performed using the Robert Stobie Spectrograph (RSS) which

is mounted at the primary focus of the telescope and provides a resolution up to " 5500, with a

maximum wavelength coverage between 320 to 900 nm.

2.8.4 VLT & VISIR

The European Southern Observatory (ESO) Very Large Telescope (VLT), situated at Paranal

Observatory in the Atacama Desert, consists of four unit telescopes each with a 8.2 m mirror,

that can operate, individually or as an optical interferometer, from the ultra-violet to the mid-

IR (" 300 nm to 25 µm). Mid-IR photometric observation were obtained with the VLT Imager

and Spectrometer of the mid Infrared (VISIR; Lagage et al., 2004) mounted on Unit Telescope

3 (UT3), which is sensitive to the broad N and Q mid-IR bands, which correspond to the

appropriate atmospheric windows. The instrument operates between 8 – 13 µm (N band) and

16.5 – 24.5 µm (Q band) with a maximum field of view of 32.3 $ 32.3 arcsec depending on the

system configuration (Smette and Vanzi, 2007).

The IR emission from the atmosphere is compensated for by a process of chopping, nodding

and jittering the observations (Smette and Vanzi, 2007). During each observation the secondary

mirror is rotated, allowing for an on-source and o!-source observation; this processing is known

as chopping. This observes the target and an appropriate region o!-target of empty sky to

compensate for the IR sky emission. The chopping process is then repeated by moving the

telescope o! source and repeating the observation to compensate for the light path di!erence

between the on-source and o!-source chops. This process of moving the telescope on-source and

o!-source is known as nodding. Observations of sources go through a cycle of chopping and

nodding which removes the e!ect of the IR sky emission. In addition to the chopping-nodding

cycle, an additional random o!set or jitter can be added. This means that each observation will

not occur on exactly the same spot on the CCD and this o!set is added to compensate for bad

pixels.

Observations also consist of a number of di!erent “dithers” taken at each chopping and

nodding position, each having a maximum observation time of 5 ms. These dithers are not

stored, but are combined during the observation.
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2.8.5 SMC/LMC campaign

As part of this study it was decided to undertake observations of other known Be/X-ray binary

systems in the SMC/LMC. The advantage of such a survey is that sources are in close proximity

and can be observed at the same time of the year, which makes it possible to observe a number

of sources within a short time period. The observations were undertaken at optical and infrared

wavelengths in order to determine the infrared excess of each Be star. The infrared excess

is determined by the di!erence between the observed infrared flux of the star and flux which

is predicted by the Kurucz model for the given spectral type (fitted to the observed optical

magnitudes). These observations contribute to the understanding of the variability of Be stars

in infrared and may allow for an ensemble estimation of the variability expected in the disc

structure (and infrared excess) for systems such as PSR B1259-63. Since Be systems are extremely

variable, optical and infrared observations must be taken nearly simultaneously. For this reason

observation time was requested on the IRSF and either the 1.9 m/1.0 m telescopes during the

same week. The observation campaign consisted of approximately 60 sources in the SMC. Data

were obtained during three separate observation runs and remains an ongoing project. Results

from the observations have contributed towards a study of the orbital parameters and spectral

classification of IGR J010547253 (Townsend et al., 2011).

2.8.6 PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 December 2010 campaign

PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 went through periastron passage during December 2010. For this reason

a multi-wavelength observation campaign was proposed to observe the source from Sutherland

using the 1.9 m (spectroscopy), 1.0 m (photometry) and IRSF during the critical week of the

periastron passage. Proposals were also submitted to observe the source with SALT and VLT in

service mode.

Due to the hour angle, PSR B1259-63 was only observable from SAAO at a low altitude, and

was only observable with the 1.9 m and 1.0 m during approximately the last hour of the observing

night. Due to poor conditions it was not possible to obtain observations with either telescope

as the observation week coincided with very poor weather. On nights when observations were

possible, the weather tended to deteriorate during the night due to increasing humidity. The

IRSF, with its altitude-azimuthal mount had much greater observing freedom and was able to

observe the source during the week.

The proposal for SALT was submitted with the intention that observations would take place

if the telescope was in the re-commissioning phase (after the upgrade and repair of the RSS).

Unfortunately the re-commissioning phase had not begun by this period and the source was not

observed.

The VLT observed the source in January 2011, slightly after periastron. The detected flux is

closely inline with previous observations of the source and results of the VLT observations are

presented in Chapter 6.
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This chapter has presented the observed properties of the gamma-ray binary system PSR B1259-

63/LS 2883. In order to model this system it is necessary to consider the properties of both the

Be star and the pulsar. The following chapter (Chapter 3) presents a general discussion of the

properties of Be stars and other Be binary systems, while the properties of pulsars and pulsar

wind nebulae systems are presented in Chapter 4.



Chapter 3

Be stars and Be binary systems

Research into Be stars and active OB stars has progressed rapidly in the last few years, partic-

ularly with the development of interferometry techniques which have allowed for a more direct

observation of OB stars and the circumstellar environment. OB star research is an active and

rapidly progressing field of research and readers are referred to a detailed review on classical Be

stars given by Porter and Rivinius (2003) and more recent reviews included in the proceedings of

the IAU Symposium 272: Active OB stars: Structure, Evolution, Mass-Loss, and Critical Limits

(Neiner et al., 2011).

OB stars are subdivided into multiple categories, from Luminous Blue Variable giants, to Be

stars, B[e] stars, and Bp stars etc. This chapter will focus on “classic” Be stars and the Be star

phenomena which generally a!ects B-type stars, and also late O-type and early A-type stars.

This is the case for PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 where the main sequence companion is a O9.5 Ve

type star. A brief summary of recent models, results and open questions surrounding Be stars

which are pertinent to this study, will be presented.

3.1 Be stars

The most common definition for a Be star is a B-type star that shows or has shown emission

lines instead of absorption lines in the Balmer spectrum (Collins, 1987). The discovery of Be

stars was reported by Secchi (1866) who detected a bright emission line from ' Cassiopeiae.

These observed emission lines are produced in a circumstellar disc that surrounds Be stars, as

was first suggested by Struve (1931). Despite being studied and observed for nearly 150 years the

key question surrounding Be stars remains how and why the star develops a circumstellar disc.

Currently, the most promising model is that the discs are viscous driven, Keplerian, “decretion”

discs, as will be discussed in section 3.2, since this model has been able to match a number of

observational properties. This section will discuss some of the observational properties of Be

stars, and the mechanisms that are believed to produce them.

29
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of how the viewing angle of a Be star can a!ect the observed emission lines.
Observations from direction A will produce a single peak emission line, observations from direction B
will show double peaked, Doppler shifted emission lines, while observations from direction C can produce
shell star observations as discussed in the text (Howells, 2002).

3.1.1 Emission lines

Since Be stars are defined by the presence of emission lines which originate from the circumstellar

disc, it is appropriate to begin by discussing the emission line properties.

Doppler shifting and shell stars

The properties of the observed spectral emission lines depend on the size and orientation of the

Be star’s circumstellar disc. Larger circumstellar discs, with more material, show bright emission

lines, while smaller discs show fainter, less prominent lines. Because the discs are variable in

nature, growing and shrinking in time, the emission lines are also variable and vanish if the

circumstellar disc is depleted.

Depending on the orientation of the disc relative to the observer, as shown in Fig. 3.1, the

observed emission lines may be a single peak if the disc is viewed predominantly face-on (A),

or can show a double peak, due to Doppler shifting, with increasing inclination (B) (Struve,

1931). If the disc is observed edge on (C), the observation through the disc creates an additional

absorption feature, which obscures light from the star and is observed as a narrow absorption

component superimposed onto the stellar absorption feature. Such stars are known as shell stars.

The standard definition of a shell star is given by Hanuschik (1996), and states that a Be star is

defined as a shell star if the observed central FeII line flux is less than the flux from the star, i.e.

Fcen/F# < 1.

Fig. 3.2 shows three examples of Be stars that are observed from face-on (left) to edge-on

(right) corresponding to observations at positions A, B and C in Fig. 3.1. Thus BD+46 0275
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Figure 3.2: Observations of three Be stars which correspond from left to right to observations from
direction A, B and C as shown in Fig. 3.1 (Howells, 2002).

is observed nearly face-on and shows a clear single emission line while BD+02 3815 is a typical

shell star with a central absorption feature superimposed on the emission line.

An example of the variability observed from Be stars is shown for o Andromedae in Fig. 3.3,

which shows the change in the H& line due to the growth and decay of the circumstellar disc.

The observation on the 26th of August 1986 shows the star in a discless state, with only the

intrinsic stellar H& absorption feature present. The dotted line fitted to this intrinsic feature

is then shown on all other observations. The two observations before the 26th of August 1986

showed the disc decaying, while observations after this date show the subsequent growth of the

circumstellar disc and the modification of the observed spectral line. Since o Andromedae is a

shell type star, the disc is observed edge on (direction C in Fig. 3.1) and shows an enhanced

Doppler shifted emission line and an additional absorption feature. Therefore, as the disc grows

the H& absorption line shows higher emission on the outer wings, due to the Doppler shifted

emission from the disc, while the central flux begins to decrease below the intrinsic stellar line

flux as additional absorption through the disc decreases the observed stellar contribution.

V/R variation

Observations of Be stars show that there can be a change over time in the relative amplitude of

the “violet” and “red” edge of an observed double peak emission line, known as V/R variation.

This variation occurs over a timescale of a few years and is observed in approximately two thirds

of Be stars (e.g. Carciofi, 2011); an example is shown for X Persei in Fig. 3.4. The V/R variation

is explained by a region of denser material in the circumstellar disc which orbits around the Be

stars, known as one-arm oscillation.

It was shown by Kato (1983) that such a region could exist in a Keplerian disc, and Telting

et al. (1994) used this model to explain the observed variations in !1 Monoceros, as illustrated

in Fig. 3.5. The denser material shown in the disc, orbits around the star in an anti-clockwise

direction from top to bottom (I to IV) while the observer is to the left of the figure. At I the
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Figure 3.3: H" observations of o Andromedae observed during the disc decay and subsequent re-growth.
The dashed line indicates the stellar flux without any disc contribution, as observed around 26 August
1986. Since this is a shell star the central trough decreases below the intrinsic stellar flux; see text for
discussion (Clark et al., 2003).

denser material is moving towards the observer, resulting in more emission being Doppler shifted

towards the violet arm. At II the denser region lies between the observer and the star which

creates an additional absorption features. At III the region is Doppler shifted away from the

observer and enhances the red edge of the emission line, while at IV the region is behind the star

and does not influence the emission lines.

Detailed modelling of this process has been continued for Be stars (by e.g. Okazaki, 1991,

1997) and Carciofi et al. (2009) has shown how the one-arm oscillation model in a Keplerian disc

can be fitted to the V/R variation in + Tauri (Figs. 3.6 & 3.7).

3.1.2 Infrared excess

As was shown by Johnson (1967), five emission line stars (which included Be stars) in the

Bright Star Catalogue showed an intrinsic colour index (K-L)0,i after correction for interstellar

reddening, which did not agree with the expected colour from a blackbody emitter. Fig. 3.8

shows the colour index plotted against spectral type for stars in the catalogue, and the emission

line stars (marked with an E) lie above the predicted position for a blackbody emitter (solid

line). As was soon shown by Woolf et al. (1970), this infrared excess could be fitted by a free-free

spectrum added to the blackbody component of the star. The IR excess is associated with the

circumstellar disc and is the most important property of Be stars concerning this study.

iThe e!ective wavelengths for the filters are K = 2.2 µm and L = 3.4 µm.
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Figure 3.4: V/R variation of the H" line observed from X Persei. The flux has been re-scaled to show
the spectral lines and the numbers on the right indicate the Julian date (Clark et al., 2001).
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Figure 3.5: Diagram explaining the motion of a one-armed density structure in the circumstellar disc
around a Be star. The denser region (shaded region) orbits the star in an anti-clockwise direction,
creating the observed V/R variation See the text for a detailed discussion (Telting et al., 1994).
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Figure 3.6: Two examples of a numerical model for the density profiles in Keplerian circumstellar discs
shown as observed from above. The density disturbance moves in an anti-clockwise direction and can
model the V/R variations discussed in the text (Carciofi et al., 2009).

Figure 3.7: Modelling of the V/R variation in # Tauri. The open squares correspond to the observed
data points and the solid lines to the best fit models. The colours shown in the figure correspond to the
indicated emission lines and are H", Br$ and Br15, for black, green and red respectively. To produce
a better fit to the observations a -0.2 phase shift has been applied to the Br15 line (dashed red line)
(Carciofi et al., 2009).
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Figure 3.8: Plot of the intrinsic colour (K-L)0 against spectral type for stars included in the Bright Star
Catalogue. The solid black line shows where the colour index should lie if the stars radiate as blackbodies.
Emission line stars are marked with an “E”, and lie above the expected model curve, indicating that
these stars appear redder than expected (Johnson et al., 1966).

The IR excess is believed to originate from (mainly) free-free emission in the Be stars’ cir-

cumstellar discs. Waters (1986) developed an empirical model to predict this IR excess, using a

curve of growth (COG) method and this method (and its application to PSR B1259-63/LS 2883)

is discussed in Chapter 6. The IR excess is a variable phenomena as it is linked to the size of

the circumstellar disc. As the disc grows and shrinks over periods of " 100 # 1000 days, there

is a corresponding change in the IR excess. A good example is shown for X Persei in Fig. 6.6

(p. 114), where observations during disc and discless phases show a clear change in the flux at

IR wavelengths (Telting et al., 1998). Similarly the IR excess associated with LS 2883 is shown

in Chapter 6 (Figs. 6.11 & 6.12). The ongoing variability of Be stars is attested to by Rajoeli-

manana, Charles, and Udalski (2011) who analysed long-term light curves of a sample of Be X-ray

binaries in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) using data from MACHOii and OGLEiii. The au-

thors found superobital periods in 19 systems, which they propose are the result of variability in

the circumstellar disc.

3.1.3 Interferometry

The development of optical interferometry has made it possible to image the asymmetry of the Be

star environment more directly. Quirrenbach et al. (1994) used the MkIII optical interferometer

at Mt. Wilson, to construct a map of the maximum-entropy of the H& spectral line (656.3 nm)

and 550 nm continuum around + Tauri. Fig. 3.9 shows the observations centred on 550 nm (left)

iiMAssive Compact Halo Objects
iiiOptical Gravitational Lensing Experiment
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Figure 3.9: Observations of the 550 nm continuum (left) and the H" (656.3 nm) emission (right) around
# Tauri. Left: Maximum entropy around 550 nm. Right: maximum entropy around the H" emission
line. The entropy around 550 nm is an unresolved point source and appears flattened due to a higher
resolution in the North-South direction, while the H" emission shows an extended disc-like structure
around the star (Quirrenbach et al., 1994).

and on the H& line (right). The entropy map around 550 nm is an unresolved point source,

while the H& emission is clearly non-spherical and extends in a disc-like structure around the

star. This is a clear indication that the emission region around Be stars is confined to a disc or

disc-like region.

3.2 Modelling the circumstellar disc

Despite more than a hundred years of research on Be stars, the key question of how the circum-

stellar discs form remains. There has been rapid progress in the last few years and the current

favoured model of a viscous decretion disc is able to explain a number of observed properties.

This section will briefly discuss some aspects of the circumstellar disc modelling, beginning with

an earlier wind compression model.

3.2.1 Wind compression and magnetically compressed discs

The first, initially viable, model to explain the circumstellar disc formation was the compression

of discs due to radial outflow from the stellar wind, introduced by Bjorkman and Cassinelli

(1993). The basic model was that material leaving the surface of the rapidly rotating star would

follow orbital paths that intercept the equatorial plane of the star, where the collision between

di!erent streams of material would create a shock and a region of enhanced density. At first the

model appeared viable, and Owocki, Cranmer, and Blondin (1994) showed that purely radial

line-driven winds would create the proposed discs. However, this model was shown to fail once

the e!ects of non-radial line forces, which must occur, were included in the calculation (Owocki

et al., 1996).
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The presence of magnetic field lines was also considered as a mechanism to provide the

directional component to drive the wind outflow to the star’s equatorial plane and form a disc

through the same method as the wind compression model (e.g. Cassinelli et al., 2002). However,

this method does not produce the correct disc formation and is unable to explain the observational

properties of Be stars as was shown by 2D Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations presented

by Owocki and Ud-Doula (2003). A di!erent model is needed to explain the disc formation.

3.2.2 Viscous discs

The current favoured model for the circumstellar discs is the creation of viscous “decretion” discs

around the stars, originally proposed by Lee et al. (1991). This model is particularly favoured

as it would require the discs to be Keplerian, a property that has been detected in some Be stars

(see e.g. Meilland et al., 2007). The model is similar to accretion disc theory, with the important

di!erence that material is transferred away from and not towards the star via viscosity. The basic

equations of viscous “decretion” discs are similar to those of accretion discs and are summarized,

for example, by Carciofi (2011).

Model results from viscous discs

In the COG method (Chapter 6), the circumstellar disc is assumed to be isothermal and have

a mass density that decays with radius as # & r$n. Simulations of viscous discs show, however,

that they would be non-isothermal and would not follow a steady density decay. Fig. 3.10 shows

an example of a viscous disc solution from non-LTE (Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium) Monte

Carlo simulations (Carciofi and Bjorkman, 2008). The left hand side of the figure shows that

the decrease in mass density, #, with distance along the disc mid-plane from the centre of the

disc/star,iv does not follow a constant power law but changes dynamically with distance, while

the right hand side of the figure shows how the temperature, which has been averaged vertically

through the disc, changes with distance from the centre of the disc as measured along the mid-

plane.

The strength of the viscous model is that it has been able to match a number of the observed

disc properties, including the V/R variation and emission lines. As was mentioned earlier, the

viscous model is able to produce the one-arm oscillation required to explain the V/R variation

(Fig. 3.7). Also shown by Carciofi et al. (2009) is how the viscous model can be fitted to the

SED of the star (Fig. 3.11). It is the success of such fits which strengthens the case for viscous

discs.

An interesting result of the viscous disc model is that most of the emitted flux occurs close

to the centre of the disc/star. Fig. 3.12 plots the ratio of the flux emitted within a radial

distance r from the centre of the disc in units of the maximum total flux emitted from the disc

ivThe centre of disc mentioned here, and through the rest of this study, refers to the centre of the disc which
would coincide with the centre of the star, since the disc is assumed to be symmetric around the star. Distances
measured from the centre of the star/disc are measured from this point outwards towards the edge of the disc.
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Figure 3.10: Non-LTE Monte Carlo model predictions for a Keplerian circumstellar disc. Left: change in
the density with radial distance. Right: the vertically averaged temperature of the disc, plotted against
distance along the disc mid-plane. See text for discussion (adapted from Carciofi and Bjorkman, 2008).

Figure 3.11: Optical (left) and IR (right) spectral energy distribution of # Tauri. The dark grey
line/points are the observed data while the solid black line is the fitted Keplerian disc model (adapted
from Carciofi et al., 2009).
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Figure 3.12: Plot of the percentage of the total maximum emission which is emitted within a radial
distance r (in units of the stellar radius R) from the centre of the disc. The horizontal dashed line marks
the 90% level and the radial distance is measured in stellar radii (Carciofi, 2011).

(i.e. F/Fmax) for various emission bands. This shows that most of the optical and near IR red

emission is emitted within " 10 stellar radii from the star. For example, 90% of all the K flux is

emitted within " 3 stellar radii, from the centre of the disc. As is shown later, the COG method

presents a similar, quantitative result.

Disc formation

The, not insignificant, problem with the viscous disc mechanism, is the explanation of how the

discs are created. Accretion discs form around compact objects when material attempts to

accrete onto the surface of the compact object, but still possess a significant amount of angular

momentum. The result is that the material must first spiral around the compact object, forming

a ring of material, before viscous e!ects spread the ring into a disc. Material then loses angular

momentum while moving through the disc until it loses su&cient angular momentum that it can

accrete onto the surface of the compact object. Additional material and angular momentum

is added to the outer edge of the disc, by the mass donor, sustaining the accretion disc. As

such, accretion of material leads naturally to the formation of an accretion disc around compact

objects. For a detailed study of accretion discs and accretion disc physics, see e.g. Frank, King,

and Raine (2002).

The formation of “decretion” discs around a Be star is di!erent. Material leaving the surface

of a star in e.g. the stellar wind does not need to lose angular momentum like material attempting

to accrete onto a compact object. Therefore, to create a viscous circumstellar disc in Be stars

requires a launch mechanism which will place material into a Keplerian, or near Keplerian, orbit

around the star. As material is placed into this orbit, the supply of material and its associated
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angular momentum will then cause the material to spread out into a disc structure due to viscous

e!ects, creating the observed Be disc. Some ideas related to the launching of an decretion disc

are discussed below.

Disc launching

Recent reviews by Rivinius (2007) and Stee (2011) discuss some of the possibilities and problems

surrounding the disc production and launching mechanisms. There are some observational links

between the non-radial pulsation (NRP) mechanisms in Be stars and flares associated with the

circumstellar disc, particularly in the case of µ Centauri where there is an observed correlation

between the NRPs and increased disc activity (Rivinius et al., 1998). As outlined in Rivinius

(2007, and references therein) spectroscopic observations around outburst stages are consistent

with matter being transferred to the inner edge of the disc, as after the outburst there is more

material near the star surface as is evident in the increased separation of the spectral line’s

double peaks. However, Owocki (2005) shows that Be stars must be rotating at " 95% of the

critical velocity for NRPs to be able to launch material into a Keplerian orbit. The often quoted

value for Be stars is that they rotate between 75% to 80% of their critical velocity, too low to

create the disc through this process. This velocity range may, however, be too low and Townsend

et al. (2004) discussed how equatorial gravitational darkening can a!ect observations and that

the “measured” rotational velocity may under-predict the true rotational velocity of Be stars.

Therefore, Be stars might be rotating at nearly the critical velocity which could allow non-

radial pulsations to launch material to form circumstellar discs (Owocki, 2005). A discussion by

Cranmer (2009) has also suggested that NRPs may produce resonance waves that will transport

additional angular momentum to the surface of the star, which could be fed to the disc. The result

is that a star rotating at only 60% of the critical velocity will be able to launch a circumstellar

disc through NRPs.

Open questions

As discussed in the review by Baade et al. (2011), there remain a number of open questions

regarding Be stars and OB stars in general. For example, the launch mechanism of the circum-

stellar disc remains an open question. As mentioned Be stars are known to be very fast rotators,

and this seems to be linked to the circumstellar discs. However, there is a group of stars, Bn

stars, that are also very fast rotators that do not show evidence of circumstellar discs. If Be stars

produce discs, in part due to rapid rotation, why do Bn stars not produce discs?

The other issue that has not been discussed is that of the possible correlation between metal-

licity and the Be star phenomena. It has been discussed, by e.g. Vink et al. (2001) and Dray

(2006), that metallicity can a!ect the mass lost from stars through their stellar wind. A higher

mass loss will lead to a higher loss of angular momentum and, therefore, stars that have a lower

metallicity and hence a lower mass loss rate should have a higher rotation rate. This may be

one possible reason for the higher ratio of Be stars in the SMC, as the lower metallicity in the
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SMC could lead to higher spin velocities and hence more Be stars. However, as shown by the

observations of Bn stars, fast rotation does not lead directly to disc formation, and this may not

be the direct cause for the higher ratio of Be stars in the SMC.

3.3 Be binary systems

A large number of Be stars form part of binary systems. For example the SMC is known to have

a large number of Be/X-ray binaries (Be-XRBs). Of the detected gamma-ray binary systems,

four are known to have a Be main sequence star in the system. It is important therefore to

discuss briefly some aspects of Be binary systems.

3.3.1 Be-XRBs

Most Be binary systems are X-ray binaries, and are powered by accretion onto the compact

object, normally a neutron star (NS). Coe (2000) reviewed accretion driven Be X-ray binary

systems and the reader is referred to this and to the references therein for a detailed review of

these systems.

circumstellar disc.

In Be-XRBs, material from the stellar wind or the circumstellar disc accretes onto the NS,

producing X-ray emission. Because of the binary nature of the systems and the variability of

the Be stars, Be-XRBs show periods of enhanced X-ray emission or outbursts. Two such types

of outbursts are defined. Type I outbursts are regular, and are linked to the orbital period of

the binary. Type II outbursts are much larger events, and are linked to periods of enhanced

accretion and circumstellar disc activity.

The Type I outbursts can be understood in terms of the motion of the NS through the

circumstellar disc of the Be star during its orbit. As the NS passes through the disc there is

a period of enhanced accretion which results in a period of bright X-ray emission. The X-ray

emission also shows a pulsed signal from the spin of the NS. As shown by Corbet (1984), there is

a natural correlation between spin period observed in the X-ray emission and the binary period

of the system, which can be explained as follows. Material attempting to accrete onto the surface

of a NS will be influenced by the neuron star magnetic field. If the accreting material is trapped

by the magnetic field lines it will rotate with the same spin velocity as the NS (e.g. Frank et al.,

2002, pp. 158–174). If the rotational velocity of the trapped material is higher than the Keplerian

velocity at this point, the material will not be able to accreted onto the surface of the compact

object and will be “flung” out of the system; this is known as the “propeller e!ect”. The distance

where the rotation velocity of the magnetic field is equal to the Keplerian velocity is known as

the corotation radius and is given by (e.g. Frank et al., 2002, p. 163)

R# =

&
GMP 2

spin

4*2

'1/3

,
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where Pspin is the spin period of the NS. For material to accrete onto the surface of a pulsar, the

radius at which the magnetic field begins to influence the flow of the accreting material must be

less than the corotation radius. The radius at which the magnetic field begins to regulate the

flow of material is determined by the point where the magnetic pressure of the NS is equal to

the ram pressure of the accreting material. For a dipolar field configuration

B(r) " B#

!
R#
r

"3

" µ

r3
,

where B# is the magnetic field at the surface of the star and µ = B#R3
# is the magnetic dipole

moment, the magnetic pressure is given by
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Therefore, equating the magnetic pressure to the ram pressure of a gas in free-fall it can be shown

that the radius at which the magnetic field begins to control the accreting material is given by

(e.g. Frank et al., 2002, p. 158)
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cm.

This is known as the Alfvén radius and accretion onto the NS will only be possible if the corotation

radius is larger than the Alfvén radius. A NS that is observable through accretion driven X-ray

emission, therefore, must first have spun down until this conditional was met.v As shown by

Corbet (1984), since the Alfvén radius is dependent on the density of the material attempting

to accrete onto the NS, and the density of this material depends on the binary separation (and

therefore on the orbital period), there is an observed correlation between the spin period of the

NS and the orbital period in HMXBs (Fig. 3.13).

The second kind of periodic outbursts, Type II outbursts, appear to be correlated to periods

of enhanced disc size, as is evident from observations of the H& line and optical/IR emission

from the circumstellar disc. Fig. 3.14 shows the observed I magnitude of SXP11.5 in the period

leading up to a Type II outburst, indicated by the vertical dashed lines. When the circumstellar

disc grows to a large size, rapid accretion occurs, resulting in the observed X-ray outburst. The

disc also appears to decrease rapidly in size after the outburst, as is seen by the fast drop in the

I magnitude (open square in Fig. 3.14), or the change in the H& intensity (Fig. 3.15).

vSpin down is the phenomenon by which a rotating compact object like a NS loses angular momentum and
consequently its angular velocity decrease with time. A compact object can also gain angular moment when ma-
terial with additional angular momentum accretes onto its surface. The transfer of additional angular momentum
leads to the star spinning faster, and is said to spin-up.
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Figure 3.13: Observed correlation between the orbital period and the spin period of the pulsar which is
observed in accretion driven high-mass X-ray binaries (Corbet, 1984).

Figure 3.14: Oservations of SXP11.5 using the I filter, including a period of a Type II outburst, indicated
by the vertical dashed lines. The I magnitude is a combined data set from OGLE III (open triangles),
the Faulkes Telescope (closed squares), and SAAO 1.9m (open square) (Townsend et al., 2011).
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Figure 3.15: VLT (top) and SAAO 1.9m (bottom) observations of the H" line of SXP11.5. The top
spectrum was taken on the 12th of August 2009 during the X-ray burst phase (Fig. 3.14) while the lower
spectrum was taken on the 12th of December 2009, after the X-ray burst had ended. (Townsend et al.,
2011).

3.3.2 E!ect on the circumstellar disc

As is seen by the rapid drop in the I magnitude intensity (Fig. 3.14) and the decrease in the H&

line (Fig. 3.15) associated with Type II outbursts, the compact objects in binary systems have

a direct e!ect on the circumstellar discs surrounding Be stars. Reig, Fabregat, and Coe (1997)

have shown that Be-XRBs with smaller orbits have correspondingly smaller H& emission lines.

This has led to the conclusion that the NS is confining the size of the circumstellar disc. This

has also been shown by Okazaki et al. (2002) using smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH)

modelling. Okazaki et al. (2011) have recently modelled PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 using SPH and

predicted that the disc should become truncated after the periastron passage.

3.4 Gamma-ray binaries

There are currentlyvi only six known gamma-ray binary systems, and they are listed in Table 3.1

together with the spectral types of their optical companions. Of the six systems only PSR B1259-

63/LS 2883, which has a highly eccentric orbit (Porb = 3.4 yr, e " 0.8), is known to contain

a millisecond pulsar as the compact object. The other binary systems all have shorter orbital

periods and are believed to contain a pulsar which is obscured by the circumstellar environment.

Four of the binary systems also have an Oe/Be star as the optical companion. Chapter 2

presented a summary of the observations of PSR B1259-63/LS 2883. Here only a short summary

of the other gamma-ray binary systems is presented.

viAs of 10th of January 2012: The binary nature of AGL J2241+4454/MWC 656 is reported by Casares et al.
(2012) on this date.
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Table 3.1: Summary of the position and observed spectral type of the six known gamma-ray binary
systems.

Name RA Dec. Spectral Type
PSR B1259-63 13 02 47.655 -63 50 08.67 O9.5Ve
LS 5039 18 26 15.057 -14 50 54.26 O6.5V
LSI+61 303 02 40 31.66516 +61 13 45.6115 B0Ve
HESS J0632+057 06 32 59.2545 +05 48 01.178 B0pe
1FGL J1018.6-5856 10 18 55.6 -58 56 46.2 O6V((f))
AGL J2241+4454 22 42 57.30295 +44 43 18.2525 B3 IVne+sh

3.4.1 LS 5039

LS 5039vii was originally identified as an X-ray binary source before its detection by H.E.S.S.

at very high energies (VHE; > 100 GeV), and was proposed as the optical counterpart to the

ROSAT all sky survey source RX J1826.2-1450 by Motch et al. (1997). The system’s association

with a possible X-ray source is based on a comparison of the ROSAT All Sky Survey with the

compiled SIMBAD Catalogueviii for OB type stars (Motch et al., 1997). Clark et al. (2001)

reported on spectroscopic observations that were made between 1995 and 2000 in optical (4100-

7400 Å) and in near IR (1.5-2.2 µ m) wavelengths. The ratio of the He II 4541 and He I 4471

lines measured by optical spectroscopy indicates that the system is an O6.5 type star. The strong

absorption of He II 4686 in LS 5039 showed that it is a main-sequence star, while the strong

He II absorption in combination with the weak N III , 4634-40-42 emission classified the star

as an O6.5((f)) type giant. Casares et al. (2005) combined observations made between 23–31

July 2002, and 1–10 July 2003, with observations reported by McSwain et al. (2001, 2004), and

found an orbital period of 3.90603 ± 0.00017 days, an eccentricity of e = 0.35 ± 0.04 and a

revised mass function of f(M) = 0.0053 ± 0.0009 M%. The new spectral analysis gave revised

values of Te! = 39000 ± 1000 K and log g = 3.85 ± 0.10 for the temperature and gravity of

the star respectively. A later study by Aragona et al. (2009) found a similar orbital period

Porb = 3.90608± .00010 days, with eccentricity e = 0.337± 0.036. Recently, Sarty et al. (2011)

have proposed a smaller eccentricity of e = 0.24±0.08 and the possibility of orbital modulation of

the photometric light curve on the milli-magnitude level. These authors also suggest a minimum

mass of 1.8 M% for the compact object in the binary system.

As part of a search for Radio Emitting X-ray Binaries, Mart́ı, Paredes, and Ribó (1998),

observed LS 5039 with the Very Large Array (VLA) and found that the system was associated

with an unresolved radio source. Observations with the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) by

Paredes et al. (2000) revealed radio “jet” images (Fig. 3.16). From these radio jet observations,

the authors estimated a 2 milliarcsecond size for the core of the system, with jets extending

viiThis summary is adapted from Chapter 1 of van Soelen (2007).
viiiSet of Identifications, Measurements, and Bibliography for Astronomical Data (SIMBAD) catalogue is man-

aged by the Centre de Donnes astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS).
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Figure 3.16: Observation of LS 5039 taken at 5 GHz with the VLBA on the 8th of May 1999 (Paredes
et al., 2000).
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Figure 3.17: Observation of LS 5039 taken at 5 GHz with the VLBA on the 3rd and 8th of June 2000
(Ribó et al., 2008).

beyond 6 milliarcseconds with a position angle of 125". Paredes et al. (2002) reported on follow

up radio observations of LS 5039, made simultaneously with the European VLBI Network (EVN)

and Multi-Element Radio-Linked Interferometer Network (MERLIN). The radio images show

apparently clear jet structures that extend North West and South East, with the South East jet

longer in both of the EVN and MERLIN images. However, as reported in Ribó et al. (2008),

observations of LS 5039 made on the 3rd and 8th of June 2000 show variability in the morphology

of the observations (Fig 3.17).

Ribó et al. (1999) analysed data from the Proportional Counter Array (PCA), located on

the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) satellite for X-ray pulsations, but found no pulsations

between " 0.02 to " 2000 seconds. Later RXTE observations by Bosch-Ramon et al. (2005)

are significant because they detection a possible orbital modulation in the X-ray flux. The

observations took place over 17 runs between the 4th and 8th of July 2003. They found a measured
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Figure 3.18: H.E.S.S. observations of LS 5039 folded with the 3.9 day orbital period (Aharonian et al.,
2006).

flux between (4.32+0.30
$0.41#6.95+0.29

$0.40)$10$11 ergs cm-2 sec-1, and a photon index between 1.69+0.08
$0.08

– 2.18+0.14
$0.13 for the energy band 3-30 keV. These authors reported on time variations in the X-ray

flux when the data was folded with a period of " 3.9 days (Casares et al., 2005) which showed

an orbital modulation and a one hour “mini-flare”. More recent observations with Suzaku X-ray

observatory, undertaken by Takahashi et al. (2009), show a clear orbital modulation of the X-ray

light curve and a non-thermal spectrum.

Paredes et al. (2000) proposed that LS 5039 might be a gamma-ray source, and might be

associated with 3EG J1824-1514 because it lies within the 95% confidence contour and is the

only X-ray emitter within 1". Subsequent observations of LS 5039 with H.E.S.S. revealed not

only VHE gamma-ray emission from the system, but also found a 3.9 day modulation in the flux

(Fig. 3.18; Aharonian et al., 2006). The counts fluctuate between (0.46 ± 0.21 # 2.96 ± 0.17) $
10$12 ph cm$2s$1TeV$1. The spectral index varies between (1.84± 0.25)# (3.08± 0.47), and is

in anti-correlation to the luminosity. The source has an average luminosity of 7.8$ 1033 erg s-1,

and a spectral index of 2.06 ± 0.05. As discussed in Aharonian et al. (2006), the change in the

spectral index could arise from pair-cascades, variation in radiative cooling if synchrotron losses

become significant, or anisotropic IC scattering e!ects. The maximum flux appears to occur

around inferior conjunction (- = 0.716) and the flux minimum at - " 0.2 (superior conjunction

occurs at - = 0.058).

3.4.2 LSI+61 303

LSI+61 303 has, like PSR B1259-63, a Be star as its optical companion and, as in the case of

LS 5039, was observed as an X-ray binary system before being detected at VHE gamma-ray

energies with MAGICix (Albert et al., 2006). LSI+61 303 was originally detected as a variable

radio source by Gregory and Taylor (1978), while the first X-ray detection was reported by

ixMajor Atmospheric Gamma-ray Imaging Cherenkov
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Figure 3.19: Left: ASM/RXTE observation of LSI+61 303 between 2-10 keV, folded with a 26.7 day
period and a bin size corresponding to 0.1 phase (adapted from Paredes et al., 1997). Right: Fermi
observations folded with a 26.4960 day period with a bin size of 1 day (Abdo et al., 2009).

Bignami et al. (1981) with Einstein. These authors, however, found no evidence for variability

in the X-ray emission. Later observations with ROSAT detected the source with an X-ray

luminosity of 5.9±2.9$1033 erg s$1 between 0.1 and 2.4 keV, assuming a distance of 2.3 kpc to the

source (Goldoni and Mereghetti, 1995). The observations showed variability with a modulation

of the flux by a factor " 3 over a " 3 day period. Paredes et al. (1997) found a 26.7 ±
0.2 day modulation in ASM/RXTEx observations of the source (Fig. 3.19), with a minimum and

maximum luminosity of " 1 $ 1034 and " 5 $ 1034 erg s$1 between 2 to 10 keV (assuming a

distance of 2.0 kpc).

Due to observations of apparently fast precessing radio jets, e.g. at 5 GHz on the 22nd and 23rd

of April 2001 with MERLINxi, LSI+61 303 was originally classified as a microquasar. However,

Dhawan et al. (2006) presented VLBA observations of the source at 3.6 cm, taken every three

days and covering slightly more than one orbital period, which showed that the radio outflow is

directed away from the Be star. This implies that the system is more likely to be a PWN than

a microquasar (Fig. 3.20).

LSI+61 303 also coincides with a known EGRETxii source (Kni!en et al., 1997) and the

association was confirmed by the TeV gamma-ray detections with MAGIC (Albert et al., 2006).

The VHE gamma-ray flux was later found to be modulated with a 26.8± 0.2 day orbital period

(Albert et al., 2009). The system was also detected by Fermi, and is one of the brightest high

energy (HE; 0.1# 100 GeV) sources. The Fermi data show an orbital period of 26.6± .05 days

(Fig. 3.19; Abdo et al., 2009), similar to the orbital period of 26.4960 ± 0.0028 days that was

detected in the radio (Gregory, 2002). Fig. 3.21 shows the Fermi, MAGIC and VERITAS spectral

energy distribution.

xThe All Sky Monitor (ASM) is an X-ray telescope on-board the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) satellite.
xiMulti-Element Radio-Linked Interferometer Network
xiiEnergetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope
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Figure 3.20: Observations of LSI+61 303 at 3.6 cm using the VLBA over the orbital period of the system
(Dhawan et al., 2006).
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Figure 3.21: Spectral energy distribution for LSI+61 303, as observed with Fermi (crosses), MAGIC
(open circles) and VERITAS (closed circles). The MAGIC and VERITAS observations are from the
higher energy phase of the orbital period. The spectral energy distribution is clearly dominated by the
Fermi spectrum. Also indicated on the graph is the ±1% limits on the fitted spectrum (curved lines).
Figure from Abdo et al. (2009).

The X-ray and VHE flux light curves show an orbital correlation, while the HE emission

is in anti-correlation to the X-ray/VHE energy flux (Abdo et al., 2009). This could imply a

single particle distribution for the X-ray and VHE emission and a separate population for the

HE emission as discussed by e.g. Zabalza et al. (2011). One of the most interesting discoveries

made with the Fermi telescope is that the HE flux from LSI+61 303 has shown a change in the

orbital modulation phase and a decrease in the modulation (Hadasch, 2010).

While the exact nature of the compact object in LSI+61 303 is unknown, a reported magnetar-

like event in the direction of the system has led to recent speculation that the system may contain

a magnetar (Barthelmy et al., 2008; de Pasquale et al., 2008; Dubus and Giebels, 2008; Evans

et al., 2008; Rea and Torres, 2008; Torres et al., 2012). If this is true, LSI+61 303 will be the

only known magnetar in a binary system.

3.4.3 HESS J0632+057

HESS J0632+057 was discovered serendipitously during a H.E.S.S. observation of the Mono-

ceros supernova remnant (Aharonian et al., 2007). The detected point-like source coincides with

a Be star, MWC 148, and is close to previously detected EGRET and X-ray sources. An ob-

servation of the region with XMM-Newton by Hinton et al. (2009) showed an X-ray source,

XMMU J063259.3+054801, centred 0.6!! from MWC 148 and lying inside the HESS J0632+057

error box. The authors also found the source to be variable over the observation period of " 7

hours. VLA observations have also detected a point radio source (" 0.3 mJy) with significant
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variability (Skilton et al., 2009). The binary nature of the system was confirmed by the detection

of a 320±5 day orbital period by Bongiorno et al. (2011) using more than 2 years of Swift X-ray

data. Subsequently two observations of the source with the VLBI (15 February 2011 and 17

March 2011) have shown extended radio structures around the binary system with a changing

morphology (Moldón et al., 2011b). Surprisingly, this system has not been detected by Fermi.

Casares et al. (2012) have very recently reported on optical observations of the MWC 148

and confirm the binary nature of the system. The authors found a binary period of 321 days.

3.4.4 1FGL J1018.6-5856

1FGL J1018.6-5856 is one of the most recently discovered gamma-ray binaries. It was reported by

the Fermi collaboration (Corbet et al., 2011). The Fermi flux has a 16.58±0.04 day modulation

period, associated with the orbital period. The authors also propose an association with a Swift

X-ray source, coincident with the Fermi detection which also shows variability, and an O6V((f))

star located at R.A. = 10h 18m 55.s6, Dec. = -58" 56’ 46.!!2. The source has currently no

confirmed TeV emission but there may be an association with a H.E.S.S. source reported by de

Ona Wilhelmi et al. (2010).

3.4.5 AGL J2241+4454

Casares et al. (2012) have recently confirmed the binary nature of AGL J2241+4454 by optical

observations of the Be star MWC 656, the proposed optical companion in the system. The system

was detected by AGILExiii (Lucarelli et al., 2010) as a possible new gamma-ray binary system,

and Williams et al. (2010) proposed the possible gamma-ray binary nature of the system with

an orbital period of 60.37± 0.04 days. Casares et al. (2012) found the H& line is variable with a

period of 60.37± 0.04 days, and propose that this confirms the binary nature of the system.

xiiiAstrorivelatore Gamma a Immagini LEggero



Chapter 4

Pulsars, pulsar wind nebula and

gamma-ray binaries

PSR B1259-63 consists of a young pulsar in orbit around a Be main sequence star. A shock forms

between the pulsar and stellar winds, resulting in the acceleration and thermalization of leptons

(electrons and positrons) to relativistic energies. In the post-shock region, the leptons cool

through synchrotron and Inverse Compton (IC) processes to produce the observed non-thermal

radiation from the system. For isolated pulsars the pulsar wind interacts with the supernova

remnant, forming pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe). For PSR B1259-63 the observed TeV gamma-

ray radiation is produced when the leptons in the pulsar wind “up-scatter” low energy photons

from the Be star to gamma-ray energies via IC scattering, as discussed in Chapter 5. Since the

energetics behind the observed high energy emission is determined by the particle acceleration

processes associated with the pulsar and the PWN, a brief discussion of the most relevant aspects

related to this study will be presented.

4.1 Pulsars

Pulsars were first discovered by J. Bell and A. Hewish as a rapidly “pulsating” radio source

(Hewish et al., 1968). The suggestion that this pulsing radio source was powered by a neutron

star (NS) was made by Gold (1968) who proposed that what were originally thought to be

pulsations were in fact due to rapid rotation combined with a lighthouse e!ect. The observed

radio “pulsations” are due to radio emission from the poles of the NS. This emission is observed

as short pulses which are detected when the polar cap region rotates through the line-of-sight.

The pulsating radio emission is then not due to any pulsation of the surface of the star, but to

its rotation. In spite of this, NSs are still referred to as pulsars.

NSs are one of three possible outcomes for a star that has exhausted all nuclear fuel and

collapses under self gravitation. The possible outcomes are a white dwarf, which is supported by

53
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electron degeneracy pressure, a NS, which is supported mainly by neutron degeneracy pressure

and a black hole, which is unable to support itself against gravitational collapse and forms a

singularity surrounded by an event horizon from within which not even light is able to escape.

It was shown by Chandrasekhar (1931) that a white dwarf supported by the degenerate

electron gas pressure has a maximum mass, known as the Chandrasekhar limit (e.g. Lipunov,

1987, p. 2) given by

MCh % 3.1

µ2
e

!
hc

G

"3/2

% 1.46M%,

where µe is the average number of nucleons per electron and it is assumed that µe ( 2. Stars

with a core mass greater than 1.46 M% collapse further, forming either a NS or a black hole.

The maximum mass of a NS is determined by the Oppenheimer-Volko! limit, beyond which

the neutron degeneracy pressure is unable to resist gravity and the star collapses to form a

black hole. Due to uncertainties in the exact equation of state for matter at the extremely high

pressures present in NSs, the mass limit is not as accurately known as it is for white dwarfs. The

maximum mass is believed to be approximately 3 M%. Most NSs have masses below this limit

and average at a mass of % 1.4 M% (e.g. Thorsett and Chakrabarty, 1999). The most massive

NS discovered to date has a mass of 1.97± 0.04 M% (Demorest et al., 2010).

NSs are very rapid rotators with spin periods ranging from milliseconds to a few hundred

seconds (e.g. Fig. 4.1). They also have strong magnetic fields. Pulsars are also observed to be

slowly spinning down and the energy released in spin-down powers the non-thermal radiation seen

in systems like the Crab Nebula and PSR B1259-63. The pulsar spin-down power or luminosity

(L = Ė = dE/dt) is given by (e.g. Gaensler and Slane, 2006)

Ė = 4*2I
Ṗ

P 3
, (4.1)

where I % 1045 g cm2 is the moment of inertia, P is the pulsar spin period and Ṗ = dP/dt is the

rate of change of the spin period (or the period derivative). One of the most studied systems is the

Crab Nebula and its associated pulsar which has a spin period of P = 3.3$10$2 s and a spin-down

rate of Ṗ = 4$ 10$13 s s$1, implying a spin-down luminosity of Ė % 4$ 1038 erg s$1. Similarly,

PSR B1259-63 has a spin period of P = 47.7625 ms and spin-down rate of Ṗ = 2.277$10$15 s s$1

(Wang et al., 2004), which gives a spin-down luminosity of Ė = 8.25$ 1035 erg s$1.

The observed “pulsed” emission from pulsars is associated with the NS’s strong magnetic field.

If it is assumed that a pulsar has a dipole magnetic field, the surface equatorial field strength is

determined by the spin period and period derivative and is given by (e.g. Bhattacharya and van

den Heuvel, 1991, and references therein)

B =

!
3c3I

8*2R6
PṖ

"1/2

= 3.2$ 1019
#
PṖ
$1/2! R

106 cm

"$3

G, (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Summary of observed pulsar periods from the Australia Telescope National Facility Pulsar
Catalogue (Manchester et al., 2005).

where R = 106 cm is a typical NS radius. Pulsars therefore possess large magnetic fields which,

coupled to the rapid rotation, produce intense electric fields which are capable of accelerating

particles to high energies, driving the pulsar wind and powering the observed nebulae.

If the spin-down rate of a pulsar is assumed to have the form (Manchester and Taylor, 1977)

$̇ = #k$n, (4.3)

where k is a constant, n is the braking index (n = 3 if the spin-down is only due to magnetic

dipole radiation) and $ = 2*/P is the pulsar’s angular velocity, the age of a pulsar can be found

from the solution to the di!erential equation (equation 4.3), which is given by the integration

% #

#0

$$n d$ =

% $

0
#k dt,

where a pulsar is “born” with an angular velocity $0 = 2*/P0 at time t = 0 and spins-down to

an angular velocity $ = 2*/P at an age t = $ . Therefore, the age of any pulsar is given by (e.g.

Gaensler and Slane, 2006)

$ =
P

(n# 1)Ṗ

(
1#

!
P0

P

"n$1
)
, (4.4)

where the constraint n )= 1 must be applied and the k term is eliminated by using equation (4.3).

To determine the age, we need to know the initial period, P0, which cannot be observed, and the

value of the breaking index, n. The second derivative of the angular frequency is

$̈ = n
$̇2

$
,

from which it is possible to determine the breaking index, n, if the second derivative can be
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measured from long term light curves. This has only been done for a small number of pulsars

and it has been found that the breaking index is n < 3 (e.g. Livingstone et al., 2005). Due to the

uncertainties in the true age of a pulsar, the age is normally defined in terms of its characteristic

age

$char =
P

2Ṗ
,

which is derived from equation (4.4) under the assumption that P * P0 and that the spin-down

is only due to magnetic dipole radiation (n = 3).

The spin-down power or luminosity of a pulsar (equation 4.1) is dependent on the spin period,

P , which will decrease over time as the pulsar slows down. It can be shown from equation (4.3)

that the spin period of the pulsar changes with time as (e.g. Gaensler and Slane, 2006)

P = P0

!
1 +

t

$0

" 1
n!1

, (4.5)

where P0 is the initial spin period,

$0 =
P0

(n# 1)Ṗ0

, (4.6)

and Ṗ0 is the initial spin-down rate. Substituting equation (4.5) into equation (4.1) shows that

the spin-down luminosity at any time, t, is given by (e.g. Gaensler and Slane, 2006; Pacini and

Salvati, 1973)

Ė = Ė0

!
1 +

t

$0

"$( n+1
n!1 )

, (4.7)

where Ė0 is the initial spin-down power. The consequence of equation (4.7) is that for times

t + $0 the spin-down luminosity remains approximately constant.

4.2 Pulsar wind nebula

This section summarizes some of the important properties regarding pulsar winds and PWNe,

following to some extent the discussion in reviews by Gaensler and Slane (2006) and Kirk et al.

(2009); the reader is referred to these papers and references therein for a detailed review.

4.2.1 The pulsar wind

Goldreich and Julian (1969) showed that for a pulsar in a vacuum with a dipolar magnetic field

aligned along the axis of rotation, the force on a particle due to the magnetic field would be

!
FE

Fgrav

"

p

= 5$ 108 cos2 " P$1

!
B

1012 G

"!
R

106 cm

"3! M

M%

"$1

,
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and !
FE

Fgrav

"

e

= 8$ 1011 cos2 " P$1

!
B

1012 G

"!
R

106 cm

"3! M

M%

"$1

,

times greater than the gravitation force, for protons and electrons respectively, where " is the

polar angle. This e!ectively shows that a pulsar, despite its large gravitational field, cannot be

surrounded by a vacuum and must be enveloped by a particle filled magnetosphere. An estimate

of the particle density of the magnetosphere around PSR B1259-63 can be made by (Goldreich

and Julian, 1969)

n = 7$ 10$2 B

P
cm$3

" 5$ 1011
!

B

3.3$ 1011 G

"!
P

47.7625 ms

"$1

cm$3,

where the magnetic field strength has been estimated from equation (4.2).

Goldreich and Julian (1969) proposed the situation depicted in Fig. 4.2: Within the radius

of the light cylinder, rL = c/$, the pulsar is surrounded by a magnetosphere of particles which

are attached to magnetic field lines and corotate with the pulsar. This region is also known as

the near zone. Beyond the light cylinder particles cannot corotate as this would require them to

have a velocity which exceeds the speed of light. Field lines beyond the light cylinder are open,

and particles can travel along these lines forming the pulsar wind. This region is therefore known

as the wind zone. The maximum energy of an escaping particle was calculated by Goldreich and

Julian (1969) to be

.max = 3$ 1012
Z

P 2

!
R

106 cm

"3! B

1012 G

"
eV,

where Z is the electric charge of the particle.

If the magnetic field is assumed to be strongest at the equator there exists an open field

line which has the same electric potential as the surrounding medium. This is known as the

critical line. Below the critical line (towards the equator) protons or ions are accelerated out

in the wind, while above the line (towards the poles) electrons are accelerated (Fig. 4.2). The

acceleration of particles within the light cylinder can lead to the production of gamma-rays

through curvature radiation, which can in turn create electron-positron pairs via photon-photon

absorption (Sturrock, 1971).

It is now believed that primary particles initiate a pair-cascade which leads to electrons-

positrons flowing away from the polar caps at a rate of (e.g. Kirk et al., 2009)

dN

dt
= /

$2B#R3

ec

= 2.7$ 1030/

!
B#

1012 G

"!
R

106 cm

"3! P

1 s

"$2

s$1,

where / is the number of pairs that are created by each primary particle and B# is the magnetic
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Figure 4.2: The region surrounding a pulsar as suggested by Goldreich and Julian (1969).

field strength at the polar caps. It is these leptons that constitute the particle component of the

pulsar wind which will eventually radiate via synchrotron and IC cooling.

The spin-down luminosity is not only converted into particle energy. Rees and Gunn (1974)

considered three components to the pulsar wind, namely the relativistic particles, electromagnetic

waves and the non-varying component of the Poynting flux, all driven (or powered) by the spin-

down luminosity. The ratio between the Poynting flux and the particle flux is defined by the

ratio (e.g. Kirk et al., 2009)

) =
B2

4*ne'mec2
, (4.8)

where B is the magnetic field strength, ne and ' are the number density and Lorentz factor of

the leptons, and all terms are measured in the observer’s frame. This e!ectively gives the ratio

of the conversion of the spin-down luminosity into electromagnetic and kinetic energy.

The pulsar wind expands outwards away from the pulsar until it forms a shock front when it

interacts with the surrounding medium. For isolated pulsars the surrounding medium is either

the SNR or the interstellar medium (ISM) while for gamma-ray binaries the pulsar wind is

confined by the stellar wind from the optical companion. The radiating post-shock region is

known as the pulsar wind nebula (PWN). Models of the pulsar wind require that ) is small near

the shock front (i.e. that most of the energy is in the leptons) to explain the observations of the

Crab Nebula (e.g. Kennel and Coroniti, 1984a; Rees and Gunn, 1974).

4.2.2 The nebula

Fig. 4.3 shows the region around the pulsar and the PWN. The pulsar is surrounded by a

corotating magnetosphere and outflowing wind of relativistic particles. Within the light cylinder

(dashed circle) particles move along magnetic field lines and corotate with the pulsar. The pulsed
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Figure 4.3: Pulsar, PWN and the corresponding emission regions; see text for details (adapted from
Aharonian and Bogovalov, 2003).

radio, X-ray and gamma-ray emission from pulsars is believed to originate from within this light

cylinder.

Beyond the light cylinder, the load produced by the relativistic particle wind on the mag-

netosphere results in the break-down of the corotation, causing the magnetosphere outside the

light cylinder to trail the corotating magnetosphere within the light cylinder and the leptons

to flow along the magnetic field lines. The weakening magnetic field in the wind zone results

in synchrotron emission decreasing significantly since the energy loss time scales as (e.g. Lang,

1974, p. 31)

t1/2 & 1

B2
&Ee±

where B& is the perpendicular component of the magnetic field and Ee± is the energy of the

particles. Similarly the gyroradius, rg, becomes very large for particles moving near the speed

of light (e.g. Lang, 1974, p. 28)

rg % 2$ 109
Ee±

B
cm.

The result is that the particles flow along the frozen in magnetic field lines and e!ectively do

not radiate via synchrotron radiation. However, if there is a source of external photons, inverse

Compton (IC) scattering can occur with the relativistic electrons (e.g. Aharonian and Bogovalov,

2003; Bogovalov and Aharonian, 2000).
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A pulsar is surrounded by an expanding shell of material, released during the supernova event,

and the pulsar wind and the resulting PWN are confined as they are forced into the supernova

remnant (SNR) (e.g. Gaensler and Slane, 2006). A shock forms between the pulsar wind and the

surrounding nebula at the point where the pressure of the pulsar wind and the pressure of the

surrounding nebula are in equilibrium. The radial distance where this occurs is (e.g. Gaensler

and Slane, 2006)

Rs =

&
Ė

4*0cPNeb

'1/2

,

where Ė is the spin-down luminosity (equation 4.1), 0 is the equivalent filling factor and PNeb is

the pressure of the surrounding nebula. For a young pulsar wind expanding into the SNR the

spin-down luminosity remains nearly constant for t + $0 (equations 4.6 & 4.7) and the radius of

the expanding PWN at time, t, is given by (e.g. Gaensler and Slane, 2006)

RPWN % 1.5 Ė1/5
0 E3/10

SN M$1/2
ej t6/5

= 1.1 pc

&
Ė0

1038 erg s$1

'1/5!
ESN

1051 erg

"3/10! Mej

10 M%

"$1/2! t

103 yrs

"6/5

.

Here, Ė0 is the initial spin-down luminosity of the pulsar, ESN is the kinetic energy of the

supernova and Mej is the mass of material released in the supernova. The underlying assumption

here is that the expansion is completely spherically symmetric.

In the shock front, the leptons in the pulsar wind are thermalized and re-accelerated, pro-

ducing a power-law distribution which can emit radiation via synchrotron and IC processes (e.g.

Aharonian and Bogovalov, 2003; Gaensler and Slane, 2006). It was shown by Ginzburg and

Syrovatskii (1965) that due to the synchrotron energy loss rate (e.g. Lang, 1974, p. 31)

tsync =
9

4

m3
ec

5

e4'

1

B2
,

the synchrotron spectrum from this power-law distribution of emitting electrons will exhibit a

sharp decrease in flux at frequencies above (e.g. Gaensler and Slane, 2006)

% > %b =
3.1$ 1023

H3
&t

2
Hz

% 1021
!

BPWN

10$6 G

"$3! t

103 yrs

"$2

Hz,

where BPWN is the magnetic field of the PWN. Therefore, the synchrotron spectrum shows a

“spectral break” at frequency %b, determined by the age of the emitting electrons. This has the

e!ect that higher energy synchrotron radiation occurs closer to the pulsar.

It was shown by Bogovalov and Khangoulyan (2002b) that the conservation of energy flux in
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the pulsar wind requires that the kinetic and electromagnetic energy of the pulsar wind has the

form

' + s = '0 + s0, (4.9)

where ' is the Lorentz factor, s is the electromagnetic energy flux in units of mc2 and the

subscript 0 indicates that the value is measured at the light cylinder. In other words, for the

pulsar wind that moves out along streamlines, the sum of the kinetic and electromagnetic energy

flux at the light cylinder must be equal to the sum just before the shock front. Due to the angular

dependent relationship of the electric and magnetic fields, the Lorentz factor of the wind takes

the angular dependent form

'1 = '0 + 'm sin2 ",

where '1 is the Lorentz factor of the pre-shocked wind just before the shock, '0 is the Lorentz

factor at the light cylinder (% 200; Daugherty and Harding, 1982) and " is the polar angle. This

follows from equation (4.9) where it is assumed that the particle flux is isotropic, and that close

to the shock we have ' * s. The term 'm is the maximum Lorentz factor in the pre-shock wind

and is determined by the electromagnetic energy flux, s0. This maximum Lorentz factor is given

by

'm =

!
$RNS

c

"2 B2
0

4*n0mc2
% 3$ 106, (4.10)

where $ = 2*/P , n0 is the plasma density at the surface of the NS, and B0 is the surface

magnetic field strength. The decrease in the particle energy towards the poles by a factor " 104

leads to the formation of a torus shape shock-front and PWN around the pulsar (Fig. 4.4) while

magnetic fields in the torus outflow can also result in the formation of a jet like structure and

outflow around the poles of the pulsar (e.g. Bogovalov et al., 2005, Fig. 4.5). These torus and

jet structures are observed in PWNe; for example X-ray observations of the Crab Nebula show

a torus and jet structure (Fig. 4.6).

The supernova event that creates a pulsar is not completely symmetrical and the pulsar can

obtain a velocity “kick” away from the centre of the SNR. As the pulsar moves through the SNR

and eventually into the ISM, the PWN obtains a bow shock shape as the motion of the pulsar

becomes supersonic with respect to the medium through which it moves (e.g. van der Swaluw

et al., 2004). The ram pressure of the surrounding medium is then dependent on the speed at

which the pulsar is moving through it and the shock will occur when (e.g. Gaensler and Slane,

2006)
Ė

4*1R2
w,0c

= #0v
2
psr,

where #0 is the density of the surrounding medium and vpsr is the speed of the pulsar. The

distance Rw,0 is known as the stand-o! distance and is the distance of the shock in the direction

of the pulsar’s motion. Due to the motion of the pulsar, the resulting shock will not be spherically

symmetric around the pulsar and will form a bow shape shock (e.g. Fig. 4.7). Due to the motion of
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of synchrotron radiation from the PWN around PSR 0531 +21 due to the variation
in the Lorentz factor of the pulsar wind given by equation (4.10) (Bogovalov and Khangoulyan, 2002a).

Figure 4.5: Simulation of synchrotron radiation from the PWN around a Crab–like pulsar due to the
variation in the Lorentz factor of the pulsar wind and the magnetic collimation of the resulting outflow
(Bogovalov et al., 2005).
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Figure 4.6: Chandra image of the Crab Nebula at 0.3-3 keV. The image shows the torus and jet features
which are formed by the PWN (http://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/1999/0052/).

the pulsar around the optical companion, a similar bow shock is expected to occur in gamma-ray

binary systems.

4.3 PWN in binary systems

In PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 it is believed that a stand-o! shock forms between the 48 ms pulsar

and the stellar wind, creating a PWN in the binary system. There is, however, some speculation

about the nature of the other gamma-ray binary systems, in particular LS 5039, where the

compact object is unknown. If the compact object in LS 5039 is a black hole, then the system

could be an accretion driven microquasar. In this scenario the IC gamma-ray emission would

be driven by the outflow of material in the relativistic jet. It was argued after the report of the

detection of radio “jets” in LS 5039 (Paredes et al., 2000) and LSI+61 303 (Massi et al., 2004)

(see section 3.4) that these two systems were microquasars which showed variable and precessing

jets. However, Dubus (2006a) argued that:

1. The measured mass function of the systems did not conclusively show that the masses of

the compact objects were M > 3 M%, casting doubt on whether these compact objects

were black holes. The mass functions were reconcilable with a neutron star mass of MNS =

1.4 M%.

2. The radio and X-ray emission did not show any signatures of being accretion driven.

3. The observed radio “jets” could be explained by the complicated outflow expected from a

PWN in a binary system.
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Figure 4.7: VLA image of G359.23-0.82 at 1.5 GHz showing the bow shock formation around the pulsar
(adapted from Gaensler et al., 2004).

4. And lastly, while there had been no detection of pulsed emission from a pulsar in LS 5039

and LSI+61 303, the stellar wind could easily mask any pulsed radio emission through

free-free absorption.

Dubus (2006a) argued in favour of PWNe driving all three of the then known gamma-ray binary

systems (LS 5039, LSI+61 303 & PSR B1259-63), and presented a “scaling” model for the

systems, based on an adaptation of the pulsar wind model by, among others, Kennel and Coroniti

(1984a,b). Since this model encompasses concepts of PWNe and has a direct application to

PSR B1259-63 and other gamma-ray binary systems, it is briefly summarized below. Following

Dubus (2006a), this will be referred to as the binary plerion model.

4.3.1 Model parameters

The binary plerion model attempts to encapsulate a model that can be applied to all gamma-ray

binary systems in terms of the shock radius or stand-o! distance, Rs, the binary separation, ds,

and )Ė which is the combination of the pulsar spin-down power, Ė (or luminosity, equation 4.1)

and the ratio ) of the magnetic to the kinetic energy of the pulsar wind (equation 4.8).

The Kennel and Coroniti (1984a,b) model assumes that the spin-down luminosity is converted

to kinetic energy in the particles (leptons) and electromagnetic waves. Therefore, the spin-down

luminosity of the pulsar is related to the particle flux, Fp, and Poynting flux, FE'B , just before

the shock at a radius, Rs, by

Ė

4*R2
s

= Fp + FE'B

= 'nmec
3 +

c

4*
B2,

where it has been assumed that the particles are moving at velocities approaching the speed of
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light. This can be re-written in terms of the ratio ) (equation 4.8) as (Kennel and Coroniti,

1984a,b)

Ė = 4*n'R2
smc3(1 + )), (4.11)

which relates the spin-down luminosity to the particle and electromagnetic energy at the shock

front. The parameters ) and Ė are then related by equations (4.8) & (4.11) which can then be

written in the form given by Dubus (2006a) as

Ė

4*R2
sc

=
B2

1

4*

!
1 + )

)

"
(4.12)

) =
B2

1

4*n1'2pmec2
, (4.13)

where 'p is the Lorentz factor of the pulsar wind before the shock, B1 is the magnetic field in

the observer’s frame and n1 is the density in the proper frame (or the frame co-moving with

the shock).i The subscript 1 indicates that the parameters are measured before the stand-o!

shock while parameters with a subscript 2 are measured in the post-shock region. The stand-o!

distance is determined by the position where the pressure of the pulsar wind is balanced by the

stellar wind,

Ė

4*R2
sc

= #w(vw # vp)
2.

Here #w and vw are the mass density and velocity of the stellar wind at the shock, and vp is the

orbital velocity of the pulsar. The density of the stellar wind at the point of the stand-o! shock

can be determined from the stellar mass loss rate (Kudritzki and Puls, 2000)

Ṁ = 4*r2#(r)v(r),

where #(r) is the mass density and v(r) is speed of the wind at the distance r from the star. If it

is assumed that the orbital velocity is negligible in comparison with the wind velocity and that

the stellar wind velocity approaches the terminal velocity (vw % v(), it can be shown that

Rs %
ds

1 + (Pw/Ė)1/2
,

where ds is the binary separation and Pw = Ṁv(c can be considered as the stellar wind power.

The binary separation, ds, is determined by the orbital parameters of the system. If (Pw/Ė) * 1

iNote that by defining the lepton number density n1 in the proper frame an additional !p factor appears in
the denominator in equation (4.13) which is not present in equation (4.8) where all values are defined in the
observer’s frame.
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the stand-o! radius can be approximated by

Rs % 1.5$ 1011
!

ds
0.1 AU

"!
Pw

1038 erg s$1

"$1/2
&

Ė

1036 erg s$1

'1/2

cm.

4.3.2 Lorentz factors

The plerion model assumes that the leptons in the pre-shock pulsar wind are mono-energetic

(with Lorentz factor 'p) and are re-accelerated at the shock front. Dubus (2006a) assumes that,

after the shock, the lepton distribution has the form n" & '$2d', between 'min and 'max. It

is therefore necessary first to determine the limits on the lepton energy. The minimum value is

shown by Kennel and Coroniti (1984b) in the case ) + 1 to be given by

'min ln

!
'max

'min

"
% 'p,

2
,

which Dubus (2006a) simplifies as

'min % 0.1'p. (4.14)

The maximum Lorentz factor is determined by the balance between the assumed acceleration

time (estimated by the gyroradius) and the cooling time (assumed to be synchrotron cooling).

In other words, a lepton can only accelerate to a certain maximum energy if the time taken to

reach that energy is less than the time taken for the lepton to lose the energy through radiative

cooling. This is determined by comparing the synchrotron and acceleration cooling times. The

acceleration time is estimated by the gyroradius, and is given by

tacc %
'mec

eB
, (4.15)

while the synchrotron cooling time is

tsync =
9

4

m3
ec

5

e4'

1

B2
. (4.16)

In the post-shock region the magnetic field strength, in the limit ) + 1, is given by (Kennel and

Coroniti, 1984a)

B2 = 3(1# 4))B1

= 3(1# 4))

&
Ė

cR2
s

)

1 + )

'1/2

. (4.17)

Substituting the post-shock magnetic field (equation 4.17) into equations (4.15) & (4.16) it can

be shown that the acceleration and synchrotron cooling times in the binary plerion model can
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be approximated by

tacc % 0.01
# '

106

$& Ė

1036 erg s$1

'$1/2 # )

10$3

$1/2! RS

1011 cm

"
sec,

tsync % 30
# '

106

$$1
&

Ė

1036 erg s$1

'$1 # )

10$3

$$1
!

RS

1011 cm

"2

sec.

Requiring that the acceleration time must always be less than the radiation time places a limit

on the maximum lepton energy in the system which is found by tacc " tsync. It can then be

shown that

'max % 5$ 107
&

Ė

1036 erg s$1

'$1/4 # )

10$3

$$1/4
!

RS

1011 cm

"1/2

. (4.18)

For lepton energy loss via IC scattering, the typical cooling time for a blackbody distribution of

photons (scaled with distance) is given by (Blumenthal and Gould, 1970; Dubus, 2006a)

tKN % 5.2
# '

106

$!3eV

kT#

"2! ds
R#

"2 *
ln

!
4'kT#

mec2

"
# 1.98

+$1

sec. (4.19)

When the synchrotron cooling time is less than the IC cooling time, i.e. tsync < tKN, synchrotron

radiation will become the dominant cooling mechanism. From equations (4.16) & (4.19) it can

be shown that this will occur for leptons with Lorentz factors

' > 'S % 1.2$ 106
R11

d0.1

&
Ė

1036 erg s$1

'$1/2 # )

10$3

$$1/2
!

T#

40 000K

"!
R#

10 R%

"
, (4.20)

where

R11 =

!
RS

1011 cm

"
,

d0.1 =
ds

0.1 AU
.

The resulting shape of the synchrotron and IC spectra is determined by the minimum and

maximum Lorentz factors, 'min & 'max (equations 4.14 & 4.18) and the energy above which

synchrotron cooling begins to dominate over IC cooling, 'S (equation 4.20). The peak emission

for synchrotron radiation occurs at the energy (e.g. Lang, 1974, p. 29)

h%c =
3h

4*

eH

mc
'2 sin2,

while for IC scattering in the Klein-Nishina limit the scattered photon attains the energy . =

h% % 'mec2. The corresponding synchrotron and IC spectra are then described by the limiting
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energies

h%sync,min % 1
# 'p
106

$2 #
Ė36)$3

$1/2! RS

1011 cm

"$1

keV,

h%sync,S % 150
#
Ė36)$3

$$1/2
!

T#

40 000K

"2! R#

10 R%

"2!R11

d20.1

"
keV,

h%sync,max % 250 MeV,

and

h%IC,min % 50
# 'p
106

$
GeV,

h%IC,S % 0.6
#
Ė36)$3

$$1/2
*!

T#

40 000K

"!
R#

10 R%

"+!
R11

d20.1

"
TeV,

h%IC,max % 25
#
Ė36)$3

$$1/4
!

RS

1011 cm

"1/2

TeV,

respectively, where

Ė36)$3 =

&
Ė

1036 erg s$1

'# )

10$3

$
.

The estimates above illustrate that a PWN in a binary system is able to explain the multi-

wavelength nature of these systems, covering more than 15 decades in energy (see e.g. Fig. 4.8).

4.3.3 Numerical model

Dubus (2006a) determined the post-shock binary plerion emission from the particle distribution

along the plerion. If z is the normalized distance with respect to the stand-o! distance along the

length of the nebula, the particle distribution, N(', z), was calculated by numerical integration

of the di!erential equation (Dubus, 2006a)

3N

3z
=

3

3'

*
d'

dz
N

+
+Q(')((z # 1),

where d'/dz is the change in particle energy along the plerion and Q(') is the injected elec-

tron spectrum. The total change in the particle distribution is given by the energy loss from

synchrotron, IC and adiabatic cooling

d'

dz
=

Rs

%

(!
d'

dt

"

sync

+

!
d'

dt

"

IC

+

!
d'

dt

"

ad

)
,

where the appropriate energy loss equations were applied.

Dubus (2006a) performed the numerical integration over the distance z by dividing z into

multiple logarithmic divisions, within which the particle distribution was calculated. From the
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Figure 4.8: Calculated spectrum for LS 5039 using the binary plerion model. The thin grey and red
lines correspond to the synchrotron and IC spectrum calculated in representative logarithmic values of
z. The first line corresponds to z = 0, while the last line corresponds to z # 1000. The thick black line
shows the total SED calculated from the sum over all z sections. The spectrum is calculated ignoring
orbital motion. Radio, optical, X-ray, EGRET GeV upper-limits and TeV gamma-ray data points are
also shown (Dubus, 2006a).

Figure 4.9: The calculated SED for LS 5039 (left), LSI+61 303 (middle) and PSR B1259-63 (right).
Each figure shows the distribution at periastron (solid line) and apostron (dashed line) for each system.
Additional e!ects of e.g. gamma-ray absorption are not shown. The parameters used to calculate the
SED are given in Table 4.1 (adapted from Dubus, 2006a).

particle distribution and energy loss the resulting synchrotron and IC spectra can be determined.

See Dubus (2006a), and reference therein, for a discussion of the numerical integration method

and application.

The calculated non-thermal spectrum energy distribution (SED) for LS 5039 is shown in

Fig. 4.8, along with radio, optical, X-ray, EGRET GeV upper-limits and TeV gamma-ray data

points. The thin lines correspond to representative synchrotron (grey) and IC (red) spectra

calculated in the z sections of the expanding plerion. The distribution does not consider the

modification of the spectrum due to the change in the morphology of the plerion due to orbital

motion, which Dubus (2006a) believes should not change dramatically in the case of LS 5039.

The SED for LS 5039, LSI+61 303, and PSR B1259-63 are shown in Fig. 4.9 at periastron

(solid line) and apastron (dashed line) and the parameters used to calculate each spectrum are

given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Parameters for the SED calculations shown in Fig. 4.9 Dubus (2006a).

Ė 'p ) Rs (periastron) Rs (apostron)
erg/s cm cm

LS 5039 1036 105 0.01 2$ 1011 4$ 1011

LSI+61 303 1036 105 0.02 8$ 1011 4$ 1012

PSR B1259-63 8$ 1035 105 0.01 3$ 1012 4$ 1013

Figure 4.10: Flow of material in the plerion binary due to orbital motion. Material in the PWN will
flow away from the optical companion, resulting in the formation of a “bending” morphology (Dubus,
2006a).

The orbital motion becomes important for the system morphology as material will “bend”

due to the orbital motion, illustrated in Fig. 4.10. Material flows away from the direction of the

optical companion and as the pulsar orbits the star, the outflow direction will change leading to

the formation of a “bending” emission region. The computed radio maps at 5 GHz for LS 5039

are shown in Fig. 4.11.

The binary plerion model shows that the observed “jet” radio emission from LS 5039 and

LSI+61 303 can be explained without appealing to a microquasar model. This model, combined

with work by other authors and new radio images showing changing radio morphologies has

put the plerion model on a firm footing for all gamma-ray binary systems, including the more

recently detected sources.

The pulsar wind nebula model is able to explain the broad spectral energy distribution of

LS 5039 and shows that this model is a viable model for all gamma-ray binary systems. Based

on this assumption, this study has undertaken to investigate how the IC scattering of electrons

originating in the pulsar wind can be influenced by the IR excess for the circumstellar disc of
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Figure 4.11: Simulation of the radio morphology for LS 5039 using the plerion model. Each map
corresponds to the orbital morphology seen at di!erent phases of the orbit. Guassian smoothing is
applied to the simulations to match the expected radio emission at 5 GHz. The shading represents
intensity with dark areas appearing brighter (Dubus, 2006a).

the Be star in PSR B1259-63.
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Chapter 5

Compton and inverse Compton

scattering

The Very High Energy (VHE) gamma-ray emission from PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 and other

gamma-ray binaries is best explained through the up-scattering of soft photons (IR to optical)

to high energies by relativistic electrons produced in the magnetosphere of the neutron star and

flowing out in the pulsar wind. This process of electrons scattering photons to higher energies

is known as inverse Compton (IC) scattering. In order to explain the gamma-ray emission it

is necessary to understand the IC scattering process in relativistic scenarios. This chapter will

present a summary of Compton and IC scattering as it pertains to the production of gamma-rays

in gamma-ray binaries, and in PSR B1259-63 in particular.

The discussion considers isotropic and anisotropic scattering as the latter is important for

gamma-ray binaries and will be important to explain gamma-ray variability, one of the signatures

of the VHE emission from these systems. The discussion will also focus on IC scattering in the

Thomson and Klein-Nishina limits since the cross-section in these two limits varies significantly

and the larger cross-section in the Thomson limit is of fundamental importance to model the IC

scattering of soft photons from the circumstellar disc.

Before beginning this chapter, in the interest of clarity, a few terms will first be defined.

Compton scattering refers to the process of an electron and a photon scattering, and this generally

refers to the case when the photon transfers energy to the electron, but the term can also be

used more generally to refer to any scattering. Inverse Compton (IC) scattering is the “inverse”

of classical Compton scattering and occurs when the energy of an electron is transferred to a

photon. The up-scattering of soft-photons to VHE gamma-rays is a relativistic process and the

discussion will consider the energy transfer in the frame co-moving with the relativistic electron,

K !, from which the transformation is made to the observer’s rest frame, or laboratory frame,

K. A quantity or variable that is primed (e.g. .!) refers to a measurement in the electron’s rest

frame, K !, while unprimed variables refer to the observer’s rest frame, K.

73
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ε0=hν0

ε1=hν1

Pγi

Pγi

Pef

ϴ

Figure 5.1: Compton scattering of a photon o! a stationary electron.

5.1 Compton scattering equations

This section presents the derivation of the basic formulae for Compton and inverse Compton

scattering, closely following the discussions of Blumenthal and Gould (1970) and Rybicki and

Lightman (2004, pp. 195–223).

5.1.1 Compton scattering

The first and simplest problem that must be addressed is when a photon strikes a stationary

electron (Fig. 5.1). The energy of the photon before scattering is .0 and the energy after scattering

is .1. In order to determine the result of this collision the four-momentum before and after the

collision must be considered. The initial (4P"i) and final (4P"f ) four-momentum of the photon

before and after scattering is:

4P"i =
,
P 0, P j

-

=

*
h%i
c

,
h%i
c

n̄i

+

=
h%i
c

[1, n̄i]

=
.0
c
[1, n̄i] ,

and

4P"f =
,
P 0, P j

-

=
h%f
c

[1, n̄f ]

=
.1
c
[1, n̄f ] ,
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where n̄i and n̄f are the unit vectors in the direction of motion. Similarly the initial (4Pei)

four-momentum of a stationary electron (' = 1) with a rest mass, me, before scattering is:

4Pei =
,
P 0, P j

-

= [mec, 0] .

Here it is assumed that the motion of the electron after scattering is non-relativistic. From the

conservation of momentum and energy

P̄ei + P̄"i = P̄ef + P̄"f ,

it follows that
.
P̄ei + P̄"i # P̄"f

/2
= P̄ 2

ef ,

where P̄ef is the four-momentum of the electron after scattering. By making use of P̄ 2
ef = m2

ec
2

it is then possible to show that the energy of the scattered photon is given by

.1 =
.0

1 + %0
mec2

(1# cos")
, (5.1)

where " is the angle of photon’s deviation from it initial path (Fig. 5.1). The change in the

wavelength due to Compton scattering is often expressed as

#, = ,1 # ,0 = ,c (1# cos") , (5.2)

where ,c is defined as

,c -
h

mec
,

and is known as the Compton wavelength (,c = 2.426 Å for an electron).

In this scenario energy is transferred from the photon to the electron which is initially at

rest. If the wavelength of the photon is much larger than the Compton wavelength the change in

wavelength is small (Equation 5.2) and the collision can be considered as approximately elastic.

5.1.2 Doppler shift formula

The previous section presented the energy transfer during the scattering between a photon and

a stationary electron. In this case the electron gains energy from the photon and the photon

loses energy, resulting in the observed change in wavelength. The next step is to calculate the

energy transfer that occurs when a relativistic electron interacts with a low energy photon, i.e.

the inverse Compton process. This can be done by converting the energy of the photon in the

observer’s frame, K, to the energy in the electron’s rest frame, K !, applying equation (5.1),

and then converting the scattered photon’s energy back to the observer’s frame. The conversion
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between rest frames can be made using the Doppler shift formulae and the transformations are

quoted here.

If the angles between the direction of a photon and the direction of an electron are given by

" and "! in K and K ! respectively, the energy transformation equations are

.! = .'(1# ! cos "), (5.3)

. = .!'(1 + ! cos "!), (5.4)

were ' is the Lorentz factor and ! = v/c. The corresponding transformation of the angles

between the respective references frames are

cos "! =
cos " # !

1# ! cos "
(5.5)

cos " =
cos "! + !

1 + ! cos "!
, (5.6)

and

sin "! =
sin "

'(1# ! cos ")
(5.7)

sin " =
sin "!

'(1 + ! cos ")
. (5.8)

Using equations (5.3)–(5.8) it is possible to convert the energies in the observer’s frame, K, to the

energies in the electron’s rest frame, K !, (and vice-versa). These equations are used to determine

the energy transferred to photons in the observer’s frame.

5.1.3 Inverse Compton scattering

Using the equations in sections 5.1.1 & 5.1.2 it is now possible to determine the observed energy

change during IC scattering. In the observer’s frame, K, a photon with an initial energy .0

will be up-scattered by a relativistic electron (with Lorentz factor ') to an energy .1. In the

electron’s rest frame the corresponding initial and final energies are .!0 and .!1 respectively.

Fig. 5.2 shows the scattering in the observer’s and electron’s rest frame. If the electron is

moving along the x-axis then the transformation of the photon energy is determined by the

Doppler shift equations, which are

.!0 = .0' (1# ! cos "0) , (5.9)

.1 = .!1' (1 + ! cos "!1) . (5.10)

In the electron’s rest frame, equation (5.1) is now applicable to the scattering and the change in
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Figure 5.2: Inverse Compton scattering in the observer’s (K) and electron’s (K$) rest frame. The azimuth
angles of the incoming and scattered photons are not indicated (adapted from Rybicki and Lightman,
2004, p. 198).

energy is given by

.!1 = .!0

*
1 +

.!0
mec2

(1# cos"!)

+$1

, (5.11)

where "! is the angle of deviation which is given by

cos"! = cos "!1 cos "
!
0 + sin "!0 sin "

!
1 cos (-

!
0 # -!1) .

The angles "!0 and "!1 are defined in Fig. 5.2 and -!0 and -!1 are the corresponding azimuthal

angles. While the Doppler shift transformation is only dependent on the angle relative to the

direction of motion, the energy transfer during scattering in K ! is dependent on the total angle of

deviation which has additional degrees of freedom. For relativistic electrons, in K !, the incoming

photons will arrive in a small opening angle around the direction of the electrons motion due to

relativistic beaming. This e!ectively means that for highly relativistic electrons "!0 % *.

The gain in energy as observed in the observer’s frame then depends on the Doppler shift

equations and is determined by the transformation of .!1 to .1 using equation (5.10).

Kinematics

The initial energy of the photon in K ! is given by equation (5.9) where the angle "0 is the angle

between the incident photon and the electron in K and will be a minimum for a “head-tail”

collision ("0 = 0), and a maximum for a “head-head” collision ("0 = *). The initial photon

energy in K ! then varies between

.!0,min = .0' (1# !) (for " = 0)

.!0,max = .0' (1 + !) (for " = *) ,
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and the maximum scattered energy in K is

.1,max = .!1'(1 + !) (for "!1 = 0) . (5.12)

This can be further simplified by approximating ! % 1# 1/2'2 (as shown in Appendix A.1) and

substituting this value into the equations for .!0,min and .!0,max gives

.!0,min = .0' (1# !)

% .0'

!
1#

!
1# 1

2'2

""

% .0
2'

, (5.13)

and

.!0,max = .0' (1 + !)

% .0'

!
1 +

!
1# 1

2'2

""

% .0'

!
2# 1

2'2

"

% 2'.0. (for ' * 1) (5.14)

Similarly, the maximum energy for the scattered photon in K can be approximated by

.1,max % 2'.!1. (5.15)

By making use of the Taylor expansion, equation (5.11) can be shown to be approximated

by (Appendix A.2)

.!1 % .!0

*
1# .!0

mec2
(1# cos"!)

+
,

which in the Thomson limit, .!0 + mec2, reduces to an elastic scattering in the electron’s rest

frame, i.e. .!1 % .!0. However, transformed to the observer’s frame, the maximum energy trans-

ferred to the photon in the Thomson limit, using equations (5.14), (5.15) and .!1 % .!0, is

.1,max % 4'2.0. (5.16)

This shows that in the Thomson limit the energy of a photon can be increased by a factor " '2

during IC scattering. However, in the Klein-Nishina limit, .!0 * mec2, the energy of the scattered

photon is limited by the energy of the incoming electron. This implies that the maximum allowed

energy is

.1,max % 'mec
2.
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The maximum energy in the Klein-Nishina regime is determined in the same way as in the

Thomson limit with the exception that in the electron’s rest frame the energy transfer cannot be

approximated by .!1 % .!0. As was shown above, the Doppler equations result in the maximum

energies .!0 = 2'.0 and .1 = 2'.!1 under the assumption that ' * 1, "0 = * and "!1 = 0. The

choice "0 = * means that "!0 = * and assuming -!1 = -!0
i this reduces cos"! to

cos"! = cos("!1 # "!0) = #1,

and therefore equation (5.11) reduces to

.!1 =
.!0

1 + (2.!0)/(mec2)
.

Substituting in the values of .!0 and .1 shows that the maximum allowed energy in K is

.1,max =
4'2.0

1 + (4'.0/mec2)
. (5.17)

Comparing this to the maximum allowed energy derived in the Thomson limit (equations 5.16)

shows that the denominator term now constraints the maximum value of .1 to less than 4'2.0.

Equation (5.17) can be written in the form

.1,max = 'mec
2

0

1 1

1 + 1
"2

#
"mec2

4%0

$

2

3 ,

which, for ' * 1 reduces to .1 % 'mec2, or the energy of the electron before scattering. This

implies that .1 % 'mec2 is the maximum energy that can be transferred to a photon during

highly relativistic IC scattering, as it is the maximum energy that the electron possesses before

scattering.

5.2 The IC scattering cross-section

The probability that a photon will scatter from an electron is determined by the scattering cross-

section, which ranges between the Thomson (classical) and Klein-Nishina (quantum) limits. The

two cross-section formulae, and the comparison between them, are presented below.

iThis e!ectively says that the scattered photon moves in the direction of the electron’s initial momentum
(relativistic beaming).
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5.2.1 Thomson cross-section

From non-relativistic electrodynamics it can be shown that the di!erential cross-section for an

electron of charge, e, and mass, me, is given by (e.g Rybicki and Lightman, 2004, p. 91)

d)

d$
=

e4

m2
ec

4
sin2 5 = r20 sin

2 5, (5.18)

where d) is the di!erential cross-section, d$ = sin5 d5d2 is the solid angle in the direction of

scattering, and

r0 - e2

mec2
,

is the classical electron radius. Integrating equation (5.18) over the whole solid angle gives,

)T =

%
d)

d$
d$

=

% 2&

0

% &

0
r20 sin

2 5 sin5 d5 d-

=
8*

3
r20, (5.19)

where )T is the total scattering cross-section and is know as the Thomson cross-section. The

values of the classical electron radius and Thomson cross-section are r0 = 2.82 $ 10$13 cm and

)T = 6.65$ 10$25 cm2 respectively.

Equations (5.18) & (5.19) apply for polarized radiation, but as shown in e.g. Rybicki and

Lightman (2004, pp. 90-93), the general results can be found by treating unpolarized light as two

linear polarized beams. The scattering then occurs as shown in Fig. 5.3, where n̂ is the direction

of scattering, and .̂1 and .̂2 are the two linear polarized components of the unpolarized light.

The orientation is chosen such that the angle between .̂1 and n̂ is 5 and the angle between .̂2

and n̂ is */2. Therefore the di!erential cross-section is given by (e.g. Rybicki and Lightman,

2004, p. 93)

d)

d$
=

1

2

*!
d)(5)

d$

"
+

!
)(*/2)

d$

"+

=
1

2
r20
.
1 + sin2 5

/

=
1

2
r20
.
1 + cos2 "

/
, (5.20)

where " - */2 # 5. Integration over the solid angle in equation (5.20) shows that the total

scattering cross-section remains

) = )T =
8*

3
r20.
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Figure 5.3: Scattering of un-polarized light in the classical regime; see text for details (adapted from
Rybicki and Lightman, 2004, p. 92).

5.2.2 Klein-Nishina cross-section

The Klein-Nishina forumula gives the total di!erential scattering cross-section for unpolarized

light, taking into account quantum electrodynamics. The di!erential cross-section is given by

(Heitler, 1954)
d)

d$
=

r20
2

.21

.20

!
.0
.1

+
.1
.0

# sin2 "

"
, (5.21)

where .0 and .1 are the energies of the incoming and scattered photons respectively. The total

cross-section is then given by (e.g. Rybicki and Lightman, 2004, p. 197)

)IC = )T
3

4

*
1 + x

x3

4
2x(1 + x)

1 + 2x
# ln(1 + 2x)

5
1

2x
ln(1 + 2x)# 1# 3x

(1 + 2x)2

+
, (5.22)

where x - h%/mec2.

The most important consequence of the Klein-Nishina formula is that it shows a reduction in

the scattering cross-section at higher energies. Therefore in the Thomson limit, the cross-section

will be larger than in the Klein-Nishina regime, which implies a greater probability of scattering

and hence a higher scattering rate from softer photons. In the limiting cases of the Thomson

limit (x + 1) and the extreme Klein-Nishina limit (x * 1), it can be shown that equation (5.22)

can be approximated by (e.g. Rybicki and Lightman, 2004, p. 197)

) % )T

!
1# 2x+

26x2

5
+ · · ·

"
, x + 1,

and

) =
3

8
)Tx

$1

!
ln 2x+

1

2

"
x * 1,

respectively. Fig. 5.4 plots the size of the scattering cross-section in units of the Thomson

scattering cross-section and shows that for h% ! mec2 the cross-section rapidly decreases. Also

shown in the figure are the Thomson and Klein-Nishina limit approximations, which deviate
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Figure 5.4: The full Klein-Nishina scattering cross-section, %IC, plotted as a fraction of the Thomson
scattering cross-section, %T (solid line). Also shown are the Thomson (dashed line) and Klein-Nishina
limit (dotted line) approximations.

from the correct formula at x = h%/mec2 % 1.

5.3 A useful invariant

Before summarizing the derivation of the IC spectrum, it is helpful to consider the useful invariant

(e.g. Blumenthal and Gould, 1970)
dn

.
=

dn!

.!
,

used in the derivation of the scattering equation. Following from e.g. Rybicki and Lightman

(2004, p. 199), the di!erential photon density per energy level is related to the distribution

function, f(p), by

nd. = f(p)d3p, (5.23)

where d3p is the associated momentum volume. The distribution function, f(p) is an invariant

quantity since

f(p) =
dN

dV

=
dN

d3x d3p

=
dN !

1
" d

3x! 'd3p!

=
dN !

d3x! d3p!

= f(p!),
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where dN = dN ! is the invariant di!erential particle number. It, therefore, follows that

f(p)d3p

.
=

f(p!)d3p!

.!
,

since both energy and momentum transform as '(1# ! cos "). Therefore, from the definition in

equation (5.23),
nd.

.
=

n! d.!

.!

or
dn

.
=

dn!

.!
,

where dn = nd., is the di!erential number density per energy.

5.4 Isotropic spectrum

Equations (5.9)-(5.11) model the energy transferred during a single scattering event but in order

to predict the observed spectrum from IC scattering it is necessary to calculate the rate at which

the scattering occurs. This section will summarize the results for isotropic scattering, averaging

over all angles, while the process of anisotropic scattering will be discussed in section 5.5

5.4.1 Isotropic IC spectrum - Thomson limit

The spectrum for IC scattering is obtained by determining the scattering rate per unit energy.

This scattering rate is most easily determined in the electron’s rest frame and then converted

to the observer’s rest frame. The total scattering rate (not per energy) in the rest frame K ! is

simply
dN !

dt!
= c

%
)dn!,

where c is the speed of the photons, ) is the scattering cross-section and dn! is the number

density in K !. In the Thomson limit this reduces to

dN !

dt!
= c)Tn

!,

where )T is the Thomson cross-section. The scattering rate in the electron’s rest frame, K !, can

be converted to the observer frame, K, by making use of the Lorentz transformation of time,
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dt = 'dt! combined with the invariant quantity dn/. (Blumenthal and Gould, 1970),

dN

dt
=

1

'

dN !

dt!

=
1

'
c

%
).!

dn!

.!

=
1

'
c

%
) ['.(1# ! cos "0)]

dn

.

= c

%
)(1# ! cos "0) dn.

If an isotropic photon distribution is considered then the average must be taken over the angular

term and

.1# ! cos "0/ = 1# !.cos "0/ = 1,

and the scattering rate is dN/dt = )Tcn in the Thomson limit.

The IC spectrum can be calculated from the electron scattering rate per unit energy .1, which

is given by (e.g. Blumenthal and Gould, 1970)

dN !
",%

dt! d.! d$!
1 d.!1

= dn!(.!; .) c
d)

d.!1 d$
!
1

, (5.24)

where dn!(.!; .) is defined to be the photon density in K ! within the energy range d. and

d)/d.!1 d$
!
1 is the di!erential scattering cross-section. The subscript ', . indicates that this

is the scattering rate per electron energy (expressed in terms of the Lorentz factor, ') and initial

photon energy (.0), i.e.

dN",% -
dN

d' d.0
.

It can be shown that the photon density within the energy range d. in K ! can be written in

terms of observer’s frame photon density as (Blumenthal and Gould, 1970)

dn!(.!; .) = nph(.)

!
.!0

2.20'

"
S

!
.!0;

.0
2'

, 2'.0

"
d.. (5.25)

Here a step function S has been introduced to restrict the energy of the photons in K ! to the

allowable energy range .0/2' < .!0 < 2'.0, which is defined by the kinematics of IC scattering

(equations 5.13 & 5.14). Therefore, the step function has the form

S

!
.!0;

.0
2'

, 2'.0

"
=

6
1 for %0

2" < .!0 < 2'.0

0 otherwise.

The scattering rate per energy (.1) in the observer’s frame is then found by transforming the

scattering rate in K ! to K and by integrating over the initial energy and solid angle in K !. This
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is given by
dN",%

dt d.1
=

%

%"

%

#"

dN",%

dt! d.! d$!
1 d.!1

!
dt!

dt

" !
d.!1
d.1

"
d.! d$!

1, (5.26)

where dN",%/dt! d.! d$!
1 d.!1 is given by equation (5.24). In the Thomson limit the di!erential

scattering cross-section is given by (equation 5.20)

d)

d.!1 d$
!
1

=
1

2
r20
.
1 + cos2 "!/ ( (.!1 # .!) , (5.27)

where the Dirac delta function,

((x) =

6
1 x = 0

0 elsewhere
,

has been introduced to indicate that only the energy .! = .!1 is considered.

By substituting equations (5.24), (5.25) & (5.27) into equation (5.26) and making use of the

transformations !
dt!

dt

"!
d.!1
d.1

"
=

1

'2(1# cos "!1)
,

it can readily be shown that the scattering rate per unit electron and photon energy is (e.g.

Blumenthal and Gould, 1970)

dN",%

dt d.1
=
*r20c

2'4
nph(.0) d.

.20

!
2.1 ln

.1
4'2.0

+ .1 + 4'2.0 #
.21

2'2.0

"
, (5.28)

after integrating over d.!d$!
1. This gives the number of photons scattered per second per energy

level (.1) for a single electron (with a Lorentz factor ') o! photons with an initial energy .0, for an

isotropic distribution of electrons and photons in the Thomson limit. Of particular importance

to this study is the photon distribution nph(.0) which is determined by whether the photon

originates from the star or the circumstellar disc in the Be-binary system.

Minimum and maximum photon energy

The minimum and maximum values of .1 are defined by the kinematics of the inverse Compton

scattering discussed in section 5.1.3 (p. 77). The minimum energy transfer corresponds to zero

(i.e. no energy is transferred to the photon), while the maximum energy transfer will increase

the photon energy by a factor " '2. The final scattered photon energy must then lie within the

range,

.0 " .1 " 4'2.0.
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Figure 5.5: Plot of f(&̂1) as shown in Blumenthal and Gould (1970).

Spectral shape

Expressing equation (5.28) in terms of the ratio of the final energy to the maximum energy, i.e.

.̂1 =
.1

4'2.
,

the shape of the isotropic Thomson limit IC spectrum can be shown to be given by (Blumenthal

and Gould, 1970)
dN",%

dt d.̂1
= 8*r20cnph(.)f(.̂1) d.,

where

f(.̂1) = 2.̂1 ln .̂1 + .̂1 + 1# 2.̂21.

Fig. 5.5 displays this function which show that the isotropic Thomson limit IC spectrum is a

maximum at .̂1 = 0 and produces a broad decaying spectrum.

5.4.2 Isotropic IC spectrum - Klein-Nishina spectrum

In order to model TeV energy gamma-ray binaries it is necessary to calculate the IC scattering

rate using the full Klein-Nishina di!erential scattering cross-section (equation 5.21):

d)exact
d$!

1 d.
!
1

=
1

2
r20

!
.!1
.!0

"2!.!0
.!1

+
.!1
.!0

# sin2 "!
"
(

!
.!1 #

.!0
1 + (.!0/mec2)(1# cos"!)

"
,

where the Dirac delta function has been introduced to limit the photon energies to only those

that are allowed by IC scattering (equation 5.11). By expressing the energy of the scattered

photon in units of the electron rest mass energy, i.e. E1 = .1/'mec2, the scattering rate per unit

energy, for a single electron interacting with an isotropic photon density distribution nph(.) (i.e.
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number density of photons per unit energy), is expressed as (Jones, 1968)

dN",%

dt dE1
=

2*r20mc3

'

nph(.0) d.

.0

(
2q ln q + (1 + 2q)(1# q) +

1

2

(%%q)
2

1 + %%q
(1# q)

)
, (5.29)

where

%% =
4.0'

mec2

and

q =
E1

%%(1# E1)
,

following the presentation given in Blumenthal and Gould (1970). This is the exact expression

for the scattering rate provided that ' * 1.

The limit between IC scattering in the Thomson and Klein-Nishina regime is determined by

the parameter, %%. The Thomson limit applies when .!0 + mec2, and therefore, by using the

transformation of energy, .!0 = .0'(1 # ! cos "0) which has a maximum value of % 2.0', it is

clear the Thomson limit holds for 2'.0/mec2 + 1. Similarly, if the simplifying ratio %% + 1 the

scattering formula (equation 5.29) reduces to Thomson approximation.

Minimum and maximum photon energy

The limits on E1 are determined by the limits on .1. The minimum value will occur if there is no

energy transfer, while the maximum allowed energy is given by equation (5.17), and the limits

on .1 are therefore

.0 ! .1 ! 4'2.0
1 + (4'.0/mec2)

,

or if written in terms of E1,
.0

'mec2
! E1 ! %%

1 + %%
.

Spectral shape

Following Blumenthal and Gould (1970) the shape of the IC spectrum can be illustrated by

plotting the normalized function

F (Ê1,%%) = A$1f(Ê1,%%),

where

A =

% 1

0
f(Ê1,%%) dÊ1,

Ê1 is defined by

E1 =
%%

1 + %%
Ê1,
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Figure 5.6: Shape of the normalized isotropic IC scattering distribution function (adapted from Blumen-
thal and Gould, 1970).

and the function f(Ê1,%%) is determined by the term within the square brackets in equa-

tion (5.29). A plot of F (Ê1,%%) (Fig. 5.6) shows that for a low value of %%, the shape of

the function approaches that of the Thomson limit function (Fig. 5.5). At higher values of %%

this approximation does not apply and the distribution of the scattered photons peaks at high

energies. This peak occurs since at very large values of %%, the relativistic electron transfers all of

its energy to the scattered photon, i.e. .1 ( 'mec2. Therefore, in the Klein-Nishina regime, the

vast majority of scattered photons have an energy near the maximum allowed energy, resulting

in a peak in the distribution function (Fig. 5.6).

5.4.3 Total scattering rate

Equation (5.29) gives the distribution of the scattering rate for a single electron scattering o! a

photon distribution within the energy range d.. If we are to extend this to gamma-ray production

in binary systems it is necessary to consider the scattering from a distribution of electrons and

photons. To extend the calculation to multiple electron scatterings, an electron distribution

function needs to be introduced. This distribution is normally expressed as a power-law function

e.g.

ne(') =

6
Ke'$p 'min < ' < 'max,

0 elsewhere
, (5.30)

where the distribution is confined to the energy region 'min to 'max. The total scattering rate

per unit energy for an electron distribution is then found by integrating over the initial electron
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and photon energies, i.e.

dNtotal

dtd.1
=

%

%0

%

"
ne(')$

!
1

'mec2
dN",%

dt dE1

"
d' d., (5.31)

where
1

'mec2
dN",%

dt dE1
=

dN",%

dt d.1
.

This equation is applicable to an isotropic distribution of electrons and photons.

In equation (5.29), nph(.) d. is the di!erential photon number density and in the case of a

blackbody distribution of photons is given by (e.g. Blumenthal and Gould, 1970)

nph(.) =
1

*2(!c)3
.2

e%/kT # 1
.

For IC scattering in PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 the photon distribution cannot be considered as

a simple blackbody distribution as the disc modifies the stellar spectrum via free-free and free-

bound emission. The photon spectrum must, therefore, be calculated from the COG method

discussed in Chapter 6.

5.5 Anisotropic inverse Compton scattering

Section 5.4 above is applicable to scattering between an isotropic distribution of electrons and

photons. In gamma-ray binaries, however, the e!ects of anisotropic scattering may be very

important to model the gamma-ray spectrum.

If we consider the energy transfer in the Thomson limit then .!1 % .!0 and from equations (5.9)

& (5.10) it can be shown that the energy of a scattered photon in the observer’s frame is

.1 = .0'
2 (1# ! cos ") (1 + ! cos "!1)

= 2.0'
2 (1# cos ") ,

assuming ! ( 1 and that the photon is scattered in the direction of the electron’s motion (i.e.

"!1 ( 0). This shows that the final energy which is observed depends on the angle between the

direction of the electron and the incoming photon.

Consider Fig. 5.7 which shows IC scattering in a circular binary system, with the observer

located to the right of the sketch. Because of the high energy of the electrons, photons are up-

scattered in the direction of the electrons’ original momentum. Therefore, the observed gamma-

rays are up-scattered by electrons that were originally moving towards the observer. Near point

P1, any observed photons deviated from their original trajectory far more than photons observed

from position P2. This means that photons observed from point P1 will have a higher energy

than photons observed from P2, and this will result in an observed modulation of the gamma-

ray emission. In contrast, an isotropic approximation of the gamma-ray emission would predict
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Figure 5.7: Sketch of IC scattering in a circular binary system. The observer, to the right of the figure,
will observe higher energy photons from scattering at P1 than at P2 due to the anisotropic e!ects.

no variation in the gamma-ray spectrum, as it is calculated by averaging over all angles. It is

therefore necessary to derive an anisotropic spectrum that will take into account the direction of

scattering.

Anisotropic scattering has been considered in detail by Fargion et al. (1997) and has been

adapted to the case of LS 5039 by Dubus et al. (2008) who showed that the combination of

anisotropic scattering and gamma-ray absorption can explain certain features of the H.E.S.S.

light curve, e.g. the model predicts the peak seen at around orbital phase 0.85 (Fig. 5.8).

The magnitude of the anisotropic e!ect is also dependent on the observed inclinationii of

the binary system. For a systems with a high inclination, the change in the scattering angle is

larger relative to the observer. Consider again the sketch in Fig. 5.7. For the the observer to the

right of the figure, there is a large change in scattering angle (i.e. the angle between the original

direction of the photon and the direction of the observer) between P1 and P2. However, if the

system is observed face-on, the scattering angle would be " 90 " at positions P1 and P2 and

there would be no anisotropic e!ects. Therefore, systems with a larger inclination exhibit larger

anisotropic e!ects. The inclination of LS 5039 (i % 60" if the compact companion is a neutron

star, Dubus et al., 2008) is higher than the value for PSR B1259-63, (i % 33", Negueruela et al.,

2011) and the e!ects of anisotropic scattering from the star alone will be less for PSR B1259-63

in comparison to LS 5039. However, the presence of a large circumstellar disc around LS 2883,

which can be rotated relative to the orbital plane, introduces anisotropic e!ects which may be

extremely important.iii

iiThe inclination of a binary system is defined to be the viewing angle of the binary system, measured relative
to the normal to the binary plane. Therefore, a system with an inclination i = 0% is observed face-on, while a
system with an inclination i = 90% is observed edge-on.

iiiThe higher eccentricity of PSR B1259-63 (e ! 0.87) in comparison to LS 5039 (e ! 0.24), also introduces
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Figure 5.8: Normalized H.E.S.S. light curve of LS 5039 with the predicted flux using the combined e!ects
of anisotropic IC scattering and gamma-ray absorption (adapted from Dubus et al., 2008).

Below we summarize the results for anisotropic inverse Compton (AIC) scattering, following

the discussion in Fargion et al. (1997) and its application to LS 5039 discussed by Dubus et al.

(2008). We present the full scattering formula correct over all allowed energies.

5.5.1 The AIC kernel

Following the convention in Dubus et al. (2008) this study will refer to the function which must

be integrated over electron and photon energies to produce the total AIC spectrum as the kernel

of the AIC code. The kernel contains the basic scattering rate per electron and is similar to

equation (5.29) in the isotropic approximation, with the exception that equation (5.29) already

contains a term for the photon density, nph(.), which is not included in the anisotropic kernel.

The scattering rate for a single electron is more easily calculated in the electron rest frame,

which can then be converted to the observer’s frame by

dN",%

dt d.1 d$1
=

dN !
",%

dt! d.!1 d$
!
1

dt!

dt

d.!1
d.1

d$!
1

d$1
(5.32)

where
dN !

",%

dt! d.!1 d$
!
1

=

%%
c

dn!

d.! d$!
d)

d.!1 d$
!
1

d$!d.!, (5.33)

is the scattering rate in the rest frame of the electron. Here d)/d.!1 d$
!
1 is the electron’s di!eren-

tial scattering cross-section as discussed above and dn!/d.! d$! is the photon distribution in the

electron rest frame. Following Fargion et al. (1997) and Dubus et al. (2008), the photon distri-

greater changes in the photon density during the orbital period, which results in a greater modulation in the
gamma-ray emission. This is, however, independent of the anisotropic e!ect.
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bution can be considered to be mono-energetic and mono-directional, which will provide an AIC

kernel that calculates the scattering rate for only one photon energy and direction. Integrating

the kernel over the appropriate initial photon energies and angles will then provided the final

AIC spectrum.

If the photon distribution in the observer’s frame is mono-energetic and mono-directional

then
dn

d. d$
= ((.# .0)((cos " # cos "0)((-# -0),

and this can be converted into the electron’s rest frame by

dn!

d.! d$! =
dn

d. d$

d$

d$! ,

making use of the invariance of dn/d. = dn!/d.! (Blumenthal and Gould, 1970). The photon dis-

tribution can be converted toK ! by making use of the Doppler shift formulae, and it can be shown

that the photon distribution in K ! is related to the distribution in K by (see Appendix A.3),

dn!

d.! d$! = '(1# ! cos "0)( (.
! # .0'[1# ! cos "0]) (

!
cos "! # cos "0 # !

1# ! cos "0

"
((-! # -!0). (5.34)

The scattering kernel is then obtained by integrating equation (5.32) over $1, the solid angle

into which the photons scatter. By combining equations (5.32) and (5.33) the final scattering

kernel is
dN",%

dt d.1
=

%

#"
1

%

#"

%

%"
c

!
dn!

d.! d$!

"!
d)

d.!1 d$
!
1

"
dt!

dt

d$!
1

d$1

.!1

.1
d.! d$! d$!

1. (5.35)

This gives the scattering rate per electron with Lorentz factor ', scattering o! photons with

energy .0 for a specific angle of deviation. The final kernel is found by substituting in the photon

distribution (equation 5.34) and the di!erential cross-section, and performing the integration.

The result is shown below using the Thomson and the full Klein-Nishina cross-section.

The AIC kernel in the Thomson limit

In the Thomson limit, the di!erential cross-section is given by equation (5.27) and by making

use of
dt!

dt

d$!
1

d$1

.!1

.1
=

1

'2(1# ! cos "1)
,

the scattering kernel (equation 5.35) can be integrated. As shown in Cerutti (2010), in order to

perform the integration, the Dirac delta property

((f(x)) =
7

i

1

| dfdx |x=xi

((x# xi),
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such that 0i, f(xi) = 0, is introduced. The final solution for the anisotropic kernel in the Thomson

limit is (Fargion et al., 1997)

dN",%

dt d.1
=

*r2ec

2!'2.0

(
3# C2

'0 +
.
3C2

'0 # 1
/ 1

!2

!
.1

'2.0(1# ! cos "0)
# 1

"2
)
, (5.36)

where

C'0 =
cos "0 # !

1# ! cos "0
.

From the transformation of photon energy from K to K ! (equations 5.9 & 5.10) it can be

shown that the energy of a scattered photon in the observer’s frame is

.1 = .0'
2 (1# ! cos "0) (1 + ! cos "!1) = .0 (1# ! cos "0)

1 + ! cos "!1
1# !2

,

in the Thomson limit (.!1 % .!0) and therefore the minimum and maximum allowed values for .1

are (Fargion et al., 1997)

.1,min = .0
1# ! cos "0

1 + !
("!1 = *),

and

.1,max = .0
1# ! cos "0

1# !
("!1 = 0).

These limits also apply to the isotropic scattering as discussed in section 5.4, but are written in

a di!erent form. Examples of the resulting shape of the spectrum (equation 5.36) are shown in

Fig. 5.9, combining some examples shown in Fargion et al. (1997). As shown in Cerutti (2010),

equation (5.36) reduces to the Jones (1968) isotropic formula when averaged over the solid angle.

The Klein-Nishina AIC kernel

Dubus et al. (2008) extended the Thomson limit approximation above to higher energies by

calculating the integration in equation (5.35) using the full Klein–Nishina cross-section. The

imposed condition is ' * 1 and therefore it is possible to simplify the scattering angle "! as

shown below. Writing the scattering angle (in K !) in terms of the angles in the observer’s frame

(K) gives

cos"! = cos "!1 cos "
!
0 + sin "!0 sin "

!
1 cos (-

!
0 # -!1)

=
cos "1 # !

1# ! cos "1

cos "0 # !

1# ! cos "0
+

sin "0
'(1# ! cos "0)

sin "1
'(1# ! cos "1)

cos(-0 # -1),

and if ' * 1, the second term in the equation scales as 1/'2 ( 0, and therefore

cos"! % cos "!1 cos "
!
0.

This approximation e!ectively means that all scattered photons move along the direction of the
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Figure 5.9: Examples of the spectrum from the AIC kernel in the Thomson limit (equation 5.36). The
spectrum is plotted for !0 = 0 (solid lines), !0 = '/2 (dashed lines) and !0 = ' (dotted lines), for $ = 10
(black), $ = 100 (red) & $ = 1000 (green) from top to bottom (adapted from Fargion et al., 1997).

electrons’ initial momentum (relativistic beaming). The final solution for the Klein-Nishian, AIC

kernel is given by

dN",%0

dt d.1
= K0

*r2ec(1# ! cos "0)

'(1# !x0)

(
1 + µ2

0 +

!
'.1
mec2

"2 (1# !x0)2(1# µ0)2

1# "%1
mec2

(1# !x0)(1# µ0)

)
, (5.37)

where

µ0 =

!
x0 # !

1# !x0

"
C'0 ,

x0 =
1# %0

%1
(1# ! cos "0) +

"%0
mec2

(1# ! cos "0)(1 + !C'0)

! + "%0
mec2

(1# ! cos "0)(! + C'0)
,

and

K0 =

#
1# "%1

mec2
[1 + !C'0 # (! + C'0)x0]

$2

888!'.1 + %21
mec2

C'0

888
.

The energy limits on equation (5.37) are

.1,min =
(1# !µ0).0

1 + %0
"mec2

+

*
!2 + 2!µ0

#
%0

"mec2

$
+
#

%0
"mec2

$2+ ,
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Figure 5.10: Spectrum from the full AIC kernel (equation 5.37), plotted for cos !0 = $1 and &0 =
10!12 erg (following Cerutti, 2010).

and

.1,max =
(1# !µ0).0

1 + %0
"mec2

#
*
!2 + 2!µ0

#
%0

"mec2

$
+
#

%0
"mec2

$2+ .

Equation (5.37) (Fig. 5.10) can now be used as the kernel to calculate the AIC spectrum from

a gamma-ray binary system.

5.5.2 The AIC spectrum

The AIC kernels derived in section 5.5.1 can now be used to model the gamma-ray emission from

a gamma-ray binary system. The derived kernels determine the scattering rate of an electron

with a specific Lorentz factor, ', o! a photon with energy .0, at a specific angle "0. In the shock

fronts around PWNe there is a distribution of electron and photon energies, and scattering can

occur over a range of angles defined by the size of the photon source and the direction of the

observer. The total scattering rate is then determined by

dNtot

dt d.1
=

%

%0

%

#

%

"
ne(')nph(.0)

dN",%

dt d.1
d' d.0 d$, (5.38)

where dN",%0/dt d.1 is given by equation (5.37), ne(') is the electron distribution, assumed to

be a power law given by equation (5.30), and nph(.0) is the photon distribution.

The integration with respect to $ must be carried out over the solid angle subtended by the

photon source. For the case of a star the coordinate system can be orientated such that there is
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a symmetry around the azimuthal angle, and the integral becomes

%
d$ =

% 2&

0

% (

0
sin " d"d-

= 2*

% (

0
sin " d",

where & is the maximum polar angle of the star define by (Dubus et al., 2008)

sin& =
R#
d
.

The integration in equation (5.38) is performed numerically, and by calculating the value of &

at di!erent points in the orbit it is possible to model the varying AIC gamma-ray spectrum.

The integration over the circumstellar disc is not as simple and a di!erent coordinate system

must be chosen to calculate the solid angle the disc subtends with respect to the electron cloud.

The details of this coordinate system and its application to AIC in PSR B1259-63 are discussed

in Chapter 7.

5.6 Gamma-ray absorption

Gamma-ray absorption may have an important e!ect on the observed gamma-ray emission and

this section will briefly summarize this process. If IC gamma-ray production occurs in a region

with a high photon density, soft photons are up-scattered to gamma-ray energies, and the new

gamma-rays can then interact with the photon field to produce an electron-positron pair through

photon-photon interaction. This has the e!ect of decreasing the observed gamma-ray emission

and produces a gamma-ray absorption mechanism.

It can be shown that the collision of two photons of energy ." and .#iv moving in directions

ê" and ê# respectively can results in pair production if (Gould and Schréder, 1967)

.".# 1 2m2
ec

4

1# ê" · ê#
. (5.39)

The e!ective total cross-section for this interaction is given by (Coppi and Blandford, 1990)

)"" =
3

16
)T(1# !!2)

*
(3# !!4) ln

!
1 + !!

1# !!

"
# 2!!(2# !!2)

+
, (5.40)

where !! is the speed (in units of c, i.e. !! = v/c) in the centre-of mass reference frame of the

ivSince this study considers IC gamma-ray production in gamma-ray binaries, photon-photon absorption will
occur between a gamma-ray and a stellar photon. The symbols for the photons have been chosen to reflect this.
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electron/positron pair. Defining the variable (Gould and Schréder, 1967)

s - .".#
2m2

ec
4
(1# ê" · ê#) ,

and using equation (5.39) shows that the photon-photon pair production can only occur if s > 1.

Furthermore it can it can be shown that

!! =

!
1# 1

s

"1/2

,

and therefore the total cross-section is dependent only on s.

Dubus (2006b) discussed the e!ects of gamma-ray absorption in high mass binary systems

consisting of a compact object and a bright non-degenerate star. Here, a gamma-ray with energy

." emitted from the compact object must pass through the dense photon field emitted from the

non-degenerate star, and can interact with a photon from the star with energy .#. The directions

of the gamma-ray and stellar photons are ê" and ê# respectively. The di!erential absorption

opacity for a gamma-ray of energy ." is (Gould and Schréder, 1967)

d$"" = (1# ê" · ê#)nph)"" d. d$ dl,

where nph is the photon number density, and the integration is over all stellar photon energies,

d., emitted from a surface within a solid angle d$, along the length that the gamma-ray travels,

dl. This is shown in Fig. 5.11 where a gamma-ray travels a distance l from point I to point P

where it interacts with a stellar photon. From the chosen orientation of the system, the angle

between the two photons is defined in terms of

1# ê" · ê# = 1 + cos' cos " + sin' cos- sin ",

where " and ' are shown in the figure and - is the azimuthal angle in the x# y plane.

Figure 5.12 shows the results of the numerical calculations of the optical depth around a

T = 40 000 K, R = 10 R% star, parameters which are consistent with LS 5039 (Dubus, 2006b).

The observed gamma-ray scattering rate is predicted to decrease by the amount exp(#$"") across
the orbit.

The process of pair production can result in the additional e!ect of pair cascade. A gamma-

ray photon emitted from the compact object can produce an electron/positron pair, and if

the electron and positron have su&cient energy, they can also up-scattered stellar photons to

gamma-ray energies. This process can then repeat with photon-photon interaction resulting in

pair-production, the created electron and positron resulting in gamma-ray production, and the

new gamma-rays producing more electron/positron pairs. This is known as pair cascade and can

result in the decrease of the gamma-ray absorption.
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Figure 5.11: Diagram showing the interaction between a gamma-ray photon travelling in direction ê"

and a stellar photon moving in direction ê"; the details are discussed in the text (Dubus, 2006b).
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Figure 5.12: Gamma-ray absorption in a massive star with a temperature of 40 000K and a radius of
10 R#, for four di!erent gamma-ray energies with the observer located to the right of the star in the
plane of the figure. The grey-scale indicates the gamma-ray absorption, exp($(), and the darker the
region the more absorption occurs. The contour lines show the position of 1%, 10%, 50%, 90% and 99%
absorption. The dotted line represents the orbital path of LS 5039 (Dubus, 2006b).
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Chapter 6

The curve of growth method

The spectra of Be stars show a distinct low frequency and infrared (IR) excess above the black-

body component usually associated with a B-type star (e.g. Fig. 6.6). The excess is believed to

be the result of thermal free-free and free-bound emission in the circumstellar disc. This excess

radiation in the IR may be instrumental in the process of gamma-ray production via inverse

Compton (IC) scattering which may result in these systems being strong gamma-ray emitters

under certain conditions. In order to determine the IR excess associated with Be stars, the

observed flux measurements are used to model the complete spectrum using the so called Curve

of Growth (COG) method initially proposed by Waters (1986). This method is based on earlier

work to model the IR emission from early type stars with enhanced spherical outflow by Lamers

and Waters (1984); Panagia and Felli (1975) Wright and Barlow (1975). While this is an em-

pirical model, and more advanced models for the outflow around Be stars have been proposed

(see e.g. Okazaki et al., 2011, for an application to PSR B1259-63), the COG method provides

a fit to the optical and IR flux from the Be star and circumstellar disc and serves as a good

approximation for the IR excess from LS 2883.

The first part of this chapter focuses on the COG method presented by Waters (1986) and

discusses certain aspects of this model, the second part derives a modification of this model to

allow for a calculation of the IR flux from an arbitrarily orientated disc and the last section

discusses how the COG method was used to constrain the IR excess from PSR B1259-63 using

archive data and mid-IR observations that were obtained with VISIR/VLTi during January 2011.

6.1 Basic equations

An ionized plasma, such as is found in the circumstellar disc, consists of free electrons moving in

a medium of charged ions and neutral atoms. When an electron moves near an ion, it is either

accelerated around the ion (remains free) or is captured by (or bound) to the ion, resulting in the

iThe VLT and VISIR are discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.8.4.

101
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emission of a photon. These radiation processes are known as free-free emission (Bremsstrahlung)

or free-bound (recombination) emission, respectively. The circumstellar disc around a B star is

treated as an isothermal region in the Waters (1986) model, and it emits via thermal free-free

and free-bound radiation. See e.g. Rybicki and Lightman (2004, pp. 155–166), Lang (1974,

pp.42–52) and Irwin (2007, pp. 237–242) for a further discussion on free-free and free-bound

emission and absorption.

The specific intensity originating from an emitting plasma is determined by the optical depth,

$! , through the material and the source function S! of the material which is defined as the ratio

between the emission, j! and absorption, &! , coe&cients (Rybicki and Lightman, 2004, p. 13),

S! - j!
&!

.

The general solution for the specific intensity observed from a source through an emitting region

is (e.g. Rybicki and Lightman, 2004, pp. 12–15)

I!($!) = I!(0)e
$$! +

% $!

0
e$($!$$ "

!)S!($
!
!) d$

!
! , (6.1)

= I!(0)e
$$! + S!(1# e$$! ), (6.2)

where it is assumed that the source function, S! , remains constant at all optical depths, that is

S!($) = constant.

The first term on the right hand sides of the equations 6.1 & 6.2 is the contribution to the specific

intensity from the background source corrected for the extinction due to absorption. The second

term is the internal emission and absorption of the emitting region. This situation is illustrated

in Fig. 6.1 where the observed specific intensity is a combination of the specific intensity I!(0)

originating from some object at $! = 0 and the additional absorption and emission which occurs

in the intermediate material. For the case of an emitting plasma with no background source,

I!(0) = 0 and the equation (6.2) reduces to

I! = S!(1# e$$! ).

The contribution to the specific intensity from the plasma depends on the optical depth through

the medium and (e.g. Irwin, 2007, p. 194)

I! =

6
S! $! * 1

S!$! = j! l $! + 1,
(6.3)

where l is the length of the line-of-sight through the plasma, and where the approximation

e$$! % 1# $! has been made. For large optical depths the specific intensity approaches that of
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Figure 6.1: The observed specific intensity is the combination of the specific intensity originating from
a plasma at ( = 0 and additional absorption and emission from the intermediate material.

the source function, while for small optical depths, it is dependent only on the emission from the

plasma.

For the emission from the circumstellar disc around Be stars, the source function and optical

depth is determined by the properties of the material and free-free and free-bound emission. The

simplifying assumption is made that the circumstellar disc is in a state of local thermodynamic

equilibrium (LTE) and, therefore, the source function is given by Planck’s function, i.e. S! = B! ,

where (e.g. Rybicki and Lightman, 2004, p. 22)

B!(T ) =
2h%3/c2

eh!/kT # 1
.

For the thermal free-free and free-bound emission from the circumstellar disc the specific intensity

given by equation (6.1) reduces to (e.g. Wright and Barlow, 1975)

I!(q) =

%
B!(T ) e

$$! d$, (6.4)

where the optical depth is determined by the free-free and free-bound absorption in the circum-

stellar disc.ii The total flux from the circumstellar disc is then determined by integrating over

the optical depth and the total area of the disc. Since it is assumed that the source function

for the material in the circumstellar disc is given by Planck’s function, for regions with a high

optical depth ($! * 1) the circumstellar disc approaches a blackbody emitter, i.e. I! = B! .iii

Fig. 6.2 shows a schematic diagram of a Be star and circumstellar disc in the equatorial

plane. As a first approximation the disc is assumed to be perpendicular to the line-of-sight and

observed at infinity which simplifies the modelling. Below we shall follow the derivation of the

COG method following the pattern laid out in Waters (1986). In the derivation of the COG

method the author measures distances in units of the stellar radius, R#. For example, the radial

distance is measured as the dimensionless variable x - r/R#. Similarly the impact parameter,

q, and the length along the line-of-sight, z, shown in Fig. 6.2 are dimensionless lengths. The

dimensional length can then be found by multiplying the dimensionless quantity by the radius

iiThis equation determines both the absorption and emission in the plasma, since the source function, S! = B!

includes both emission and absorption e!ects.
iiiWhen a plasma is in thermal equilibrium, the source function, S! , is given by Planck’s function. Such a

region produces thermal radiation. However, radiation is only considered to be blackbody radiation when the
specific intensity is described by Planck’s function, i.e. I! = B! (Rybicki and Lightman, 2004, p. 16).
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram used to calculate the COG method. Adapted from Waters (1986).

of the star, R#.

Under the COG method it is assumed that the disc has a constant half-opening angle, "disc,

extends to a finite radius, Rdisc, and has a density profile that decreases with radius from the

star as # & r$n, where n is determined by the fit to observational data. In order to determine

the IR excess the first step is to calculate the optical depth through the disc, which is defined as

$! =

%
/! ds, (6.5)

where /! is the absorption coe&cient and s is the length along the line-of-sight. The length s

can be defined in terms of the dimensionless length as s = R#z as is shown in Fig. 6.2. The

absorption coe&cient for free-free and free-bound emission is given by (Brussaard and van de

Hulst, 1962)

/! = 3.692$ 108
9
1# e$h!/kT

:
z̄2 {g(%, T ) + b(%, T )}T$1/2%$26n2

i (cm$1), (6.6)

where k and h are the Boltzmann and Planck constants, % is the frequency, T is the temperature,

z̄ is the mean value of the squared atomic charge, 6 is the electron to ion number ratio, ni is

the ion number density, and g(%, T ) and b(%, T ) are the Gaunt free-free and free-bound factors

respectively.

In order to write the optical depth in the form given in Waters (1986) it is necessary to

re-arrange the absorption coe&cient, /! into a wavelength dependent term and a variable which
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is determined by the COG fit to the observational data. Therefore, from equation (6.6)

/! = 3.692$ 108
9
1# e$h!/kT

:
z̄2 {g(%, T ) + b(%, T )}T$1/2%$36n2

i (cm$1)

=
9
1# e$h!/kT

:
{g(%, T ) + b(%, T )} %$3

;
3.692$ 108z̄2T$1/26n2

i

<

=

.
h!
kT

/
.
h!
kT

/ $
9
1# e$h!/kT

:
{g(%, T ) + b(%, T )} %$3

;
3.692$ 108z̄2T$1/26n2

i

<

=
1# e$h!/kT

.
h!
kT

/ {g(%, T ) + b(%, T )} %$3

!
h%

kT

";
3.692$ 108z̄2T$1/26n2

i

<

= ,2
1# e$h!/kT

.
h!
kT

/ {g(%, T ) + b(%, T )} 1

c2
h

kT

;
3.692$ 108z̄2T$1/26n2

i

<

= X)

!
1

c2
h

kT

;
3.692$ 108z̄2T$1/26n2

i

<"
, (6.7)

where

X) = ,2
9#

1# e$h!/kT
$
/ (h%/kT )

:
{g(%, T ) + b(%, T )} , (6.8)

is the wavelength dependent part. It is assumed that the mass density profile of the disc is of

the form

# = #0

!
r

R#

"$n

= #0x
$n, (6.9)

where #0 is the density at the base of the disc and x - (r/R#) is the dimensionless radial distance.

Therefore, the ion number density (cm$3) can be re-written in terms of the mass density (g/cm3)

as

ni =
#

.mi/

=
#0x$n

µmp
,

where µ is the mean atomic weight in units of proton mass, and mp is the mass of a proton.

Substituting this into equation (6.7) gives

/! = X)

&
h

c2k
3.692$ 108z̄2T$3/26

*
#0x$n

µmp

+2'

= X)

!
3.692$ 108

h

c2k
m$2

p z̄2T$3/2µ$26#20x
$2n

"

=

!
R#
R#

"!
R%
R%

"
$X)

!
3.692$ 108

h

c2k
m$2

p z̄2T$3/2µ$26#20

"
x$2n

= X)X#,d R
$1
# x$2n,
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where

X#,d =

*
3.692$ 108

h

c2k
m$2

p R%

+
z̄2T$3/2µ$26#20

R#
R%

= 4.923$ 1035z̄2T$3/2µ$26#20
R#
R%

, (6.10)

is a variable which is determined by the COG fit. Therefore, /! can be written in terms of the

wavelength dependent part X), the variables X# and R#, and the geometry dependent part,

x$2n as

/! = X)X#R
$1
# x$2n

= E!,dR
$1
# x$2n,

which is the form presented in Waters (1986).

In equation (6.5) the line-of-sight, s, lies along the dimensionless length z (Fig. 6.2) and

therefore the total length is given by

s = R#z,

where z can be written in terms of the dimensionless radial distance, x, and impact factor, q, as

z =
.
x2 # q2

/1/2
,

as shown in Fig. 6.2. Therefore,

ds = R# dz

= R# x
.
x2 # q2

/$1/2
dx,

where the derivative is only in terms of x since along any length z the impact factor q remains

constant. The optical depth through the disc (equation 6.5) can then be written as

$! =

%
/! ds

=

%
E!,dR

$1
# x$2nR#x

.
x2 # q2

/$1/2
dx

= E!,d

%
x$2n+1

.
x2 # q2

/$1/2
dx. (6.11)

Equation (6.11) can be further simplified by making the change of variable y = cos$1 (q/x),

where the angle y is defined in Fig. 6.2, which changes the equation to an integral over the
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opening angle of the circumstellar disc. The substitution

x =
q

cos y
,

dx = q sec y tan y dy,

can then be made and equation (6.11) simplifies to

$!(q) = E!,d

% !
q

cos y

"$2n+1 .
q2 sec2 y # q2

/$1/2
q sec y tan y dy

= E!,dq
$2n+1

%

y
cos2n$2 y dy. (6.12)

When the Be star is assumed to be viewed face on, and the disc has a half-opening angle "disc,

the maximum optical depth, $max(q), is calculated by integrating equation (6.12) from #"disc
to "disc.iv The total specific intensity along any line-of-sight is then (from equation 6.4 and e.g.

Wright and Barlow, 1975)

I!(q) =

% $max(q)

0
B(%, T )e$$! d$

= B(%, T )
#
1# e$$max(q)

$
, (6.13)

where B(%, T ) is the Planck function. The equation above holds for lines-of-sight which do not

intercept the star, i.e. for q 1 1 in Fig. 6.2, while it is assumed that the photon spectrum from

the star dominates for q < 1 and that the specific intensity is

I!(q) = I!,#, (6.14)

where I!,# is the specific intensity which originates from the blackbody or Kurucz model atmo-

sphere of the star.

The flux from a radiation field with a specific intensity I! is given by (e.g. Rybicki and

Lightman, 2004)

F =

%
I! cos " d$,

where " is the angle to the normal of the emitting surface and $ is the solid angle subtending

the emitting surface. The flux from a Be star and circumstellar disc at a distance D, where

D * qR#, can be written as an integration over q by making the substitution sin " % " % qR#/D

ivSince equation (6.12) is symmetrical it can be expressed as an integration between 0 and "disc and the
maximum optical depth, #max, is calculated as 2#!(q). This is the form presented in Waters (1986).
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and cos " % 1, appropriate under the small angle approximation. Therefore

F =

%
I!(q) cos " d$

=

% 2&

0

%

'
I!(q) cos " sin " d"d-

= 2*

%

q
I!(q)(1)

!
qR#
D

"!
R#
D

"
dq

=

!
R#
D

"2 % Rdisc/R#

0
2*q I!(q) dq, (6.15)

where the integration is from the centre of the star to the edge of the disc. Using equa-

tions (6.12)–(6.15) it is possible to model the IR excess of a Be star by fitting the five parameters,

n,X#, Rdisc, Tdisc and "disc.

6.1.1 The Gaunt factors

Gaunt factorsv (for free-free emission and denoted by the symbol g) were introduced by John

Arthur Gaunt (Gaunt, 1930), as the correction to the semi-classical formula of Kramers (1923),

for calculating the continuous absorption in astrophysical plasmas. The choice of the symbol’s

letter g may be co-incidental, to quote from Je!reys (1990),

[h]owever I think from comparing equation (65) on p.861 of Kramers (1923) that

Gaunt took the symbol for an undetermined factor from Kramers in the first place

and it may have amused him that it was his own initial.

In order to find the COG fit to the Be star spectrum it is necessary to use or calculate the

correct Gaunt factors in equation (6.6). Waters and Lamers (1984) published tables of free-free

and free-bound Gaunt factors for stellar plasmas. The Gaunt factors were calculated by making

use of a hydrogenic approximation. In section 6.3.1 (and in van Soelen and Meintjes, 2011) these

tables are used to apply the COG method to LS 2883, the optical companion in PSR B1259-63,

while values not included in the tables are interpolated by a linear fit between adjacent points.

However, to model the anisotropic IC scattering the disc spectrum must be treated separately

from the stellar spectrum and the IR excess must be calculated at frequencies beyond the limits

of the published tables. I therefore calculated Gaunt factors at all frequencies considered for

the COG fit and the anisotropic inverse Compton calculations. To ensure that my calculated

Gaunt factors be consistent with those tabulated by Waters and Lamers (1984), I followed the

same procedure as was presented by these authors. Note that the values obtained in this way are

only approximate, but the errors in the values are not large ("10%–20%) and the method used

results in a good fit to the data using the COG method. I did not think it necessary therefore

to consider more accurate methods to calculate the Gaunt factors as I do not believe that such

vThe first recorded reference to this term as the “Gaunt factor” is attributed to Chandrasekhar (1939).
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a calculation would provide an improvement in the over all COG fit and prediction of the broad

optical and IR spectral distribution.

The procedure followed by Waters and Lamers (1984) to calculate the Gaunt free-free and

free-bound factors for a reasonable stellar gas mixture is summarized below.

Free-free Gaunt factors

The average free-free Gaunt factor for high frequencies was calculated from the approximation

in Gronenschild and Mewe (1978), which is a fit to the graphical solution in Karzas and Latter

(1961), and is given by

ḡ!,GM(%, T ) =

=

>
&,

3

*
exK0(x)

'2

+ (a# b log10 u)
2

?

@
1/2

,

where

u =
h%

kT

x =
u

2

#
1 +

A
10'2

$

'2 = Z2

!
IH
kT

"
= 1.578$ 105

Z2

T

a = 1.20 exp

&
#
*
log10 '

2 # 1

3.7

+2'

b = 0.37 exp

&
#
*
log10 '

2 + 1

2

+2'
.

Here K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind, Z is the atomic charge and IH is the

ionization energy of hydrogen. At lower frequencies the approximation given by (Allen, 1973,

p. 103),

ḡ!,A = 10.6 + 1.90 log10(T )# 1.26 log10(%)# 1.26 log10(Z),

is used for the average Gaunt factor.

In Fig. 6.3, ḡ! is shown for a temperature of T = 20 000 K and a charge of Z = 1 using both

approximations above. The curves show that there is a discontinuity between the two approx-

imations. Waters and Lamers (1984) chose to join the two curves at the point of intersection,

ḡ!,GM = ḡ!,A, introducing a discontinuity in the first derivative at this join. The final free-free

Gaunt factor is calculated as the maximum value of the two approximations,

g! = max (ḡ!,GM, ḡ!,A) ,

which is shown as the thick solid line in Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: The free-free Gaunt factor calculated using the Gronenschild and Mewe (1978) (dotted line)
and Allen (1973) (dashed line) approximations for T = 20 000 K and Z = 1. The final value (solid line)
is plotted using the maximum of the two approximations.

Free-bound Gaunt factors

The approximation of the averaged free-bound Gaunt factor, b, used in Waters and Lamers

(1984) and in this study is taken from Brussaard and van de Hulst (1962):

bZ (%, T ) = 2"
(7

n=m!

gn
e'/n

2

n3
,

where

" =
h%0Z2

kT
.

Here gn is the free-free Gaunt factor, %0 = 3.28 $ 1015 Hz is the hydrogen ionization frequency

and Z is the atomic charge. The value of m! is given by

m! = Z $ int
#A

%0/%
$
+ 1,

where the integer part of the square root must be taken. As shown in Brussaard and van de Hulst

(1962), gn % 1 in the frequency region of interest. We follow the approximation in Waters and

Lamers (1984) by setting gn = 1 for all frequencies. This introduces an error of approximately

10% – 20% by e!ectively removing the Gaunt correction term. However, at IR wavelengths and

below (% + kT/h) the free-bound contribution is much lower than the free-free contribution

and does not significantly a!ect the total free-free and free-bound contribution, g(%, T )+ b(%, T ),
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Figure 6.4: Three examples of the averaged free-bound Gaunt factor calculated from equation (6.16),
plotted as a function of nmax (in units of m!).

while at higher frequencies (% * kT/h) free-bound emission dominates (e.g. Irwin, 2007, p. 252).

The numerical estimate of the free-bound Gaunt factor, b, is then found from

bZ (%, T ) = 2"
nmax7

n=m!

e'/n
2

n3
, (6.16)

where the sum is calculated to a maximum of nmax = (20# 100)$m! . To illustrate the validity

of this approximation, Fig. 6.4 shows plots of three examples of b as a function of nmax (in

units of m!). The plots shows that, in each case, the function converges to a constant value for

nmax % 20 m! .

Gas mixing

The final average Gaunt factor in Lamers and Waters (1984) is calculated for a gas mixture of

H, He, and CNO, and the mixing equation is given by

(g + b)mixt = {RHfH+(g1 + b1) + (RHe/4) [fHe+(g1 + b1) + 4fHe++(g2 + b2)]

+(RCNO/15) [fCNO+(g1 + b1) + 4fCNO++(g2 + b2) + 9fCNO+++(g3 + b3)]} /

{RHfH+ + (RHe/4) [fHe+ + 2fHe++] +

(RCNO/15) [fCNO+ + 2fCNO++ + 4fCNO+++]} , (6.17)
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Figure 6.5: The calculated mixture Gaunt factor terms for T = 20 000 K plotted together with the
published data in Lamers and Waters (1984, Table IVd, p. 346). The solid line is the final calculated
function, while the crosses represent the data points. Also shown is the result if only free-free (dotted
line) or only free-bound (dashed line) Gaunt factors are used in the mixture calculation.

where RE is the ratio of the element E in the gas mixture and fEi is the fraction of the element

that is in ionization state i. The results in the Lamers and Waters (1984) tables are given for a

gas mixture of

RH = 0.70

RHe = 0.27

RCNO = 0.03.

I use these same ratios in this study. In Fig. 6.5 the calculated average mixture (for fH+ = 1,

fHe+ = 1 and fCNO++ = 1 and all other fEi = 0) is plotted (solid line) with the published data

in Lamers and Waters (1984, Table IVd, p. 346). Also shown in Fig. 6.5 is the calculated Gaunt

factors of the mixture if only free-free or free-bound emission is considered. This shows that the

free-bound contribution is negligible at frequencies below % 1013 Hz, while it begins to dominate

at higher frequencies.

6.1.2 Fitting stellar profiles

Before I discuss the modifications I have made to the COG method, I will first briefly discuss the

fitting procedure that I used to fit the stellar profiles of LS 2883 to optical and IR data. If the

ratio of the total measured flux to the expected flux from the star is defined as Z! = F!,total/F!,#,
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and the excess flux is defined to be Z! # 1. The flux from the star alone (excluding the flux from

the disc) is given by (equations 6.12–6.15; Waters, 1986),

F!,# =
R2

#
D2

% 1

0
2*qI!,# dq

=
*R2

#
D2

I!,#

where the range of integration is from the centre of the star (q = 0) to its surface (q = 1) where

q is the impact parameter in units of stellar radii (Fig. 6.2). Similarly the flux from the disc will

be found by integrating from q = 1 to q = Rdisc/R# and the excess flux ratio Z! # 1 is given by

Z! # 1 =
F!,disc

F!,#
=

B!(Tdisc)

I!,#

% Rdisc/R#

1

;
1# e$$max(q)

<
2q dq. (6.18)

The Kurucz stellar atmosphere is fitted to optical data at frequencies % > 3 $ 1014 Hz,

to minimize the influence of the circumstellar disc. The flux is also scaled for the distance to

the source by fitting the parameter Yshift = log(*R2
#) # log(D2) (Telting et al., 1998) which is

simply the decrease in flux due to distance, D. The IR excess from the circumstellar disc is

then determined by the di!erence between the measured flux and the Kurucz predicted flux at

IR wavelengths. This IR excess is then used to fit the COG model using the five parameters,

n,X#, Rdisc, Tdisc and "disc. Following Telting et al. (1998), I fitted these five parameters can be

fitted using the method of Levenberg–Marquardt (e.g. Press et al., 2007, pp. 801-806). However,

following Telting et al. (1998) the temperature of the disc is assumed to be a fixed fraction of

the temperature of the star, and the disc opening angle and disc radius is kept constant. The

COG method is then only fitted to n and X#. The resulting COG then models the flux from

the circumstellar disc which, when added to the stellar contribution, predicts the observed IR

excess. This broad band optical and IR spectrum from the star and disc is used in this study to

model the anisotropic IC scattering in PSR B1259-63/LS 2883.

Fig. 6.6 shows an application of the COG method to X Persei undertaken by Telting et al.

(1998). The authors combined new data with data already published in the literature in the

period circa 1965 to 1995, and were able to show the evolution of the star from a disc to a

“discless” state. The data showed two “discless” or low disc states between "1975–1977 and

1989–1992. As discussed in Chapter 3, the circumstellar discs of Be stars are variable and

the infrared excess and the emission lines vary with the size of the disc. Telting et al. (1998)

showed that during a discless state the data from X Persei could be fitted by a 31 000 K stellar

atmosphere (lower line fitted to the solid dots in Fig. 6.6) while the COGmethod was fitted during

a “disc” phase (upper line fitted to the open circles). The fitted COG parameters for X Persei

are n = 4.73 and log10 X# = 8.99 while the remaining parameters were held at Rdisc = 5.0R#,

Tdisc = 0.8 Tstar = 24 800 K and "disc = 5".
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Figure 6.6: The IR excess from X Persei observed at times of high and low infrared excess. A Kurucz
model with an e!ective temperature of Te! = 31 000 K is fitted to the closed circles taken during a
discless state, while a COG model is fitted to the open circles taken during a disc state; see text for
details. Figure adapted from Telting et al. (1998).

6.2 Modification of the COG method

Waters (1986) showed that the observed flux from a moderately inclined disc will not deviate

greatly from that of a disc observed face-on. However, from the point of view of the pulsar

near periastron, the circumstellar disc will change dramatically in orientation, inclination and

angular size. It is thus necessary to calculate the IR excess from a disc at any orientation. This

requires a modification and extension of the COG model. The method I have used to make

these modifications is discussed below. In the interest of readability, I have relegated some of

the derivations to an appendix (Appendix B).

Fig. 6.7 shows the line-of-sight through the Be-star’s circumstellar disc, which is not viewed

face-on, i.e. the line-of-sight is not perpendicular to the disc mid-plane (compare to Fig. 6.2).

From equation (6.5) the optical depth through the disc is

$! =

%
/! dl

= E!,d

%
r̃$2n dl, (6.19)

where E!,d - X)X#,d is the disc parameter (equations 6.8 & 6.10), l is the length along the line-

of-sight, and I assumed # = #0(r/R#)$n - #0r̃$n. Here the symbol r̃ denotes the dimensionless

radial distance.vi Constructing a dimensionless impact parameter q such that r̃2 = q2+ l̃2, where

viI have chosen a di!erent symbol for the dimensionless radial distance to distinguish it from the unmodified
COG method.
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Figure 6.7: Schematic diagram used to calculate the modified COG method. The disc is not viewed face-
on and, therefore, the line-of-sight is not perpendicular to the mid-plane of the disc (compare Fig. 6.2).

l̃ - l/R#, equation (6.19) can be re-written in terms of r̃ as

$! = E!,d

%
r̃$2n+1

.
r̃2 # q2

/$1/2
dr̃.

Making the simplifying substitution w = cos$1(q/r̃) where w is the angle between q and r̃, results

in

$! = E!,dq
$2n+1

%

w
cos2n$2 w dw, (6.20)

which is formally identical to equation (6.12). The di!erence is that, since the disc is not

necessarily viewed face-on, the impact factor q is no longer defined to lie along the mid-plane of

the disc and the maximum value of q is no longer determined by the size of the circumstellar disc.

Further, the limits on the angle w are no longer defined by the half-opening angle of the disc and

must be independently calculated for each line-of-sight considered. The specific intensity from

any point of the disc is then calculated as (equation 6.13)

I!(q) = B!(T )
.
1# e$$max

/
, (6.21)

where the loss of symmetry also means that $max is not symmetrical around the azimuthal angle.

When calculating the isotropic inverse Compton spectrum (section 7.3 and van Soelen and

Meintjes, 2011) the total integrated flux was used to calculate the photon spectrum, however,

when calculating the anisotropic IC scattering from the circumstellar disc it is necessary to

determine the scattering over the full solid angle of the disc and the intensity emitted from

the disc at di!erent angles. The specific intensity originating from the disc (equation 6.21) is

determined from the optical depth (equation 6.20) which is dependent on the parameters, E!,d,

q and w. The disc parameter E!,d - X)X#,d is identical to the Waters and Lamers (1984)

parameter (equations 6.8 & 6.10) and is given by the wavelength and the COG fit to X#,d. The

value of q and the limits on w are not the same as in the previous unmodified COG model and
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Figure 6.8: Coordinate system used to calculate the AIC scattering and IR excess. O is the centre of the
pulsar-fed, relativistic electron cloud, which is a vertical height H above the disc and shifted a distance )
horizontally from the centre of the star/disc. Directions expressed in the polar coordinate system can by
translated to X,Y positions on the disc plane and to the star/disc Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z)
with the origin at the centre of the star and circumstellar disc.

therefore a solution for each of these terms must be determined.

Value of q

Consider the coordinate system shown in Fig. 6.8 (see e.g. Moskalenko and Strong, 2000; Pommé

et al., 2003; Tryka, 1997). The pulsar lies at the centre of the coordinate system (point O), ê# is

the unit vector pointing towards the centre of the disc and star, and êH is pointing towards the

disc along the normal to the disc. Any arbitrary line-of-sight from the pulsar to the disc along

a unit vector ê',* will form an impact parameter q as is shown in Figs. 6.9 & 6.10, where 7 is

the angle between ê# and ê',*. Defining the angle between ê# and êH as " (Fig. 6.8) it can be

shown that

ê# =

0

B1
sin" cos*

sin" sin*

cos"

2

C3 =

0

B1
# sin"

0

cos"

2

C3

and

ê',* =

0

B1
sin " cos-

sin " sin-

cos "

2

C3 ,
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Figure 6.9: Sketch of the impact factor in the plane of ê" · ê#,$ for * < 0.

where " and - specify an arbitrary direction. Therefore, the angle 7 can be determined from

cos 7 = ê# · ê',* = cos" cos " # sin" sin " cos-, (6.22)

and the impact parameter is given by (Figs. 6.9 & 6.10)

q = rê# sin 7, (6.23)

where rê# is the distance from the pulsar to the star in units of R#. For any arbitrary line-of-sight

through the disc the impact factor, q, can then be determined by equations (6.22) and (6.23). It

remains now to solve for the limits on w.vii

Limits on w if " < 90"

First the limit on w will be found for the case of a line-of-sight, ê',*, when the polar angle " < 90"

(Fig. 6.8). Any line-of-sight in the direction ê',* cuts the plane of the disc at a position

X = H tan " cos-

Y = H tan " sin-,

where H is the perpendicular height of the pulsar above the disc and the origin of X,Y is at the

intercept of the line H with the disc plane (Fig. 6.8). The centre of the star/disc is a distance #

viiThe symbols rê# and w have been used instead of x and y, as were used in section 6.1, for two reasons: first
to distinguish w from the angle y in Waters (1986) so that it is clear the limits are not simply ""disc to "disc and
second to avoid confusion later when x and y will be used to refer to disc coordinates in Fig. 6.8.
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Figure 6.10: Sketch of the impact factor in the plane of ê" · ê#,$ for * > 0.

away from the intercept of H with the disc plane and the X-axis is defined to lie along the line

joining these points. Defining a new Cartesian reference system, x, y, z, such that the origin is

at the centre of the star/disc, and that x and y are measured in the plane of the disc with x 2 X

and y 2 Y (Fig. 6.8), the point of the plane intercept, (xd, yd, zd), can be written in terms of X

and Y as

xd = X + #

= H tan " cos-+ #

yd = Y

= H tan " sin-,

zd = 0.

In this coordinate system, the height of the disc, above the disc plane, at any point is

hd =
A
x2 + y2 tan "disc, (6.24)

where "disc is the half-opening angle of the disc. For any line-of-sight (ê',*), we can construct

a distance hl which is perpendicular to the disc plane and intercepts the line-of-sight. If hl

intercepts the disc plane at any distance #x and #y from the point of the disc plane intercept

(xd, yd), then the length along hl between the disc plane and the line-of-sight intercepts is

hl =
A
#x2 +#y2 tan "k, (6.25)
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where "k = &
2 # ". The point where the line-of-sight intercepts the disc above and below the disc

plane can then be found by determining #x and #y by solving for hl = hd. This gives

hl = hd
A
#x2 +#y2 tan "k, =

A
x2 + y2 tan "disc

=
A
(xd +#x)2 + (yd +#y)2 tan "disc. (6.26)

Since in the plane of the disc,

#y = #x tan-, (6.27)

this equation can be substituted into equation (6.26) and the solution for #x can be found. From

the solution of #x, the value of #y can be determined from equation (6.27). Solving for #x

and #y produces two solutions, which correspond to the top and bottom disc intercepts and the

correct value must be chosen for each intercept as outlined in Appendix B.1. The coordinates of

the disc intercepts are defined as (x1, y1, z1) below the plane (or the lower disc intercept), and

(x2, y2, z2) above the plane, where

x1,2 = xd +#x

y1,2 = yd +#y,

and the z coordinate is calculated as

z1 = #
8888
D
x2
1 + y21

8888 tan "disc

z2 = +

8888
D
x2
2 + y22

8888 tan "disc.

The full derivation of the solution for #x and #y is given in Appendix B.1.

Using the coordinates (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) calculated above it is possible to construct

a triangle as is shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 in the plane of ê# · ê',*. These figures show detailed

diagrams of the path of a line-of-sight through the circumstellar disc, and show all relevant angles

and positions . Shown in the figures are the position of the star, the disc plane, the positions of the

two disc intercepts (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2), the impact parameter q, the centre of the electron

cloud at O = (x = #, y = 0, z = H) and the centre of the star at S = (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0). The

angles X1 and X2 are defined to be between the line joining the centre of the electron cloud and

the centre of the star, SO, and the line joining the centre of the star and the two points of the
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disc intersection respectively. The value of the angles are given by

X1 = cos$1

&
#x1 +Hz1

(#2 +H2)1/2 (x2
1 + y21 + z21)

1/2

'

X2 = cos$1

&
#x2 +Hz2

(#2 +H2)1/2 (x2
2 + y22 + z22)

1/2

'
.

From the sketches in Figs. 6.9 & 6.10 it can be seen that the limits on w are

w1 =
*

2
# 7 #X1

w2 =
*

2
# 7 #X2,

where the angle 7 was defined earlier (equation 6.22).

With the limits of w solved, the optical depth through the disc can now be calculated using

equation (6.20). This allows the intensity of the radiation emitted from the circumstellar disc as

seen from the pulsar’s reference frame to be modelled.

Limits on w if " 1 90"

The solutions for w in the case of a polar angle " 1 90" is very similar to that of " < 90". A

geometric solution is found for the two intercepts (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2), from which it is

then possible to determine the limits of w and find the optical depth using equation (6.20). The

derivation for " = 90" and " > 90" is given in Appendixes B.2 and B.3 respectively.

6.3 Application to LS 2883

In this section the COG method is applied to optical and IR data from LS 2883. Section 6.3.1

presents the COG fit based on archived data and the Johnston et al. (1994) estimate of the

colour excess, which was originally presented in van Soelen and Meintjes (2011). Section 6.3.2

presents a new COG fit which incorporates new IR data obtained with the VLT as part of a

multi-wavelength campaign which was undertaken as part of this study (section 2.8). This new

fit also uses the new colour excess proposed by Negueruela et al. (2011).

6.3.1 Constraining the IR excess from LS 2883 using archive data

The optical and infrared data used to model PSR B1259-63 in this section are taken from

Westerlund and Garnier (1989), 2MASS and MSX (Tables 6.1 & 6.2; data are available through

the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive.viii The IR and optical data were de-reddened with

the dipso software package using the extinction measurement given in Westerlund and Garnier

viiihttp://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Table 6.1: Optical magnitudes and colours for LS 2883 from Westerlund and Garnier (1989) (W&G89),
Klare and Neckel (1977) (K&N77), Schild et al. (1983) (S83), Drilling (1991) (D91).

W&G89 K&N77 S83 D91
V 10.01 10.04 10.05 10.07

B-V 0.754 0.74 0.72 0.73
U-B -0.506 -0.44 -0.47 -0.47

(U-B)0 -1.261
A! 3.25

M!(U-B)0 -4.6

(1989) and following the assumptions of Johnston et al. (1994) which suggested a value for the

extinction of E(B-V) = 1.05. A standard galactic extinction law was assumed.

The initial Kurucz atmosphere fits were done using the Kurucz (1992) model atmospheres

obtained from the Space Telescope Science Instituteix. The tables only begin at a minimum

frequency of " 3.3$1013 Hz and needed to be extended further into the IR regime. The last few

data points lie within the Rayleigh-Jeans limit (h% + kT ) for a stellar temperature of " 20 000 K,

and since in this limit log I!,# & log %, the data points were extended to % % 5.2 $ 109 Hz (or

, " 6 cm) using a straight line fit.

The stellar temperature, T#, and e!ective gravity, log g, were determined by finding the best

least squares fit of the Kurucz model atmospheres to the optical data above 3$1014 Hz (in order

to limit the influence of the IR excess on the optical fit). The decrease in flux due to distance

to the source from Earth (d) was also accounted for by scaling the intensity with the parameter

Yshift = log(*R2
#)# log(d2) (Telting et al., 1998). A best fit temperature and e!ective gravity of

T# = 25 000 K and log g = 3.5 respectively, were found, consistent with an early B type star.

The IR excess was then fitted to the IR data using the COG method. The disc temperature

was chosen to be Tdisc = 0.5 T# = 12 500 K and the disc radius Rdisc = 50 R# as was inferred

from the pulsar eclipse (section 2.1.2). Following the convention used by Telting et al. (1998)

the half-opening angle was held at " = 5". The remaining two parameters (n and X#) were

simultaneously fitted with the Levenberg-Marquardt method (e.g. Press et al., 2007, pp. 801-

806) using the implementation in the oracle software package. This produced a best fit of

n = 2.37 and logX# = 7.87 and the resulting fit is plotted in Fig. 6.11. Fits using a larger half-

opening angle of " " 18.5" as was suggested by Chernyakova et al. (2006) were also considered

but produced no noticeable e!ect on the fitted optical/IR spectrum. The values of both fits are

summarized in Table 6.3.

6.3.2 Further constraint using new VISIR/VLT data

As part of this study a multi-wavelength campaign was undertaken to observer PSR B1259-

63/LS 2883 during the December 2010 periastron passage and infrared Service Mode observations

ixhttp://www.stsci.edu/science/starburst/Kurucz.html
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Table 6.2: IR data for PSR B1259-63 from 2MASS (J,H,Ks) and MSX (A,C). Data are available through
the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive.

Band Wavelength Magnitude Flux
µm Jy

J 1.235 8.026± 0.027
H 1.662 7.699± 0.055
Ks 2.159 7.248± 0.020
A 8.28 0.2675± 0.0136
C 12.13 1.087± 0.5859
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101

102
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104
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No disc
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Figure 6.11: A Kurucz stellar atmosphere (solid line) and the modification introduced by the COG
method (dashed line) fitted to data for PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 (Tables 6.1 & 6.2). The open circles are
the optical and IR data points.
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Table 6.3: Optical and IR fit to PSR B1259-63 using Tables 6.1 and 6.2

Optical fit
Te! 25 000 K
log g 3.5
Yshift -19.14

Curve of growth fit
n 2.37 2.37
logX# 7.87 7.32
Rdisc 50 R# 50 R#
Tdisc 12 500 K 12 500 K
" 5" 18."5

were undertaken at the Very Large telescope (VLT) using the VLT Imager and Spectrometer

for the mid Infrared (VISIR) at the European Southern Observatory (ESO). The operation of

VISIR on the VLT is briefly summarized in section 2.8.4. This section discusses the results and

reduction of the VISIR/VLT data and the application of the COG method to the combined

archive and VISIR/VLT data.

VLT/VISIR observations

The mid-IR observations undertaken with VISIR on the VLT (observation run: 086.D-0136(B))

were obtained on the 5th January 2011, approximately three weeks after the 14th of December

2010 periastron passage of PSR B1259-63/LS 2883. The observations consisted of one pointing

covering multiple bands in the broad N-band region (8 – 13 µm). The observations were exe-

cuted using the standard VISIR img obs AutoChopNod observing command with a perpendicular

chop/nod direction, a chopping amplitude of 10!! and a random jitter of 3!!. The total integra-

tion time was of the order of 60 seconds per filter and achieved signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios of

" 10. The proposed integration times were determined based on the flux predictions made by

the COG fit discussed in the previous section (Fig. 6.11) and were intended to achieve a S/N

ratio of approximately 10. However, the observed flux was slightly lower than was predicted

resulting in a slightly lower S/N ratio. The observations were calibrated with observations of

the standard star HD92682, which was observed as part of the standard ESO procedure using the

same experimental set-up as the science target observations. Observations of standard stars are

taken within 3 hours of the observation of the science target and allow for an average calibration

accuracy within " 3% (Smette and Vanzi, 2007).

The calibration star data were reduced with the visir img phot pipeline and the science

target observations were reduced using the standard visir img combine pipeline to correct for

the image nodding and chopping. Both reduction pipelines produce a single FITS (Wells et al.,

1981) file with four measurements of the targets contained within each file. A flux conversion ratio

was calculated by comparing the standard star measurements obtained during the observation
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Table 6.4: VLT/VISIR data for LS 2883 observed on the 5th of January 2011.

Filter central wavelength half-band width F error
µm µm mJy mJy

PAH1 8.59 0.42 261 40
ArIII 8.99 0.14 241 30
SIV 10.49 0.16 218 32
SIV 2 10.77 0.19 188 21
PAH2 11.25 0.59 208 31
SiC 11.85 2.34 198 18
PAH2 2 11.88 0.37 196 54
NeII 12.81 0.21 143 51

to the defined standard flux from this source for each filter. This flux conversion ratio was used

to calibrate the measured flux from the science target.

The final error in the VLT observations of LS 2883 were calculated by combining the pho-

tometric error of each flux measurement and the standard deviation of the four measurements

in each FITS file, for both the science target and standard star. This gives a photometry and

standard deviation error for both the target and standard star, and the final error was calculated

by combining these four errors using

)final =
D
)2
cal,phot + )2

cal,std + )2
sci,phot + )2

sci,std.

Not included in the error calculation is the " 3% error associated with the calibration process

and any error in the standard star’s catalogue flux value. The calibrated flux at each filter from

LS 2883 is summarized in Table 6.4.

Application of the COG model

The combined archive and observed data of LS 2883 (Tables 6.1, 6.2 & 6.4) were de-reddened with

the dipso software package using the new colour excess, E(B-V) = 0.85, proposed by Negueruela

et al. (2011) and the combined and de-reddened data are shown in Table. 6.5.

A fit for the Kurucz model was found by fitting the model atmosphere to the optical data

points (% > 3 $ 1014 Hz) to minimize the influence of the IR excess, using the same Kurucz

tables as in section 6.3.1. A broad search between 25 000 – 35 000 K found a best fit atmosphere

of T = 27 000 K and log g = 5.0, with Yshift = #19.5. However, spectroscopic observations

undertaken by Negueruela et al. (2011) suggested a stellar temperature of T# = 33 500 K and an

e!ective gravity log g = 4.0 for LS 2883 if the star was non-rotating. For this reason a stellar

atmosphere with temperature T# = 33 000 K with log g = 4.0 has been adopted, and a best fit

was found to the optical data points. The calculated COG fit to the infrared excess was found

using Gaunt factors which were calculated as was discussed in section 6.1.1, using the mixing

parameters fH+ = 1, fCNO+ = 1 and all other fEi = 0 (as in Waters and Lamers, 1984, Table
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Table 6.5: Combined data from LS 2883 de-reddened using E(B-V)=0.85.

Band Wavelength F0 err
µm 10$24 erg s$1 cm$2 Hz$1 10$24 erg s$1 cm$2 Hz$1

U 0.365 50.03 0.107
B 0.44 52.433 0.088
V 0.55 40.539 0.097
J 1.235 19.614 0.066
H 1.662 12.695 0.091
K 2.159 10.677 0.029
A 8.23 2.71 0.14
C 12.13 10.91 5.88
PAH1 8.59 2.64 0.41
ArIII 8.99 2.43 0.30
SIV 10.49 2.19 0.32
SIV 2 10.77 1.89 0.22
PAH2 11.25 2.09 0.31
SiC 11.85 1.99 0.18
PAH2 2 11.88 1.97 0.54
NeII 12.81 1.43 0.52

IVb, p. 344).

Recent observations of Be stars suggest that the circumstellar discs are very thin (e.g. Carciofi,

2011; Quirrenbach et al., 1997; Wood et al., 1997) and in the recent SPH modelling presented by

Okazaki et al. (2011) the temperature of the disc is assumed to be Tdisc = 0.6T# and the height

of the disc is H(R#)/R# = 0.024 ("disc % 0.7"). Adopting a thin disc fit would appear to be

more consistent with current Be circumstellar disc theory and, therefore, a disc temperature of

Tdisc = 0.6T#, a disc half-opening angle of 1" and a disc size of Rdisc = 50R# was chosen for the

new COG fit. As was discussed in the previous COG fit to LS 2883 (section 6.3.1), a larger disc

opening angle slightly changes the fit of the COG parameters, but does not significantly change

the overall shape for the predicted optical and IR flux. Since it is this optical/IR flux prediction

which is ultimately of importance to this study, additional fits to di!erent size opening angles

were not considered.

Two COG fits were considered for both free-free+free-bound emission and for only free-free

emission. The free parameters n and X# where determined using the Levenberg–Marquardt

method (e.g. Press et al., 2007, pp. 801-806). Fig. 6.12 shows the fitted stellar atmosphere (thin

dotted line), the predicted IR flux from the disc for free-free (thin solid line) and free-free+free-

bound (thin dashed line) emission, and the total expected flux fitted to the data points in

Table 6.5. The flux from the MSX C-band (open square), which lies far above the predicted flux,

was not included in the calculation of the COG fit as it appears to be an erroneous detection and

an inspection of the MSX C-band map of the region does not appear to show a source (Fig. 6.13);

the point is included for completeness. The parameters found for the COG method are given in

Table 6.6.
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Figure 6.12: Kurucz atmosphere (T" = 33 000 K, log g = 4.0) and COG method fitted to LS 2883
(Table 6.5). Shown in the figure is the fitted stellar atmosphere (thin dotted line), the predicted IR flux
from the disc for free-free (thin solid line) and free-free+free-bound (thin dashed line) emission, and the
total expected flux for star+free-free and star+free-free+free-bound (thick solid and thick dashed lines
respectively) fitted to the data points in Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.13: MSX map of the region of sky around PSR B1259-63. Top: A-band and the position of
PSR B1259-63is indicated by the arrow. Bottom: C-band of the corresponding region.
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Table 6.6: Fitting parameters of the COG method applied to Fig. 6.12, for free-free and free-free+free-
bound (!+fb) Gaunt factors, using the observational data in Table 6.5.

free-free !+fb
n 3.0550 2.8389
log10 X# 10.245 9.9073
Rdisc 50 R# 50 R#
Tdisc 19 800 K 19 800 K
"disc 1" 1"

The calculated free-free+free-bound Gaunt factors create large discontinuities at frequencies

! 2$1014 Hz, while at frequencies below this the IR spectrum is dominated by free-free emission.

These large fluctuations are not seen in COG fits to other Be stars discussed in Waters (1986)

nor in the previous fit to LS 2883 (Fig. 6.11), as the COG model was calculated to a maximum

frequency of % 3$1014 Hz, which is the limit of the tabulated Gaunt factors given in Waters and

Lamers (1984). Below this frequency the influence of the free-bound emission is still minimal. A

fit to the optical and IR data considering only free-free emission produces a smoother curve and

this spectrum was adopted for the anisotropic modelling of the IC scattering from PSR B1259-

63/LS 2883.

From the wavelength independent parameter X#,d given by equation (6.10) and fitted with

the COG method, an estimate can be made of the density of the circumstellar disc. For the

free-free fit (Fig. 6.12) it was assumed that H and CNO were ionized with one electron per ion

resulting in a ratio of the number of electrons to the number of ions of 6 = 1 and a mean atomic

charge of z̄ = 1. From equation (6.10) and the fit X#,d = 1010.245 it can then be shown that

#0
µ

=

(
1

4.923$ 1035
X#,d T

3/2

!
R#
R%

"$1
)1/2

= 1.039$ 10$10 g cm$3,

where #0 is the density of the disc at the surface of the star and µ = .mi/ /mp is the mean mass

of the ion in units of the proton mass. Assuming the mass of the ion is much larger than the mass

of the electrons, the mass density can be approximated by #0 = ni .mi/ and therefore it follows

that #0/µ = nimp. Since the number of ions is equal to the number of electrons, i.e. ni = ne, the

electron number density at the base of the disc (r = R#) is ne = (#0/µ)/mp " 6.22$ 1013 cm$3.

As was discussed in Chapter 2 (section 2.1.2) this electron density results in the pulsed radio

emission being completely obscured when the pulsar passes behind the circumstellar disc.
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Chapter 7

Modelling the Compton spectrum

The main objective of this study is to investigate the influence the infrared (IR) excess, associated

with the Be star, will have on the inverse Compton (IC) gamma-ray production in PSR B1259-

63. It is believed that the pulsar wind nebula (PWN) surrounding the pulsar is the site of lepton

acceleration (Chapter 4) and these particles interact with the photons from the combined star

and disc system. The IC scattering of soft, infrared photons from the circumstellar disc can occur

mainly in the Thomson limit, modifying the gamma-ray spectrum from the spectrum associated

with a blackbody distribution of target photons. The e!ect of this IR excess has not been

considered in previous studies of PSR B1259-63, nor for other gamma-ray binaries that contain

Be stars, e.g. LSI+61 303. The first approach towards studying this e!ect utilized an isotropic

approximation, the results of which have been published in van Soelen and Meintjes (2011). The

study showed that the disc contribution increased the gamma-ray flux by a factor " 2 at GeV

energies and based on this positive result a full anisotropic IC model has been developed. In

this model the IC up-scattering of the anisotropic distribution of photons from the star and disc

towards the observer has been considered around periastron. The model also incorporates the

e!ects of the changing IC scattering angle and the solid angle subtended by the disc. A further

complication is introduced by the geometry dependent optical depth through the circumstellar

disc, which changes during the orbit, resulting in a varying IR excess.

The full, Klein-Nishina scattering kernels for isotropic (e.g. Blumenthal and Gould, 1970,

equation 5.29) and anisotropic IC emission (Dubus et al., 2008; Fargion et al., 1997, equation 5.37)

have been defined and discussed in Chapter 5. The total scattering rate is determined from the

kernel by introducing the required photon and electron distributions, nph and ne respectively, and

integrating over the appropriate energy range and solid angle. For the isotropic approximation the

integration is over a sphere while for the anisotropic modelling the exact solid angle subtending

the star and disc from the position of the electron cloud must be determined.

This chapter begins with a discussion of the photon and electron distributions considered

for the IC scattering (sections 7.1 & 7.2) before presenting the results related to the isotropic

129
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(section 7.3) and anisotropic (section 7.4) modelling.

7.1 The photon density distribution

The photon distribution used for the IC scattering is determined by the intensity of the radiation

from the star and the disc predicted by the COG model. For the isotropic modelling, only a

single photon distribution was considered. This photon distribution was calculated from the

flux predicted by the COG method (Fig. 6.11). For the anisotropic IC scattering, the photon

distribution of the disc and the star must be treated separately as the photon number density

depends on the direction of the incoming photons and varies over the solid angle. The parameters

fitted by the COG method, utilizing the new colour excess and VLT data (Fig. 6.12) were used

to predict the optical depth dependent IR emission associated with the disc. For the B-type star

a blackbody photon distribution was considered.

The photon density can be determined from the modelled specific intensity, I! , as follows.

The specific energy density per unit solid angle is given by (e.g. Rybicki and Lightman, 2004,

pp. 1–8)

u!($) =
I!
c

[erg cm$3 Hz$1 ster$1]. (7.1)

This is converted to the number of photons per unit volume per frequency per unit solid angle

by dividing equation (7.1) by the photon energy (. = h%), giving

nph(%) =
u!($)

h%
.

This gives the number density per unit frequency, which is converted to the number density per

unit energy as

nph(.) =
%

.
nph(%)

=
nph(%)

h
.

Therefore, by combining the above equations, the number of photons per unit energy per unit

volume per unit solid angle is determined from the intensity by

nph(.) =
I!

h2%c
[cm$3 erg$1 ster$1]. (7.2)

Equation (7.2) is applicable to the anisotropic modelling, where the kernel must be integrated

over the appropriate solid angle. For the isotropic scattering the photon distribution is considered

to be uniformly distributed over a sphere and, therefore, the number of photons per unit energy
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per unit volume can be found by

nph,iso(.) =

%
nph(.) d$

= nph(.)

% 2&

0
d-

% &

0
sin " d"

=
4*I!
h2%c

[cm$3 erg$1]. (7.3)

If equation (7.3) is applied to an isotropic blackbody distribution, the intensity is determined

by the Planck function and the photon number density is given by (e.g. Blumenthal and Gould,

1970)

nph,iso(.) =
1

*2(!c)3
.2

e%/kT # 1
.

The infrared excess from the circumstellar disc in PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 provides a large

number of additional IR photons, which can enhance the expected IC spectrum. The specific

intensity predicted by the COG model is (equations 6.13 & 6.14)

I!(q) =

6
I!,# 0 ! q ! 1,

B!(Tdisc)
.
1# e$$max(q)

/
1 ! q ! Rdisc/R#,

where q is the dimensionless impact parameter measured on the mid-plane of the disc (Fig. 6.2).

The number of photons from the star and disc can be found from equation (7.2) by integrating

over the appropriate solid angle. As is shown by equation (6.15), the integration over the solid

angle can be written in terms of the impact parameter q and therefore

nph,tot =
1

h2%c

%
I!(q) d$

=
1

h2%c

!
R#
D

"2 % Rdisc/R#

0
2*I!(q) dq

=

!
F!,#
h2%c

"

star

+

!
F!,disc

h2%c

"

disc

,

which gives the number density scaled with the distance, D, to the source. To find the photon

density at the source, it is necessary to correct for the scaling factor (R#/D)2. The total photon

density is then given by the sum of the stellar and disc contributions, nph,tot = nph,star+nph,disc.

Fig. 7.1 plots the photon density of PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 (without scaling the flux with

distance, i.e. R#/D = 1) and shows the large increase in infrared photons that is introduced by

the circumstellar disc. From Fig. 7.1 it can be seen that the combined Be star and disc system

increases the IR photon density by more than an order of magnitude above that which is provided

by the Be star alone. This presents interesting possibilities for gamma-ray production through

IC scattering.
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Figure 7.1: The photon number density (cm!3 erg!1) for PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 (without scaling for
distance), showing the stellar (dotted line), disc (dashed line) and total (solid line) contribution. The
number density is derived from the observed and modelled flux for the system (Fig. 6.2).

7.2 The electron density distribution

A number of di!erent electron distributions have been considered for the isotropic and anisotropic

IC scattering, considering both pre-shock and post-shock electron distributions, which are appli-

cable to PWNe. Each of these di!erent distributions are discussed individually below.

7.2.1 Pre-shocked electrons

As discussed in section 4.2.2, the mono-energetic electrons in the pre-shock pulsar wind can

radiate via IC scattering if there is an external source of photons. The IC scattering of the pre-

shock pulsar wind was considered for PSR B1259-63 by Ball and Kirk (2000). The Lorentz factor

of the pre-shock pulsar wind is typically of the order of 'p " 106, based on modelling of the Crab

Nebula, while the possibility of 'p " 104 electrons has been suggested recently by Khangulyan

et al. (2011a) to explain the post-periastron flare observed by Fermi after the December 2010

periastron passage (section 2.7). For the study of the isotropic approximation (van Soelen and

Meintjes, 2011), published prior to the reported Fermi observations, only a pre-shocked wind of

' = 106 was considered while for the anisotropic approach both a ' = 104 and ' = 106 wind

have been considered.
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7.2.2 Post-shock electrons - adiabatic cooling

If the IC scattering occurs in the post-shock region, the injected electrons are assumed to initially

have a power law distribution (equation 5.30),

ne(') =

6
Ke'$p 'min < ' < 'max,

0 elsewhere,
(7.4)

which results from re-acceleration in the shock front. In the post-shock region the electrons cool

via radiative and adiabatic processes, which can modify the original shape of the spectrum. If

only adiabatic cooling is considered, the shape of the electron spectrum does not change and

keeps the original power law distribution. For the modelling that follows, in both the isotropic

and anisotropic cases, a value of Ke = 1 has been used. The constant Ke only gives weight to

the electron spectrum and does not influence the spectral shape.

As discussed in Aharonian et al. (2005, see section 2.5, p. 14) the 2004 H.E.S.S. observations of

PSR B1259-63 revealed a gamma-ray photon index of % = 2.7 which the authors suggest implies

an electron index of p % 2.2. Using this electron index, two energy ranges were considered,

' = 104 # 107 and ' = 106 # 107, encompassing a broad and narrow electron distribution. This

allows the e!ect of the IR excess from the circumstellar disc to be considered for a wide range

of electron distributions.

A third example of a predominately adiabatically cooled electron distribution was adopted

from Kirk, Ball, and Skjaeraasen (1999), where the authors considered both predominately adi-

abatic cooled electrons and radiative cooled electrons. The adiabatically cooled electrons are

discussed here while the radiative cooled electrons are discussed in the following section (§ 7.2.3).i

In the model presented by Kirk et al. (1999) the electrons are assumed to have an initial injec-

tion spectrum of the form given in equation (7.4). Following Kennel and Coroniti (1984a,b) the

minimum Lorentz factor of the post-shock distribution is given by (Kirk et al., 1999)

'min = 'p

!
p# 2

p# 1

"!
1# 81$p

1# 82$p

"
, (7.5)

where 'p is the Lorentz factor of the pre-shock electrons, p is the electron index and 8 = 'max/'min

is the ratio between the maximum and minimum Lorentz factors. The variable 8 is adopted as

a parameter of the model and it is assumed that 8 = 100 in all cases. Therefore, the maximum

Lorentz factor is given by 'max = 8'min, and 'min is determined from equation (7.5). The authors

also introduce the parameter b, defined as the square root of the ratio between the synchrotron

and IC power. Since Psync/PIC = UB/Uph, where UB and Uph are the magnetic and photon

energy density respectively (e.g. Rybicki and Lightman, 2004, pp. 199–202), the parameter b can

iIt should be noted that the symbols used here are chosen to be consistent with this study. The symbols used
in Kirk et al. (1999) are di!erent to many of the symbols I have used here. I have used the same symbols to
represent di!erent quantities.
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Figure 7.2: The 2004 H.E.S.S. observations of PSR B1259-63 compared to the di!erent model predictions
of the gamma-ray flux made by Kirk et al. (1999). Shown are the results for adiabatic and radiative
cooled electrons, for two magnetic field strengths B = 0.32 and 3.2 G, which correspond to b = 0.1 and
b = 1 respectively (Aharonian et al., 2005).

be defined as

b -
E

Psync

PIC
=

F
B/8*

.0nph
, (7.6)

where Kirk et al. (1999) assumed that the target (stellar) photon distribution could be described

by a mono-energetic distribution of energy .0. The authors considered two scenarios for the

synchrotron and IC power; first for equal emission power, i.e. Psync = PIC or b = 1, and second

for the IC power dominating the synchrotron power, i.e. Psync = 0.01PIC or b = 0.1.

From X-ray observations of the source the authors constrained the injection (adiabatic) spec-

trum and the pre-shock Lorentz factor, assuming the X-ray emission is produced via synchrotron

radiation (see Kirk et al., 1999, and references therein for a detailed discussion). Assuming

the IC power dominates over the synchrotron power (i.e. b = 0.1), the electron spectrum was

found to have an index of p = 2.4, and the pre-shock wind was found to have a Lorentz fac-

tor of 'p = 1.6 $ 106. This implies a minimum and maximum post-shock Lorentz value of

'min = 5.4 $ 105 and 'max = 5.4 $ 107 (equation 7.5). This model spectrum for b = 0.1 was

found to be comparable to the H.E.S.S. observations after the 2004 TeV detection (Fig. 7.2), and

therefore the resulting electron distribution was adopted in this study.

All three of these distributions were considered for the isotropic modelling and, as shown in

van Soelen and Meintjes (2011), produce a factor " 2 increase in the flux. Since the distribution
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proposed by Kirk et al. (1999) is believed to be a more realistic approach to model the electron

distribution in the PWN, only this adiabatically cooled electron distribution was considered for

the anisotropic modelling.

7.2.3 Post-shock electrons - radiative cooling

When the electrons in the post-shocked region are predominately cooled by radiative processes,

the electron distribution cannot be described by a simple power law. While the post-shocked

electrons initially have a power law distribution, this is modified as the electrons lose energy

via synchrotron and/or IC radiation. Following from Kirk et al. (1999), if the injection electron

distribution is of the form given in equation (7.4), the radiatively cooled, modified electron

distribution is given by

ne(') =

G
HHHHI

HHHHJ

Ke

4*(p# 1)

'1$p # '1$p
max

(.#'̇ic/+ .#'̇s/)
for 'min < ' < 'max

Ke

4*(p# 1)

'1$p
min # '1$p

max

(.#'̇ic/+ .#'̇s/)
for ' < 'min

,

where .'̇ic/ and .'̇s/ represent the average rates of change of the Lorentz factor due to IC

scattering and synchrotron radiation respectively. This modulation of the electron spectrum

is based on Tavani and Arons (1997) and the values for the rates of change are presented in

Appendix C.1.

In order to duplicate the electron distribution in Kirk et al. (1999), the e!ects of radiative

cooling were calculated assuming the photon density is given by

n(R) =
L#

4*R2c.0
,

where L# is the stellar luminosity and .0 is the energy of the (assumed) mono-energetic target

photon spectrum. For the analysis a luminosity of L# = 8.8 $ 103 L% and a target photon

energy of .0 = 2.7kTe! was assumed, with an e!ective temperature of Te! = 22 800 K (following

Kirk et al., 1999). If IC power dominates over the synchrotron power, i.e b = 0.1 as given by

equation (7.6), the authors found an initial particle index of p = 1.4, and a pre-shock Lorentz

factor of 'p = 5 $ 106, which implies an energy range ' = 4.3 $ 105 # 4.3 $ 107 for 8 = 100

(see Kirk et al., 1999, for details). This spectrum also shows a qualitative fit to the H.E.S.S.

observations.

This simplified modelling, which was applied to the isotropic case, cannot be readily extended

to the more complicated star/disc scenario and the simplified mono-energetic photon cooling was

considered to be a much less realistic approximation for the anisotropic case. Therefore, radiative

cooling, and the additional modelling that it would require, was not considered for the anisotropic

case. Based on the isotropic modelling, which shows that both the radiatively and adiabatically
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cooled electron distributions increase the scattering rate by a factor " 2, it is believed that the

radiatively cooled spectrum will increase the IC scattering by a similar factor as the adiabatically

cooled spectrum.

It is not an unreasonable assumption that adiabatic cooling dominates near the stand-o!

shock, as the synchrotron radiative cooling time is (equation 4.16)

tsync " 770
# '

106

$$1
!

B

1 G

"$2

sec,

which, if the particles are travelling near the speed of light, implies the electrons traverse a

distance

Dsync = c$ tsync

" 2.3$ 1013 cm,

" 36R#,

before cooling. This is comparable with the assumed size of the circumstellar disc (Rdisc % 50R#),

and therefore near the stand-o! shock only adiabatic cooling is dominant.

7.3 Modelling the isotropic IC gamma-ray spectrum

The first attempt to investigate the influence of the IR excess was performed using an isotropic

distribution. The results of this study have been presented in van Soelen and Meintjes (2011),

which is included here.
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ABSTRACT
The binary system PSR B1259!63 consists of a 48-ms pulsar in a 3.4-yr orbit around a
Be star, and unpulsed TeV gamma-ray emission has been detected near previous periastron
passages. A likely source of the gamma-rays is the inverse Compton upscattering of target
photons from the Be star by the ultrarelativistic electron/positron pulsar wind in the region
of the plerion shock front. In this study, the effect of the infrared emission from the Be
star’s circumstellar disc on inverse Compton gamma-ray production in PSR B1259!63 is
investigated by considering an isotropic photon/electron approximation. The modified photon
density distribution is determined by using a curve of growth method fitted to previous optical
and infrared observations. The inverse Compton scattering rate is calculated using the modified
photon distribution and the exact scattering equation. It is shown that including the infrared
emission increases the GeV gamma-ray flux by a factor of !2.

Key words: radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – pulsars: individual: PSR B1259!63 –
X-rays: binaries.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Be stars – defined as B-type stars showing or having showed emis-
sion lines instead of absorption lines in the Balmer spectrum (Collins
1987) – are known to produce an infrared (IR) flux which is higher
than predicted by Kurucz stellar atmosphere models (Kurucz 1979).
It has long been speculated that Be stars possess an extended cir-
cumstellar envelope or disc (e.g. Struve 1931), and optical inter-
ferometry observations confirm the presence of an extended cir-
cumstellar envelope which is symmetrical around the rotation axis
(see e.g. Quirrenbach et al. 1994). These circumstellar discs act as
reverse accretion discs as they are regions (confined to a disc struc-
ture) of increased stellar outflow. The free–free and free–bound
emission which occurs in the disc is presumably responsible for
the observed IR excess. These discs also show great variability
and grow and shrink over periods of hundreds to thousands of
days. For a review of classical Be stars, see e.g. Porter & Rivinius
(2003).

An important Be X-ray pulsar binary (Be-XPB) example is the
TeV gamma-ray system PSR B1259!63 which consists of a 48-ms
pulsar in orbit around a Be star, SS 2883, and was initially detected
as part of a radio survey of the southern Galactic plane (Johnston
et al. 1992, 1994). The orbit is eccentric (e " 0.87), and unpulsed
TeV gamma-ray emission has been detected by High Energy Stereo-

!E-mail: vansoelenb@ufs.ac.za

scopic System (HESS)1 close to the periastron passage (Aharonian
et al. 2005, 2009). The circumstellar disc is misaligned to the orbital
plane and the pulsar is believed to pass through it twice: before and
after periastron. Previous observations have also detected unpulsed
radio emission near periastron (e.g Johnston et al. 1999) and the
system has been observed at X-ray frequencies across the whole or-
bit (see e.g. Cominsky, Roberts & Johnston 1994; Kaspi et al. 1995;
Chernyakova et al. 2006, 2009). These observations show that the
unpulsed emission is variable at all wavelengths with respect to the
orbital period.

The system is powered by the spin-down luminosity of the pulsar,
and the unpulsed radiation is believed to originate from a stand-off
shock front between the pulsar and stellar wind; extensive mod-
elling has been presented in Tavani & Arons (1997). In this model
the X-rays are produced via synchrotron radiation of ultrarelativis-
tic electrons (Lorentz factor " # 106) and the gamma-ray emis-
sion through the inverse Compton (IC) scattering of target photons
from the Be star. The ratio between the X-ray and gamma-ray flux
is dependent on the radiative and adiabatic cooling times of the
post-shocked wind, and IC cooling was predicted to increase near
periastron. IC cooling of the pre-shocked wind was also suggested
by Ball & Kirk (2000).

1 Located near the Gamsberg Mountain in Namibia, consists of four
Cherenkov imaging telescopes.

C$ 2011 The Authors
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Table 1. Optical magnitudes and colours for SS 2883.

Catalogue LSS Spectral type V B ! V U ! B (U ! B)0 A! M! (U ! B)0

Westerlund & Garnier (1989) 2883 OB+ce,1e,h 10.01 0.754 !0.506 !1.261 3.25 !4.6
Klare & Neckel (1977) 2883 10.04 0.74 !0.44
Schild, Garrison & Hiltner (1983) 2883 10.05 0.72 !0.47
Drilling (1991) 2883 10.07 0.73 !0.47

A slower wind model has also been proposed (Chernyakova &
Illarionov 1999, 2000) where the pulsar wind has a Lorentz factor
of " " 10–100 and upscatters the target photons from the Be star
via IC processes to X-ray energies. The TeV gamma-rays are then
explained via the interaction of the pulsar with the circumstellar
disc and are the result of proton–proton collisions, IC scattering
and bremsstrahlung emission (Kawachi et al. 2004; Chernyakova
et al. 2006).

If the TeV gamma-rays are the result of IC scattering of target
photons from the Be star, this implies that electron energies are of
the order of TeV and the observed TeV gamma-rays are the result of
scattering which occurred in the Klein–Nishina limit. While previ-
ous models have considered IC scattering in the general case, there
are currently only TeV gamma-ray observations of PSR B1259!63
and the emphasis has been to model the TeV emission which will
occur in the Klein–Nishina limit. Previous models have not con-
sidered how the scattering of the IR excess from the circumstellar
disc, occurring in the Thomson limit, will influence the gamma-ray
production.

It can be shown (e.g. Blumenthal & Gould 1970) that IC scattering
between a relativistic electron with a Lorentz factor " and a photon
with a frequency ! will occur in the classical Thomson limit if

! # mec
2

h"
, (1)

where h, me and c represent Planck constant, the electron mass and
the speed of light, respectively. To explain the results of previous
HESS observations of PSR B1259!63, Aharonian et al. (2005)
proposed that electrons are accelerated in the shock between the
pulsar (" " 106–107) and stellar wind, resulting in the IC scatter-
ing of stellar photons. This scattering will occur in the Thomson
limit for target photons with frequency ! # 1014 (" /106)!1 Hz,
i.e. radio to IR. The IR excess provides an additional reservoir
of soft target photons for IC scattering and an attractive frame-
work to explain gamma-ray production through IC scattering in
the Thomson limit, where the cross-section is significantly higher
than the Klein–Nishina limit. A more detailed discussion, espe-
cially focussing on the IC spectral properties, will be presented in
Section 4.

Since the IR excess is tied to the growth and decay of the cir-
cumstellar disc, the size of the disc near periastron will influence
gamma-ray production not only through the constraints on the ple-
rion shock, but also through IC scattering in the Thomson limit.

This study will discuss the effect of the IR excess on IC gamma-
ray production in Be-XPBs using PSR B1259!63 as a trial case.
Results of modelling the full IC scattering spectrum (Thomson and
Klein–Nishina limits) of an isotropic distribution of photons and
electrons will be presented here as an initial argument towards the
importance of the contribution of the IR excess. The additional ef-
fects of the different electron-cooling processes in the plerion shock
front and the changing scattering angle, due to orbital motion, will
not be discussed at this time as the goal of this paper is to validate

the importance of the IR excess on IC gamma-ray production. In
order to include the IR excess, the target photon distribution will be
determined using the curve of growth method proposed by Lamers
& Waters (1984; referred to hereafter as the COG method) fitted to
previous optical and IR observations.

An outline of previous observations and studies of PSR
B1259!63 will be presented (Section 2) before discussing the COG
method (Section 3) and IC scattering (Section 4). Section 5 will out-
line the modelling undertaken in this study and Sections 6 and 7
will discuss the results and implications thereof.

2 PS R B 1 2 5 9!6 3 / SS 2883

While this paper focuses only on one aspect of the multiwavelength
emission from PSR B1259!63, a complete model needs to take
into account all wavelengths to accurately explain the radiative
processes in the system. Below, a brief summary is given of previous
observations and modelling of the system which is relevant to the
discussion presented in this paper.

There have been few photometric observations of SS 2883, the
optical companion to PSR B1259!63, but some measurements are
available in bright star catalogues (Table 1). For example, Wester-
lund & Garnier (1989) presented photometric and visual extinction
measurements for SS 2883 as part of their catalogue of OB stars near
the Southern Coalsack. Comparison of the catalogue’s observations
shows little change in the optical magnitude. From this and other
observations, Johnston et al. (1994) confined the spectral range of
SS 2883 to a O9-B2 type star and assumed a spectral type B2e, with
M$ % 10 M& and R$ % 6 R&. Johnston et al. (1994) also undertook
spectroscopic observations of the system and observed double peak
H#, H" , H$ and He I 5876 emission lines. Analysis showed that the
H# emission occurred at a radius of 8.5R$, assuming a Keplerian
circumstellar disc, which infers a circumstellar disc radius Rdisc >

8.5R$.
There are also few observations in the mid-to-near IR, but obser-

vations are available from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS;
Skrutskie et al. 2006) and Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX)2

(Price et al. 2001) missions. The IR data is shown in Table 2. Due
to the large uncertainty in the C-band measurement, it was not
considered when modelling this system.

In addition to the pulsed radio signal, an unpulsed radio signal has
been detected from the system close to periastron (see e.g. Johnston
et al. 2005). Observations of the system during consecutive perias-
tron passages show an eclipse of the pulsar – and a decrease in the
unpulsed synchrotron emission – roughly 20 d before and after peri-
astron passage as it passes through and behind the circumstellar disc.
For example, the pulsar eclipse lasted from 16 d before until 18 d
after periastron during the 2000 passage (Connors et al. 2002) and

2 Data from 2MASS and the MSX are available online through the
NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive.

C' 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 412, 1721–1729
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Table 2. IR data for PSR B1259!63 from 2MASS (J, H, Ks)
and MSX (A, C).

Band Wavelength Magnitude Flux
(µm) (Jy)

J 1.235 8.026 ± 0.027
H 1.662 7.699 ± 0.055
Ks 2.159 7.248 ± 0.020
A 8.28 0.2675 ± 0.0136
C 12.13 1.087 ± 0.5859

from 15.8 d before until 16.1 d after periastron during the 2004 pas-
sage (Johnston et al. 2005). At 16–20 d from periastron, the binary
separation is "40–50R#, assuming Mpulsar = 1.4 M$, which implies
that the circumstellar disc must at least extend to these distances.
While the synchrotron radio observations show many similarities,
there are marked differences in the flux levels during consecutive
periastron passages, attributed to variations in the circumstellar disc
and material (see e.g. fig. 3 and discussion in Johnston et al. 2005).

As a result of the alignment of the unpulsed radio, X-ray, and
the 2004 HESS light curves into two peaks around the same two
orbital phases (before and after periastron passage), Chernyakova
et al. (2006) suggested that the peaks in radio and X-ray, and
the production of gamma-rays, was due to the pulsar passing
through the disc. This implied a circumstellar disc with a half-
opening angle 18.%5, inclined 70% to the orbital plane. This sug-
gested disc geometry is, however, inconsistent with the radio eclipse
(Khangulyan et al. 2007). In addition, the detection of TeV gamma-
rays 47 d before the 2007 periastron passage, misaligned to the or-
bital phase position proposed above, suggests that IC scattering still
plays a dominant role in gamma-ray production (Aharonian et al.
2009).

The exact position of the circumstellar disc and details behind
the observed unpulsed radio, X-ray and gamma-ray emission (slow
wind, ! & 102, or fast wind, ! & 106) remain unsolved and the ob-
servations of PSR B1259!63 by Fermi around the next periastron
passage may help answer these questions. In this study, we assume
that the electrons have a Lorentz factor ! & 106 and that the X-ray
emission is the result of synchrotron radiation, while the gamma-
rays are produced through IC scattering. Under this assumption,
we present results of the full IC scattering of the Be star’s pho-
ton spectrum taking into account the IR excess produced by the
disc.

3 TH E L A M E R S A N D WAT E R S C U RV E
O F G ROW T H M E T H O D

In this paper, the COG method proposed by Lamers & Waters (1984)
has been chosen to model the IR excess from the circumstellar disc.
This method allows for some prediction of the variability of the IR
excess that will occur because of the changing size of the disc. The
method, as discussed in Lamers & Waters (1984), Waters (1986)
and Telting et al. (1998), is summarized below.

Under the COG method it is assumed that the circumstellar disc
has a half-opening angle " , extends to a radius Rdisc and has a
power-law density profile that decreases with distance as

#(r) = #0

!
r

R#

"!n

.

For a Be star–disc system viewed face-on, the flux ratio between
the disc and star is given by (Telting et al. 1998)3

F$,disc

F$,#
= B$(Tdisc)

I$,#

# Rdisc/R#

1
[1 ! e!2%$ (q)] 2q dq, (2)

where F$,# is the flux from the star and F$,disc is the flux from
the disc, B$(Tdisc) is the Planck blackbody function, Tdisc is the
temperature of the disc, I$,# is the intensity from the appropriate
Kurucz model for the star and q is the impact parameter in units
of the stellar radius. The optical depth, % $(q), is given by (Waters
1986)

%$(q) = E$,disc q!2n+1C(n, " ),

where

C(n, " ) =
# "

0
cos2n!2 y dy,

where " , the half-opening angle, is in radians and E$,disc is defined
as the optical depth parameter for the disc. This parameter is given
by

E$,disc = X&X#d

where

X& = &2{(1 ! e!h$/kTdisc )/(h$/kTdisc)}

' {g($, Tdisc) + b($, Tdisc)}

and

X#d = 4.923 ' 1035z2T
!3/2

disc µ!2'#2
0

!
R#

R$

"
,

where & is the wavelength, $ is the frequency, k is the Boltzmann
constant, g($, Tdisc) + b($, Tdisc) is the sum of the free–free and
free–bound gaunt factors,4 z2 is the mean of the squared atomic
charge, µ the mean atomic weight (units of proton mass) and ' the
ratio of the number of electrons to the number of ions.

The COG method can then be used to model a Be star’s optical/IR
flux by modifying a Kurucz model atmosphere at IR wavelengths
with the flux ratio given by equation (2), which is calculated by
fitting the five parameters n, X#, Rdisc, Tdisc and " to IR data. The
Kurucz model atmosphere is chosen by a least-squares fit to the
optical data, which is assumed to be less affected by the IR excess. In
practise, however, assumed values are taken for the disc temperature
(taken to be a fraction of the stellar temperature) and half-opening
angle. The temperature ratio, Tdisc = 0.8T#, used in Lamers &
Waters (1984), Waters (1986) and Telting et al. (1998) has been
argued to be too high by Millar & Marlborough (1999) from their
analysis of the energy gain/loss rate in four Be stars. For this reason,
a lower temperature ratio of Tdisc = 0.5T# will be used in this study
instead. From the pulsar eclipse, a last constraint can be placed on
the disc radius and Rdisc = 50R# will be used in most instances. This
corresponds to the separation between the pulsar and Be star at the
start of the pulsar eclipse. In fact, from polarization and rotation
measurements made around the 1994 periastron passage, Johnston

3 In order to keep the notation consistent within this paper, Rdisc is in units of
centimetres and the integration in equation (2) is from 0 to (Rdisc/R#). This
is different to equation (6) in Telting et al. (1998), where the integration is
from 0 to Rdisc, but Rdisc is in units of stellar radii. In addition, the optical
depth, % (q), in Telting et al. (1998; their equations 2 and 6) is equivalent to
2% $ (q) as is given here, when the disc is viewed face-on.
4 The free–free + free–bound gaunt factors published in tabular form in
Waters & Lamers (1984) for wavelengths between 10!4 and 6 cm were used
in this study.
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et al. (1996) suggested that the pulsar begins to pass into the disc
!100 d before and after periastron at a distance of !150R".

With this additional constraint on the disc radius, there are only
two free parameters (n and X") which must be fitted to match the
IR excess.

4 IN V E R S E C O M P TO N S C AT T E R I N G

A very brief discussion of IC scattering, presenting only the results
relevant for this study, will now be given. For detailed reviews, see
e.g. Blumenthal & Gould (1970) and Rybicki & Lightman (2004).

IC scattering involves the upscatter of photons to higher energies
by relativistic electrons. It can be shown (e.g. Blumenthal & Gould
1970) that the interaction between relativistic electrons with velocity
! = v/c and photons with energy h" results in the photons being
upscattered to energies

#$ # 4$ 2h"

in the Thomson limit ($h" $ mec
2), and

#$ # $mec
2

in the extreme Klein–Nishina limit ($ h" % mec2 and ! & 1).
Although in the Thomson limit, the characteristic energy of the
scattered photon is increased by a factor of !$ 2, it is still small
compared to the energy of the relativistic electron. In the case of
scattering in the ultrarelativistic limit, the scattered photon energies
are limited by the electron energies.

In a single scattering event (a single electron scattering a single
photon), the energy of the electron before scattering is given by
$ mec2 and the energy of the photon, before and after scattering,
by # and #1, respectively. By expressing the energy of the scattered
photon in units of the electron rest-mass energy, i.e. E1 = #1/$ mec2,
the scattering rate per unit energy, for a single electron interacting
with an isotropic photon density distribution n(#) (i.e. number den-
sity of photons per unit energy), is expressed as (Blumenthal &
Gould 1970)

dN$ ,#

dt dE1
= 2!r2

0 mec
3

$

n(#) d#

#

'
!

2q ln q + (1 + 2q)(1 ( q) + 1
2

(%#q)2

1 + %#q
(1 ( q)

"
,

(3)
where

%# = 4#$

mec2
, q = E1

%#(1 ( E1)
and r0 represents the classical electron radius. This is the exact
expression for the scattering rate and is appropriate for all energies,
provided that $ % 1, with E1 within the range

#

$mec2
) E1 ) %#

1 + %#

.

In equation (3), n(#) d# is the differential photon number density and
in the case of a blackbody distribution of photons is (e.g. Blumenthal
& Gould 1970)

n(#) = 1
!2(!c)3

#2

e#/kT ( 1
.

To extend the calculations to multiple electron scatterings, an
electron distribution function needs to be considered. This distribu-
tion is normally expressed as a power-law function e.g.

Ne($ ) = Ke$
(p, $min < $ < $max,

= 0, elsewhere, (4)

where the distribution is confined to the energy region $min to $max.
The total scattering rate per energy for an electron distribution is then
found by integrating over the initial electron and photon energies,
i.e.

dNtotal

dtd#1
=

#

#

#

$

Ne($ ) '
$

1
$mec2

dN$ ,#

dt dE1

%
d$ d#. (5)

5 M O D E L L I N G TH E I C S C AT T E R I N G

5.1 Modelling the infrared excess

The optical and IR data used to model PSR B1259(63 in this paper
is taken from Westerlund & Garnier (1989), 2MASS and MSX
(Tables 1 and 2). The IR and optical data were dereddened with
the DIPSO software package using the extinction measurement given
in Westerlund & Garnier (1989) and following the assumptions of
Johnston et al. (1994).

The initial Kurucz atmosphere fits were done using the Kurucz
(1992) model atmospheres obtained from the Space Telescope Sci-
ence Institute.5 The tables only begin at a minimum frequency of
!3.3 ' 1013 Hz and needed to be extended further into the IR
regime. The last few data points lie within the Rayleigh–Jeans limit
(h" $ kT) for a stellar temperature of !20 000 K, and since in this
limit log I"," * log ", the data points were extended to " # 5.2 '
109 Hz (or & ! 6 cm) using a straight line fit.

The stellar temperature, T", and effective gravity, log g, were
determined by finding the best least-squares fit of the Kurucz model
atmospheres to the optical data above 3 ' 1014 Hz (in order to limit
the influence of the IR excess on the optical fit). The decrease in flux
due to distance to the source from Earth (d) was also accounted for
by scaling the intensity with the parameter Yshift = log (! R2

") ( log
(d2) (Telting et al. 1998). A best-fitting temperature and effective
gravity of T" = 25 000 K and log g = 3.5, respectively, were found,
consistent with an early B-type star.

The IR excess was then fitted to the IR data using the COG
method. The disc temperature was chosen to be Tdisc = 0.5T" =
12 500 K and the disc radius Rdisc = 50R" as was inferred from the
pulsar eclipse. In this paper, the convention used by Telting et al.
(1998) was followed and the half-opening angle was held at ' = 5+.
The remaining two parameters (n and X") were simultaneously fitted
with the Levenberg–Marquardt method using the implementation
in the ORACLE software package. This produced a best fit of n =
2.37 and log X" = 7.87 and the resulting fit is plotted in Fig. 1.
Fits using the larger half-opening angle (' ! 18.+5) suggested by
Chernyakova et al. (2006) were also considered but produced no
noticeable effect on the fitted optical/IR spectrum. The values are
summarized in Table 3.

As a further check on these model simulations, COG fits were
produced using the data and parameters given in Waters (1986) and
Telting et al. (1998) for ( Cen and X Persei, respectively. These
models were compared to the published results and were found to
match extremely well.

5.2 Modelling the IC gamma-ray spectrum

The total number of IC scatterings is calculated from equation (5)
and the photon distribution n(#) is derived from the predicted flux
as is given by the COG fit. This is different to previous models

5 http://www.stsci.edu/science/starburst/Kurucz.html
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Figure 1. A Kurucz stellar atmosphere (solid line) and the modification cre-
ated by the COG method (dashed line) fitted to data for PSR B1259!63/SS
2883. The open circles are the optical and IR data points.

Table 3. Optical and IR fit to PSR B1259!63.

Optical fit
Teff 25 000 K
log g 3.5
Yshift !19.14

COG fit
n 2.37 2.37
log X" 7.87 7.32
Rdisc 50R" 50R"
Tdisc 12 500 K 12 500 K
! 5# 18.#5

where either a blackbody or mono-energetic photon spectrum was
assumed. The integration over " was performed for the range " =
3.45 $ 10!17 to 4.23 $ 10!10 erg (%5.2 $ 109–6.4 $ 1016 Hz). At
these limits, the ratio n("limit)/max (n(")) is 1.13 $ 10!5 and 1.60 $
10!39, respectively. The integration over # was performed between
the given # min and # max limits for each electron distribution case.

The electron distribution, Ne, in the IC calculation depends on
where the electrons are assumed to originate, and what additional
cooling processes are applicable. The examples of pre-shocked,
post-shocked adiabatic cooling and post-shocked radiative cooling
are presented below. Since the aim of this study is to show the rela-
tive change in the flux of the gamma-ray spectrum, the models are
not calibrated to fit the HESS data and two simplifying assumptions
have been made in the analysis below; the value of Ke = 1 was
adopted for all cases and the photon density has not been scaled
to the distance of the pulsar. Scaling the photon density simply de-
creases the overall gamma-ray flux by a constant value and does not
change the relative shape.

5.2.1 Pre-shocked electrons

The possibility that IC scattering may occur in the pre-shocked
region surrounding the pulsar has been discussed by Ball & Kirk
(2000). In such a scenario, the pulsar wind would have an approx-
imate mono-energetic distribution around # % 106. Fig. 2 presents
this scenario, which was calculated from equation (5) without in-
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Figure 2. The predicted total scattering rate, dNtot/dt d "1, calculated for a
mono-energetic electron # = 106. The solid line is the expected gamma-ray
flux without an IR excess and the dashed line shows the increased gamma-
ray flux when the IR excess is included.

tegrating over # . The scattering rate shows a significant increase
when the IR excess is included.

5.2.2 Post-shock electrons – adiabatic cooling

If cooling is dominated by adiabatic cooling in the post-shock re-
gion, the electron distribution is assumed to be a power law (Ne =
# !p). The HESS observations of PSR B1259!63 suggest that p &
2.2 (Aharonian et al. 2005) and this was adopted as a first approx-
imation. Two energy ranges for # were considered, # = 104–107

and # = 106–107, encompassing a broad and narrow electron dis-
tribution. The resulting scattering rates are shown in Figs 3 and 4,
respectively. For the broad electron distribution, there is negligible
influence on the gamma-ray flux when the IR excess is included.
For the higher energy, narrow-band electron distribution, this is not
the case and there is a significant increase in the scattering rate.
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Figure 3. The predicted total scattering rate, dNtot/dt d"1, calculated using
p = 2.2 for the range # = 104–107. The electron distribution follows equa-
tion (4). The solid line is the expected gamma-ray flux without an IR excess
and the dashed line shows the increased gamma-ray flux when the IR excess
is included.
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Figure 4. The predicted total scattering rate, dNtot/dt d!1, calculated using
p = 2.2 for the range " = 106–107. The electron distribution follows equa-
tion (4). The solid line is the expected gamma-ray flux without an IR excess
and the dashed line shows the increased gamma-ray flux when the IR excess
is included.
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Figure 5. The predicted total scattering rate, dNtot/dt d!1, calculated using
p = 2.4 for the range " = 5.4 ! 106–5.4 ! 107 (see Kirk et al. 1999).
The electron distribution follows equation (4). The solid line is the expected
gamma-ray flux without an IR excess and the dashed line shows the increased
gamma-ray flux when the IR excess is included.

A third example of a predominantly adiabatic cooled electron
distribution was taken from Kirk, Ball & Skjaeraasen (1999). Here
the authors considered p = 2.4 and " = 5.4 ! 105–5.4 ! 107 and
the spectrum is comparable to the HESS observations (see fig. 7 in
Aharonian et al. 2005). The resulting scattering rate (assuming Ke =
1) is shown in Fig. 5. There is a significant increase in the scattering
rate due to the IR excess, though slightly less than is presented in
Fig. 4. The peak in the gamma-ray spectrum also occurs at a lower
energy.

5.2.3 Post-shock electrons – radiative cooling

When the electrons in the post-shocked region also cool via syn-
chrotron radiation, the electron distribution cannot be considered
as a simple power law. While the post-shocked electrons initially
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Figure 6. The predicted total scattering rate, dNtot/dt d!1, calculated using
the electron spectrum from Kirk et al. (1999) for dominant radiative cooling;
B = 0.32 G and p = 1.4 for the range " = 4.3 ! 105–4.3 ! 107. The solid
line is the expected gamma-ray flux without an IR excess and the dashed
line shows the increased gamma-ray flux when the IR excess is included.

have a power-law distribution, this is modified as the electrons lose
energy via synchrotron radiation. An example of dominant radia-
tion cooling, with a magnetic field strength of B = 0.32 G, was
considered, also taken from Kirk et al. (1999). The initial electron
spectrum was assumed to have an index of p = 1.4 and the energy
range was " = 4.3 ! 105–4.3 ! 107. This modified electron distri-
bution was used to model the scattering rate shown in Fig. 6. The
details of the modification are beyond the scope of this paper and
the reader is referred to Kirk et al. (1999). As with the previous
models, a simplifying assumption of Ke = 1 has been made. The
resulting plot is similar to Figs 4 and 5, and shows a significant
increase in the scattering rate.

The electron distributions used are summarized in Table 4.

6 D ISCUSSION

6.1 The influence of the IR excess

The results above show that for the case when higher energy elec-
trons dominate the IC scattering, the gamma-ray spectrum can
be influenced by the IR excess. Fig. 7 shows the increase in the
gamma-ray flux due to the inclusion of the IR excess as the ratio
F#,star+disc/F#,star versus energy for the different electron distribu-
tions considered.

The extent to which the gamma-ray spectrum is affected by the
inclusion of the IR excess is dependent on which components of
the Be star/disc spectrum are scattered in the Thomson limit. The
peak in the stellar spectrum occurs at # " (2–3) ! 1015 Hz (Fig. 1),
and IC scattering will occur in the Thomson limit for electrons with
Lorentz factors " # 105 (#/1015 Hz)$1 (see equation 1). For the case
of the broad electron energy distribution (" = 104–107), the gamma-
ray spectrum is dominated by electrons with Lorentz factors " =
104 scattering photons from the peak of the stellar spectrum. This
scattering will occur in the Thomson limit and produce gamma-rays
with energies

!1 " " 2h# " 109
! "

104

"2
#

#

3 ! 1015 Hz

$
eV.
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Table 4. Summary of electron distributions considered.

Figure Distribution Origin p ! min ! max

2 Mono-energetic pre-shocked – 106 106

3 Broad distribution post-shock 2.2 104 107

4 Narrow distribution post-shock 2.2 106 107

5 Adiabatic (Kirk et al. 1999) post-shock 2.4 5.4 " 105 5.4 " 107

6 Radiative (Kirk et al. 1999) post-shock 1.4 4.3 " 105 4.3 " 107
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Figure 7. Fractional increase of the flux due to the inclusion for the IR
excess for different electron distributions. The solid and dotted lines follow
a power-law distribution with p = 2.2, the dashed line is for a mono-
energetic pulsar wind, and the circle and crosses correspond to the electron
distributions from Kirk et al. (1999) discussed in the text. A disc radius of
50R# is assumed for all cases.

As a result, the major contribution at GeV energies is from the
Thomson scattering of the whole stellar spectrum and the resulting
gamma-ray spectrum is negligibly affected by the IR excess, as is
shown in Figs 3 and 7.

For electrons with Lorentz factors ! = 105, the scattering will
occur in the Thomson limit only at frequencies " $ 1015 Hz. As a
result, scattering of photons from the peak in the stellar spectrum
will produce gamma-rays in the Klein–Nishina limit, while photons
from the IR excess will scatter in the Thomson limit and increase
the gamma-ray flux at GeV energies.

In Fig. 7 it is shown that, with the exception of the broad (! =
106–107) electron distribution, the gamma-ray flux increases by a
factor of !2 at energies less than a few GeV. The results show
that the inclusion of the IR excess in the target photon distribution
can influence the production of gamma-rays in PSR B1259!63,
particularly at GeV energies.

6.2 Variability of the gamma-ray emission

Since it is known that the circumstellar discs around Be stars are
variable over periods of hundreds to thousands of days, the resulting
change in the IR flux should also create variability in the GeV
gamma-ray emission from PSR B1259!63.

A simple prediction can be made to show how the changing IR
excess will modify the gamma-ray emission for PSR B1259!63.
By changing the disc radius parameter in the COG method (while
keeping the other parameters constant i.e., n, X#, Tdisc and # ), the
magnitude of the IR excess can be simulated for different-sized
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Figure 8. Broad energy distribution of SS 2883 predicted using the COG
method. The solid line is the standard Kurucz model, while the dashed lines
are the resulting IR excess for increasing disc sizes. The disc sizes are (from
the bottom to the top) 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50R#. Only the disc radius is
changed while the disc temperature and another parameters are the same as
in Fig. 1.

circumstellar discs in PSR B1259!63. The resulting IR variability
is shown in Fig. 8, where the lower solid line is a standard Kurucz
model, and the dashed lines show the IR excess for increasing disc
sizes. The consequential increase in the IC flux is shown in Fig. 9
as the ratio F",star+disc/F",star versus energy. The same disc sizes are
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Figure 9. Predicted increase in the IC flux for different disc radii, shown as
the ratio of the modified flux to the initial flux. The disc sizes are 10, 20, 30,
40 and 50R# from the bottom to the top, and the photon number distribution
is calculated as is shown in Fig. 8.
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used as in Fig. 8 and the electron distribution follows the power
law used in Fig. 4. Fig. 9 shows that by including the IR excess in
the target photon distribution, the gamma-ray flux can increase by
a factor of !2 and show variability in the GeV energy range.

The modelling above assumes that the circumstellar disc only
influences the photon distribution at IR wavelengths. However, it is
known that the circumstellar disc also increases the magnitude of
Be stars at optical wavelengths. This will greatly increase the total
number of target photons and may result in an even greater possible
variability of the gamma-ray flux during consecutive periastron pas-
sages. An increase in the Be star’s flux at optical wavelengths could
also lead to variability in the case of the broad electron distribution
(! = 104–107) as an increase in the flux near the peak of the stellar
spectrum will lead to an increase in the total gamma-ray flux.

6.3 Detectability of the gamma-ray modulation

The increase in the gamma-ray flux due to the inclusion of the IR
excess in an isotropic approximation will not be observable with
current gamma-ray telescopes. If the modelled fluxes are compared
to the HESS spectrum, the modified flux will fall below the Fermi
detection threshold. A larger broad electron spectrum with more
electrons around ! ! 104 may produce a gamma-ray spectrum
large enough to be detected by Fermi, but the variability due to the
IR excess reported here would not be observable.

The analysis discussed here does however assume only isotropic
scattering and the geometric size of the disc has not been considered.
Anisotropic modelling of the system may show a more pronounced
effect, especially close to periastron where the circumstellar disc
not only provides an IR excess, but scattering will also occur over
the larger solid angle of the disc.

7 C O N C L U S I O N

PSR B1259"63 is a particularly important gamma-ray binary sys-
tem since it contains an independently confirmed 48-ms pulsar com-
pact object (as opposed to LS 5039 and LS I +61#303 where the
nature of the compact object must be inferred) and the gamma-ray
emission is most likely created through the IC scattering of target
photons from the optical companion via the electrons/positrons em-
anating from the pulsar wind. Previous modelling of the IC gamma-
ray emission has not taken into account the IR excess created by
the circumstellar disc and how these additional target photons will
influence the IC scattering.

In this paper, the Lamers & Waters (1984) COG method was
fitted to SS 2883 using optical, near-IR and mid-IR data available in
literature and archives, under the assumption that the circumstellar
disc has a radius of Rdisc = 50 R$, and that the Be star is a main-
sequence star with the parameters T$ = 25 000 K, log g = 3.5, M$ %
10 M& and R$ % 6 R& based on the least-squares fit performed in
this paper and Johnston et al. (1994). The fit was used to calculate the
target photon number density which was in turn used to calculate
the IC spectrum for PSR B1259"63. For a first approximation,
only isotropic scattering was considered in order to demonstrate the
relevance of the IR excess.

The modelling shows that the IR excess has a non-trivial influ-
ence on the IC spectrum, particularly at GeV energy gamma-rays
where the flux increases by a factor of !2 for reasonable electron
distributions. It has also been shown (since the circumstellar disc is
variable) how changes in the IR excess will manifest as variability
at gamma-ray energies. Consequently, observations of consecutive

periastron passages may show differences in the GeV gamma-ray
light curve as a result of a possibly changing IR excess.

The results presented above have implications for other Be-XPBs
and gamma-ray binary systems. Previous modelling of the IC spec-
trum only considered a blackbody or mono-energy distribution for
the target photons; however, the results above show that the IR ex-
cess from the circumstellar disc will have a non-trivial influence
on the IC gamma-ray spectrum that must be accounted for when
modelling PSR B1259"63.
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7.4 Anisotropic inverse Compton (AIC) scattering

In van Soelen and Meintjes (2011) the influence of the IR excess on gamma-ray production was

considered for an isotropic distribution and the calculations did not take into account the scaling

of the photon distribution with distance, the change in the optical depth during the orbit, nor

the change in solid angle during the orbit. It is clear, however, that the solid angle over the disc

is much greater than the solid angle over the star alone. If we consider the binary system at

periastron and disc aligned face-on with respect to the pulsar, the solid angle over the star or

disc is given by

$ = 2* (1# cos&) ,

where & is the polar angle shown in Fig. 7.3. At periastron the binary separation is " 20R# and,

assuming a disc radius " 50R# with a negligible half-opening angle, "disc, it can be shown that

&# " 3" for the star and &disc " 70" for the disc. The total solid angle over the disc is then

" 480 times greater than the solid angle subtended by the star and could present a significant

additional source of photons over a large distance scale.

The H.E.S.S. detected TeV emission from PSR B1259-63 around periastron (Aharonian et al.,

2005, 2009) implies that the Be star and disc provide favourable conditions for Very High Energy

(VHE) gamma-ray production. The combined star and disc contribution provides an anisotropic

target photon distribution and the IC scattering must be modelled utilizing the anisotropic,

Klein-Nishina kernel (section 5.5.1). The total IC scattering rate is found by numerically per-

forming the integration

dNtot

dt d.1
=

%

#

%

%0

%

"
ne(')nph(.0)

dN",%

dt d.1
d' d.0 d$,

where ne(') and nph(.0) are the electron and photon number density distribution respectively

(sections 7.1 & 7.2), dN",%/dt d.1 is the anisotropic scattering kernel (equation 5.37), and the

integration is performed over the full solid angle, $, subtended by the star and disc, from various

vantage points around periastron. This numerical integration has been considered for LS 5039

(Dubus et al., 2008) where only the integration over the star is considered. The presence of an

extended circumstellar disc in PSR B1259-63/LS 2883, however, introduces additional geometric

constraints. To take into account the constraints imposed by the disc, it is helpful to choose

a coordinate system which is best suited to calculate the scattering and relevant solid angles.

For PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 it is therefore easier to treat the scattering from the star and disc

separately using coordinate systems which are appropriate to each situation.

For the stellar contribution, a similar coordinate system as presented in e.g. Cerutti (2010)

and Dubus et al. (2008), will be considered. The geometry of the circumstellar disc can be

determined by adapting a geometry similar to that presented by Moskalenko and Strong (2000)

where the IC scattering between cosmic rays and photons from the extended disc of the galactic

plane was considered. This geometry also provides additional constraints on the solid angle of
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Figure 7.3: Sketch of the di!erence in the opening angle of the star and disc, assuming the disc is viewed
face-on by the pulsar.

the disc as was presented by Moskalenko and Strong (2000) and by other authors (e.g. Pommé

et al., 2003; Tryka, 1997).

The rest of this section will discuss the geometric e!ects that must be considered when

modelling the AIC scattering. Sections 7.4.1 & 7.4.2 present the di!erent coordinate systems

considered and the calculation of the IC scattering angle in these systems, section 7.4.3 defines

the solid angles in these systems, section 7.4.4 considers the e!ect of the angle to the normal of the

disc surface, while additional geometric constraints are given in section 7.4.5. The constraints on

the geometry is modified with respect to the modelling presented in Dubus et al. (2008), Cerutti

(2010) and Moskalenko and Strong (2000).

7.4.1 Coordinate systems

The scattering from the star and the disc is most easily calculated if two di!erent coordinate

systems are chosen that best suit the scattering in each situation; the system for the star and

disc will be known as Ks and Kd respectively. The angles in Ks and Kd are calculated from

the angles in a third coordinate system K which is defined to lie in the same orientation as

the binary system, and in which the relevant binary parameters are calculated. All coordinate

systems remain centred on the pulsar/electron cloud and the unit vector ê# points towards the

centre of the star, the unit vector êobs towards the observer and the unit vector êH point towards

the normal of the disc. Variables with a superscript “s” are measured in Ks, and those with a

superscript “d” are measured in Kd. The absence of a superscript indicates the variables are

measured in K.
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Figure 7.4: Binary system with the orbital plane observed face-on. The unit vector êobs points towards
the observer and the angles f and E are the true and eccentric anomaly respectively. Also shown is the
longitude of periastron, !long. Figure adapted from Murray and Dermott (1999).

Orbital system: K

Consider the binary system in Fig. 7.4 which shows the orbital plane viewed face-on. The relevant

system angles are calculated from the two-body problem and the notation presented in Murray

and Dermott (1999, pp. 22–37) will be followed.

The relationship between the orbital period, T , and the semi-major axis, a, is given by the

well known Keplerian relationship

T 2 =
4*2a3

G(M +m)
,

where G is the gravitational constant, and M +m is the sum of the masses in the binary system.

From the sum of the masses and the observed orbital period it is possible to determine the

semi-major axis. The binary separation is calculated from

r = a(1# e cosE), (7.7)

where e is the eccentricity of the system and E is the eccentric anomaly, i.e. the angle shown in

Fig. 7.4. The value of E is calculated at any time t by solving for E where

E # e sinE # n 3 (t# $) = 0, (7.8)

where $ is the time of periastron and

n =
2*

T
.

Since equation (7.8) is dependent on E and the sine of E, the equation cannot be solved analyt-

ically and a numerical solution has been implemented in this study using the matlab/octave

function fzero. Using the solution for E, the angle f (the true anomaly; Fig. 7.4) in the orbital
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Figure 7.5: Coordinate system K relative to the orbital plane. The direction of the observer, êobs

is defined by the binary inclination, i, and the angle !obs which is determined from the longitude of
periastron. The direction of the star, ê", which lies in the x-y plane, is defined by the true anomaly, f .

plane is found from

tan
f

2
=

E
1 + e

1# e
tan

E

2
. (7.9)

A new Cartesian coordinate system, K, can be defined with the origin lying at the centre of

the pulsar, the x-axis always parallel to the semi-major axis and directed away from periastron,

the y-axis parallel to the semi-minor axis and the z-axis parallel to the normal of the orbital

plane; this system is shown in Fig. 7.5.

In Fig. 7.5 the unit vector ê# which points towards the centre of the star and disc, is defined

by the true anomaly, f and lies in the x # y plane. The unit vector êobs points towards the

observer and is defined by the polar angle i and the azimuthal angle "obs. The angle i is the

inclination of the binary system (i = 33"; Negueruela et al., 2011) and "obs is determined from

the longitude of periastron, which is "long % 139" for PSR B1259-63 (Johnston et al., 1994). The

longitude of periastron is the angle between the direction of periastron and the direction of the

observer (measured from the centre of the binary system; see Fig. 7.4) and since the x-axis of

the K system is defined to point away from periastron, this implies that

"obs = 180" + "long

% 319".

The angles and binary separation of the system are calculated at any point in the orbit from the

equations of the standard two body problem and are converted to the star (Ks) and disc (Kd)

coordinate systems.

Star system: Ks

The IC scattering of photons from the star is most easily calculated if we consider a coordinate

system that is orientated such that the unit vector ês# is orientated along the z-axis and the unit
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Figure 7.6: Coordinate system Ks which is used to determine the scattering angle for photons originating
from the star (adapted from Cerutti, 2010).

vector êsobs lies in the x-z plane, as is shown in Fig. 7.6. Here, the coordinate system is still

centred on the electron cloud and pulsar. Therefore, in Ks, the unit vector êsobs can be defined

only in terms of the angle ', which simplifies the calculation of the scattering angle.

In K the unit vectors ê# and êobs can be defined as

ê# =

0

B1
cos f

sin f

0

2

C3 and êobs =

0

B1
sin i cos "obs

sin i sin "obs

cos i.

2

C3 , (7.10)

and therefore, in Ks,

' = * #'!, (7.11)

where '! is the angle between ê# and êobs defined by

cos'! = ê# · êobs = sin i cos(f # "obs). (7.12)

Note that in this case the solid angle subtended by the star relative to the electron cloud is

determined by &# = sin$1(R#/r).

Disc system: Kd

To determine the solid angle over the circular disc and the scattering angle of photons originating

from the disc the system Kd, illustrated in Fig. 7.7, is introduced.ii This coordinate system is

adapted from Moskalenko and Strong (2000) and the origin is located at the centre of the pul-

sar/electron cloud (point O) which is a vertical height, H, above the disc plane and a horizontal

displacement, #, from the centre of the disc. The z!-axis (polar axis) is orientated parallel to the

normal of the disc and the x!-axis is along the length # as shown in Fig. 7.7. Since the origin of

Kd is at the centre of the pulsar/electron cloud the distance r represents the binary separation.

In order to convert from the K system to Kd system the vertical height above the disc, H, and

iiThis is the same system which is used to determine the optical depth through the disc in the modified COG
method discussed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 7.7: Coordinate system Kd which has been adapted from e.g. Moskalenko and Strong (2000).
The origin is centred on the pulsar/electron cloud at position O, lies at a vertical height, H, above the
disc plane and a horizontal displacement, ), from the centre of the disc.

the horizontal displacement, #, is determined by

# = r sin"

H = r cos",

where r is the binary separation and the angle " lies between the unit vectors êd# and êdH
(Fig. 7.7). By defining the direction of êH in the orbital system (K) to be given by

êH =

0

B1
sin iH cos "H

sin iH sin "H

cos iH

2

C3 ,

it can be shown that the angle " can be calculated from

ê# · êH = cos" = sin iH cos(f # "H), (7.13)

using the definition of ê# given earlier. Here, the angles iH and "H are determined from the

assumed orientation of the circumstellar disc relative to the orbital plane and the position of the

pulsar. During the binary orbit, the relative orientation of the pulsar to the circumstellar disc

changes and, therefore, the disc parameters (r, ", H and #) also change. The binary separation,

r, is determined from equation (7.7) while the derivations of the angles iH , "H and " are given

in Appendix C.2.

The next step is to define êdobs in the Kd system, in terms of the polar angle 2 and the
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azimuthal angle -, as shown in Fig. 7.7, such that

êdobs =

0

B1
sin2 cos-

sin2 sin-

cos2

2

C3 .

By converting the direction of êobs from the K to Kd system, it can be shown that the polar

angle is given by

2 = cos$1 [sin i sin iH cos ("obs # "H) + cos i cos iH ] , (7.14)

and the azimuthal angle, -, is given by

- = cos$1

*
cos" cos2# cos'!

sin" sin2

+
, (7.15)

where the angle '! is given by equation (7.12). While the solution for - is not unique, since

- 4 [0, 2*] and cos- = cos(2* ± -), the two possible solutions are symmetric and will produce

the same scattering rate. Therefore, using the solution for 2 and - the direction of êdobs can be

defined in Kd. The full derivation of the direction of êdobs and equations (7.14) & (7.15) are given

in Appendix C.3.

7.4.2 Scattering angle

In the anisotropic IC (AIC) scattering, it is assumed that the electrons are highly relativistic and

that the photons scatter in the direction of the electrons’ original momentum. This assumption

was incorporated into the AIC scattering kernel and, as is shown by equation (5.37), the AIC

scattering rate is dependent on the angle between the unperturbed path of the photon and the

direction of the unscattered electron, in the observer’s reference frame. This angle, defined here

as the scattering angle, "sc, is given by the angle between the direction of the unperturbed

photons path (êph) and the direction of the observer (êobs), and is determined by

êph · êobs = cos "sc,

as is shown in Fig. 7.8. This scattering angle must be determined in both the stellar (Ks) and

disc (Kd) coordinate systems.

Star system: Ks

From Fig. 7.6, if the direction a photon from the star would have travelled, without scattering,

is defined by "#ph and -#ph then the scattering angle, "sc, for stellar photons is determined from
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Figure 7.8: Scattering angle of an incoming photon, scattered in the direction of the observer.

(Dubus et al., 2008)

êsph =

0

B1
sin "#ph cos-

#
ph

sin "#ph sin-
#
ph

cos "#ph

2

C3 and êsobs =

0

B1
sin'

0

cos'

2

C3 ,

and

cos "sc = êsph · êsobs = cos' cos "#ph + sin' sin "#ph cos-
#
ph.

The limits on the angles are "#ph 4 [0,&#] while symmetry implies that -#ph 4 [0, 2*], where,

&# = sin$1(R#/r) is the maximum polar angle. The constraint is determined by the size of the

star.

Disc system: Kd

For the scattering of photons from the circumstellar disc, a photon arriving from the disc at

some angle "ph and -ph is defined by the unit vector êd
"

ph.
iii As is shown in Fig. 7.8, the angle

between êd
"

ph and êdobs is "!sc, while the scattering angle is given by "sc = * # "!sc. The angle "!sc
can be calculated from (Fig. 7.7)

êd
"

ph =

0

B1
sin "ph cos-ph

sin "ph sin-ph

cos "ph

2

C3 and êdobs =

0

B1
sin2 cos-

sin2 sin-

cos2

2

C3 ,

and

cos "!sc = êd
"

ph · êdph = sin "ph sin2 cos(-ph # -) + cos "ph cos2.

iiiNote the subtle change in notation; here "ph & $ph define the direction of the incoming photon, ê$ph, and not
the direction the photon would have travelled in, êph, as was defined by ""ph and $"

ph in Ks.
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This allows the scattering angle to be determined for a photon from the disc, arriving from any

direction.

The limit on the above calculations occurs if " = 0, since the azimuthal angle of êdobs, cannot

be found from equation (7.15). In this scenario it is required to determine the scattering angle

and solid angle using the symmetric model that applies to the star.

7.4.3 Solid angle

The integration over the star and circumstellar disc, using the coordinate systems defined in

section 7.4.1, must be limited to the appropriate solid angles. Therefore, the constraints on the

polar and azimuthal angles must be found for each coordinate system.

Star system: Ks

The integration over the solid angle of the star is given by the integration over a sphere of radius

R#. Since the integration is symmetrical around the azimuthal angle the integration over the

solid angle is given by

$ =

% 2&

0

% (#

0
sin " d"d-,

where &# = sin$1(R#/r) is the maximum polar angle and r is the binary separation (Fig. 7.3).

The solid angle is then only dependent on the binary separation during the orbital.

Disc system: Kd

The solid angle subtending the disc is determined using the coordinate system which is shown

in Fig. 7.7. A simplified version of this coordinate system is shown in Fig. 7.9, presenting only

the angles which are relevant to calculate the solid angle. Two scenarios are presented, namely

# < Rdisc and # > Rdisc. The derivation of the solid angle below is based on the general discussion

presented in e.g. Pommé et al. (2003), and the more detailed presentation in e.g. Moskalenko

and Strong (2000); Tryka (1997). In Fig. 7.9 the point O is at the centre of the electron cloud,

which is a vertical height H above the disc plane and is shifted a horizontal distance # from the

centre of the disc.

The solid angle over the disc is given by

$ =

%

*

%

'
sin " d" d-,

where appropriate limits must be imposed for the polar (") and azimuthal (-) angles by the disc

geometry. From Fig. 7.9 it is clear that the limits on the polar angles are determined by the
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Figure 7.9: Coordinate system used to calculate the solid angle over a flat disc.

angles "1 and "2, which are given by

"1 = tan$1

!
|##Rdisc|

H

"

"2 = tan$1

!
Rdisc + #

H

"
.

When # < Rdisc (Fig. 7.9a) the integration is for " 4 [0, "2], while for # > Rdisc (Fig. 7.9b) the

polar angle is limited to " 4 ["1, "2].

For polar angles less than "1, there is no constraint on the azimuthal angle (i.e. - 4 [0, 2*]),

while for polar angles between "1 and "2 the azimuthal angle must be limited to angles in the

disc plane. Any point (X,Y ) on the disc plane is given by

X = H tan " cos-,

Y = H tan " sin-,

and, since the disc is circular, the constraint (X + #)2 + Y 2 ! R2
disc must apply. Therefore,

substituting in the values for X and Y it can be shown that the azimuthal angle, -, is limited

to regions where

cos- ! R2
disc # #2 #H2 tan2 "

2#H tan "
. (7.16)

The solid angle of the disc is calculated by dividing the integration into two regions, $1 and

$2 such that

$1 =

% 2&

0

% '1

0
sin " d"d-, (# < Rdisc) (7.17)

= 0, (# 1 Rdisc),

and

$2 =

% '2

'1

% 2&$cos!1($")

cos!1($")
sin " d-d", (7.18)
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Figure 7.10: Be star and disc with half-opening angle !disc, for a): H > hdisc and b): H < hdisc.

where $* is the limit which must be applied to the azimuthal angle, given by (from equation 7.16)

$*(") =
R2

disc # #2 #H2 tan2 "

2#H tan "
. (7.19)

The total solid angle is then found from the sum $ = $1 + $2.

The above equations apply to the solid angle over a flat disc ("disc = 0"), but can easily be

extended to a circumstellar disc with a finite half-opening angle "disc. This is shown in Fig. 7.10

for the two conditions H > hdisc and H < hdisc, where H is the vertical height from the disc

mid-plane and hdisc = Rdisc tan "disc. The derivation of the new limits are given in Appendix C.4,

and the results are presented here.

For the condition H > hdisc (Fig. 7.10a), the solid angle is given by equations (7.17) & (7.18)

where the new limits on the polar and azimuthal angles are (see Appendix C.4, pp. 241–242)

"1 = tan$1

!8888
##Rdisc

H # hdisc

8888

"

"2 = tan$1

!
Rdisc + #

|H # hdisc|

"

$*(") =
R2

disc # #2 # (H # hdisc)2 tan2 "

2#(|H # hdisc|) tan "
.

For the condition H < hdisc (Fig. 7.10b), the limits on the polar angle are given by (see
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Appendix C.4, pp. 242–244)

"1 =
*

2
+ tan$1

!
hdisc #H

Rdisc # #

"

"2 =
*

2
+ tan$1

!
hdisc #H

Rdisc + #

"
,

where "1 > "2 and the solid angle is then given by the sum of $1 + $2 where

$1 =

% 2&

0

% '2

0
sin " d"d-,

$2 =

% '1

'2

%

*
sin " d-d".

At polar angles " < "2, there is no geometric limit on the azimuthal angle (i.e. - 4 [0, 2*]), but

above "2 a new limit must be imposed on -. The limits on -! are given by

0 ! - ! cos$1($*) and 2* # cos$1($*) ! - ! 2*,

where $* now has the form

$*(") =
R2

disc # #2 # (hdisc #H)2 tan2(* # ")

2#(hdisc #H) tan(* # ")
.

There is one more limiting case for " = 0, i.e. the disc is viewed face-on. In this case the

solid angle simplifies to (see Appendix C.4, p. 244)

$ = 2*

% (disc

0
sin " d",

where the integration over the azimuthal angle is for - 4 [0, 2*], while the limit on the polar

angle is

&disc = tan$1

!
Rdisc

r # hdisc

"

where r is the binary separation.

7.4.4 Angle to normal

The integration over the solid angle must correct for the projected surface area of the emitting

source,

dA! = cos5dA,
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Figure 7.11: Angle to the normal of the surface of the disc. The pulsar/electron cloud is centred at O
and the centre of the star/disc is at point S. The angle to the normal of the surface, + is determined by
angle OP̂Q; see text for details.

where 5 is angle to the normal of the surface element dA. The scattering rate equation then

takes the form

dNtot

dt d.1
=

%

'

%

*

%

%0

%

"
ne(')nph(.0)

dN",%

dt d.1
cos5 sin " d' d.0 d" d-,

where the additional cos5 term relates to the project surface area.

For the integration over the disc, with a half-opening angle "disc, the angle to the normal

of the surface depends on the half-opening angle and the direction of the incoming photon, as

shown in Fig. 7.11. Point O is the centre of the electron cloud, # and H are the horizontal and

vertical disc coordinates (Fig. 7.7), the bold solid line marks the top surface of the disc with

a half-opening angle "disc, and the emitted photon originates from the point P = (xt, yt, zt) as

measured from the centre of the star/disc (point S) as discussed in Chapter 6. The lines PQ and

SQ, in Fig. 7.11, are constructed such that the line PQ is the normal to the disc surface at point

P , the line SQ is normal to the disc mid-plane, and the lines intercept at Q. Also constructed

is the line RP such that RP is normal to the disc mid-plane. From the figure it can be shown

that the height of Q is given by

m =
k

sin "disc
,

where the length k is

k =
D
x2
t + y2t + z2t .

In Fig. 7.11 the angle to the normal, 5 is the angle OP̂Q and in a coordinate system centred
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Figure 7.12: Additional constraints implied to the integration limits over the star/disc. On the left the
full star is seen, while on the right, part of the star is hidden behind the disc, and part of the disc is
hidden behind the star.

on P the points Q and O are defined by the vectors 4Q = (#xt,#yt,m # zt) and 4O = (# #
xt,#yt, H # zt) respectively. The angle to the normal is then determined from

cos5 =
4Q · 4O

|| 4Q|| || 4O||

=
#xt 3 (## xt) + y2t + (m# zt)(H # zt)A

x2
t + y2t + (m# zt)2 $

A
(## xt)2 + y2t + (H # zt)2

.

However, for discs with a small opening angle, the correction e!ect becomes negligible and

does not result in a significant change in the photon density or the IC scattering rate. In these

cases the angle to the normal can also be approximated as 5 % ", where " is the polar angle.

7.4.5 Additional geometric constraints

The geometry considered so far has treated the star and disc independently. This must be

modified by considering the scattering o! a Be star, i.e. the scattering o! the combined star-disc

system. The e!ect of having the combined star-disc system is that part of the star is obscured

by the disc and part of the disc is obscured by the star. It is necessary to determine whether,

within the solid angle considered, the photon originates from the star or disc. This is shown in

Fig. 7.12, where on the left hand side (a) the full star is seen, while on the right hand side (b),

part of the star is hidden behind the disc, and part of the disc is hidden behind the star.

Since the star is completely opaque, photons which originate from the disc but which are

obscured by the star will not influence the IC scattering. Therefore the AIC scattering from

the disc is calculated by excluding lines-of-sight that are not visible. Similarly, photons which

originate from the star but which are obscured by the disc will also not influence the IC scattering.

Near the stellar surface the optical depth at optical wavelengths " 550 nm is greater than one.

The disc may in fact be thicker near the star where material leaves the stellar surface. For this

reason the stellar contribution towards the AIC scattering rate has been calculated by assuming,
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first, that the star is not obscured by the disc (or the optical depth is negligible), and second,

that the disc is completely opaque to the stellar photons. Practically this is implemented by

determining during the numerical integration whether a direction first intercepts the star or the

disc. The details of how this is accomplished are discussed in Appendix C.5.

7.5 The AIC gamma-ray spectrum

Using the constraints that have been determined above it is possible to calculate the AIC scat-

tering rate at any point in the orbit from the equation

dNtot

dt d.1
=

%

%0

%

#

%

"
ne(')nph(.0)

dN",%

dt d.1
cos5 d' d.0 d$,

where ne(') is the electron distribution, nph(.0) is the target photon distribution, dN",%/dt d.1

is the AIC kernel and the cos5 term is introduced to account for the change in the projected

surface. This equation must be integrated numerically, and each term in the equation and the

appropriate limits discussed above must be determined for each point in the orbit considered.

The numerical integration was implemented using the fortran programming language and

the code was compiled with the Intel fortran compiler, allowing for the implementation of

multi-threading. This greatly reduced the length of time required to perform the numerical

calculations. The program was executed on the University of the Free State’s (UFS) High

Performance Computer (HPC) where each instance of the program could be executed on a

di!erent node using up to a maximum of 48 CPUs.iv The calculation could be divided over

di!erent points in the orbit and executed simultaneously on di!erent nodes.

The anisotropic scattering is presented here, showing both the preliminary results using the

initial stellar parameters presented by Johnston et al. (1994)v and the results using the newer

system parameters by Negueruela et al. (2011) and the corresponding COG fit. The photon

distribution, nph(%0), is determined for the star from a blackbody distribution and for the disc

from the COG method as is outlined in section 7.1. The di!erent electron distributions, ne('),

discussed in section 7.2, and applied to the AIC modelling are summarized in Table 7.1. Three

orientations of the circumstellar disc were considered; one with the disc plane orientated at 90"

to the orbital plane with the disc normal lying in the orbital plane parallel to the semi-minor axis

(Fig. 7.13), a second with the disc plane orientated at 10" to the orbital plane, with the same

rotation (Fig. 7.14) and the last using the orientation proposed by Chernyakova et al. (2006) and

modelled by Okazaki et al. (2011), with the disc plane orientated at 45" to the orbital plane and

the disc normal rotated 19" to the semi-minor axis (Fig. 7.15). Hereafter the orientations will

be identified as the 90" disc, 10" disc and 45" disc respectively. For all cases the circumstellar

disc is assumed to have a radius Rdisc = 50R#.

ivCentral Processing Units.
vThe anisotropic scattering results using the Johnston et al. (1994) parameters have been presented in part in

van Soelen and Meintjes (2012).
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Figure 7.13: The 90% disc: The disc mid-plane is rotated by 90% to the orbital plane and the disc normal
is parallel to the major axis.
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Figure 7.14: The 10% disc: The disc mid-plane is rotated by 10% to the orbital plane (id = 10%) with the
normal pointing away from periastron in the direction of the disc normal (!d = 180%).

id

!d

Figure 7.15: The 45% disc: the orientation of the circumstellar disc and orbital plane presented by Okazaki
et al. (2011). The figure has been adapted to show the disc orientation angles id and !d considered in
this study (figure adapted from Okazaki et al., 2011).
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Table 7.1: Summary of the electron distributions, ne($), considered in this study.

Distribution Origin p 'min 'max

Mono-energetic (Khangulyan et al., 2011a) pre-shock - 104 104

Mono-energetic pre-shock - 106 106

Broad distribution post-shock 2.2 104 107

Narrow distribution post-shock 2.2 106 107

Adiabatic cooling (Kirk et al., 1999) post-shock 2.4 5.4$ 105 5.4$ 107

Radiative cooling (Kirk et al., 1999) post-shock 1.4 4.3$ 105 4.3$ 107

Table 7.2: Stellar and disc parameters for LS 2883 from Johnston et al. (1994) and van Soelen and
Meintjes (2011, 2012).

Stellar parameters
Mstar 10 M%
R# 6 R%
Mp 1.4 M%
T# 25000 K
i 36"

Disc parameters
Tdisc (K) 12 500 15 000 15 000
n 2.3689 2.4753 2.4753
Rdisc 50 Rstar

"disc 5" 0.7" 0.7"

Tilt to orbital plane 90" 45" 10"

Tilt to semi-major axis 0" 19" 0"

7.5.1 Johnston et al. (1994) system parameters

Johnston et al. (1994) found a mass and radius for the star M# = 10 M% and R# = 6 R%

respectively, with a binary inclination i = 36". These authors also adopted a colour excess of

E(B # V ) = 1.05 which corresponds to the IR-optical flux presented in Fig 6.11 (p. 122). The

binary system parameters were determined for an assumed pulsar mass of Mp = 1.4 M%. The

appropriate integration limits were calculated following the procedure outlined in section 7.4.

Two di!erent fits were considered for the disc photon spectrum. First, the fit considered in

Fig. 6.11 was used for the 90" disc with a half-opening angle of 5", while a second fit with a

disc temperature of Tdisc = 0.6T# and a disc half-opening angle of 0.7", corresponding to the

parameters given by Okazaki et al. (2011), was used for the 45" and 10" discs. The IR excess was

fitted using the COG method to the optical and IR data, and the disc parameters are summarized

in Table 7.2. The resulting COG spectra for the 45" and 10" discs are almost identical to the

spectrum shown in Fig. 6.11, and are therefore not shown. In all cases only free-free emission was

considered for the disc emission while a blackbody distribution was used for the stellar spectrum.
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Scattering spectrum

Fig. 7.16 shows the total scattering rate (dNtot/dt d.1; equation 5.38) calculated for the Be

star/disc system at periastron, using only the post-shock, adiabatically cooled electron distribu-

tion proposed by Kirk et al. (1999) and the disc parameters presented in Table 7.2. In order to

better illustrate the ratio between the star and disc contributions, the scattering rate in Fig. 7.16

has been scaled (or normalized) to the maximum stellar scattering rate, i.e.

dNnorm

dt d.1
=

1

A

!
dNtot

dt d.1

"
, (7.20)

where

A = max

!
dNtot,star

dt d.1

"
. (7.21)

The variable A is then a constant value determined by the maximum scattering rate predicted

for the stellar contribution. The scattering rate from the disc was calculated assuming the angle

to the normal could be approximated by a flat disc (i.e. 5 % "; see section 7.4.4). The solid

lines show the scattering rate from the star (black), the 90" disc (blue), the 45" disc (green)

and the 10" disc (red). The total flux (star+disc) is shown as the dashed lines, with the colours

corresponding to the appropriate disc orientations. The stellar contribution is calculated without

considering obstruction by the disc while the disc spectrum is calculated taking into account the

obstruction by the star. This would be appropriate to a disc that is transparent to the stellar

photons.

As is seen in Fig. 7.16, the scattering from the stellar (optical) photons occurs mainly in

the Klein-Nishina regime, while the scattering of the soft (IR) photons, occurs mainly in the

Thomson limit. As is shown in Fig. 5.6 (p. 88), when scattering occurs in the Klein-Nishina limit,

the scattering rate peaks near the maximum allowed photon energy (i.e. near the initial energy of

the electron), while in the Thomson limit the scattering rate is highest at the minimum allowed

energy and is lowest at the maximum allowed energy. This results in the stellar contribution

peaking at a few$ 1011 eV, while the disc contribution is highest at lower energies. Below GeV

energies, the total scattering rate (star+disc) is significantly higher than the stellar contribution

alone. The disc contribution is greatest for the 90" disc, as it presents the largest solid angle,

and is a factor " 2 larger than the scattering rate from the star alone.

Light curve

Fig. 7.17 shows the modelled integrated flux in the Fermi energy range (" 0.1 # 100 GeV) for

PSR B1259-63/LS 2883. The light curve was calculated by summing over the flux in the Fermi

energy range, where the flux is given by

F! = h.1 $
dNtot

dt d.1
, (7.22)
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Figure 7.16: Modelled AIC scattering rate from the (unobscured) star and circumstellar disc in
PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 at periastron, for post-shock electrons and the Johnston et al. (1994) param-
eters. The scattering has been normalized to the maximum scattering rate from the star (see text for
details). The solid lines show the scattering rate from the star (black), the 90% disc (blue), the 45% disc
(green) and the 10% disc (red). The total flux (star+disc) is shown as the dashed lines, with the colours
corresponding to the appropriate disc.

where the scattering rate, dNtot/dt d.1, is shown in Fig. 7.16. The light curve has also been scaled

to the maximum stellar contribution in order to clearly show the relative di!erences between the

stellar and disc contributed fluxes. In other words, the modelled Fermi light curve in Fig. 7.17

is plotted as the integrated flux at time t,

Fnorm(t) = B$1

%
F!(t) d%, (7.23)

where the integration is over the energy range " 0.1 # 100 GeV, and the normalization factor,

B, is the maximum value of the integrated stellar flux at periastron, i.e.

B = max (Fstar(t)) . (7.24)

While from Fig. 7.16, it can be seen that the disc contribution approaches the stellar contribution

at .1 " 109 eV, while at energies .1 > 1010 eV the disc contribution reduces to values below

0.4$ dNtot/dt d.1. Since the energy range in Fig. 7.16 is plotted logarithmically, the integrated

flux between 108#1011 eV (Fermi energy range: " 0.1#100 GeV), is dominated by the scattering

at higher energies. As a result, the modelled Fermi light curve in Fig. 7.17 is still dominated by

the stellar contribution.

Both the star and disc contributions peak near periastron, with the 90" disc peaking " 1

day before periastron due to the scattering angle and the 45" disc peak contribution occurring
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Figure 7.17: The modelled integrated flux in the Fermi energy range (0.1$ 100 GeV) from PSR B1259-
63/LS 2883 using the system parameters in Table 7.2. The light curve is scaled to the peak stellar
contribution at periastron, as is described in the text.

a few days after periastron due to the 19" rotation of the disc normal from the semi-major axis

(Fig. 7.15). The 90" and 45" disc contributions are plotted separately in Fig. 7.18, which shows

the slight o!-set of the peak emission from periastron due to the rotation of the 45" disc from the

semi-major axis. Both disc orientations show a slight rise in the flux as the pulsar approaches

the disc at " $ # 20 days (where $ is the epoch of periastron), which decreases just before the

disc crossing, followed by a sharp increase in the flux after the disc crossing as head–to–head

collisions readily occur in this region.

Since the disc scattering rate manifests predominately at lower energies, the AIC light curve in

the H.E.S.S. energy range (> 100 GeV) is much less a!ected by the presence of the circumstellar

disc, and is, therefore, not shown here.

7.5.2 Negueruela et al. (2011) system parameters

The observations by Negueruela et al. (2011) found a colour excess of E(B # V ) = 0.85 for

LS 2883, and these authors proposed a stellar mass of M# = 31 M%, a stellar radius of R# =

9.2 R% and a binary inclination of i = 33". The COG method was used to fit the new colour

excess (Fig. 6.12, p. 126) and the best fit COG parameters were used to calculate the disc photon

spectrum for the AIC calculation. As in section 7.5.1, only the free-free component was used to

model the disc emission, while a blackbody distribution was used for the stellar component, with

the same e!ective temperature as the fitted Kurucz model.

For the circumstellar disc, only a single half-opening angle of 1" was considered, consistent

with a thin disc and for such a thin disc the angle to the normal can be approximated by 5 % "

(section 7.4.4). The adopted disc temperature was Tdisc = 0.6T# and the disc was considered
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Figure 7.18: Comparison of the modelled integrated flux in Fermi energy range for the 90% and 45% disc
orientations shown in Fig. 7.17. The 90% disc’s peak contribution occurs approximately 1 day before
periastron. Due to the orientation of the 45% disc (Fig. 7.15), the disc shows a slightly higher flux just
before the disc crossing at ( $ 15 days, and the peak emission shifts to slightly after periastron.

to extend to a distance of Rdisc = 50R#. The same disc orientations considered in section 7.5.1

were used and the star and disc parameters are summarized in Table 7.3

Three electron distributions were considered; a post-shock, adiabatically cooled electron spec-

trum with a power law (p = 2.4) distribution between 5.4$105 < ' < 5.4$107 and two pre-shock

electron distributions, which were assumed to be mono-energetic and centred at ' = 104 and

' = 106, respectively.

Scattering spectrum – post-shock electrons

The AIC scattering rate, (dNtotal/dt d.1 equation 5.38), from the post-shocked, adiabatically

cooled electron spectrum at periastron is shown in Fig. 7.19 using the Negueruela et al. (2011)

stellar parameters and the corresponding fit to the COG method. As in section 7.5.1, the

scattering rate has been scaled (normalized) to the peak (unobscured) stellar contribution, to

better illustrate the ratio between the two contributions (see equations 7.20 & 7.21). The solid

black line is the scattering rate from the (unobscured) star while the colour lines correspond to

the disc scattering rate (solid lines) and the combined star+disc scattering rate (dashed lines).

Similar to the previous results (section 7.5.1, Fig. 7.16) the disc contribution is highest at lower

energies, since the scattering occurs in the Thomson limit, while the stellar contribution peaks

at a few $ 1011 eV, due to the scattering occurring mainly in the Klein-Nishina limit.

As is shown in Fig. 7.19, for the Negueruela et al. (2011) parameters the 45" and 90" disc con-

tributions exceed the stellar contribution below " 1 and " 50 GeV respectively. This e!ectively

means that the IC spectrum at GeV energies is dominated by scattering from the circumstellar
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Table 7.3: Stellar and disc parameters for LS 2883 from Negueruela et al. (2011) and this study.

Stellar parameters
Mstar 31 M%
R# 9.3 R%
Mp 1.4
T# 33 000 K
i 33"

Disc parameters
Tdisc (K) 19 800
n 3.055
Rdisc 50 Rstar

"disc 1"

Tilt to orbital plane 90" 45" 10"

Tilt to semi-major axis 0" 19" 0"
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Figure 7.19: Modelled AIC scattering rate for the post-shock, adiabatically cooled electron distribution,
from the star and circumstellar disc in PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 at periastron, using the system parameters
proposed by Negueruela et al. (2011) and the COG method fitted to the modified spectrum. The
scattering has been normalized to the maximum stellar scattering rate in the figure. The solid lines
show the scattering rate from the star (black), 10% disc (red), 45% disc (green) and 90% disc (blue). The
dashed lines show the total flux (star+disc) using the corresponding colours.
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Figure 7.20: The modelled scattering spectrum from PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 at periastron (for the
post-shock, adiabatically cooled electron distribution), showing the e!ect of the stellar spectrum being
obscured by the circumstellar disc. All figures are scaled to the maximum unobscured stellar contribution
as discussed in the text. Top left: The decrease in the stellar spectrum due to the stellar obscuration.
Top right: The star and disc components including the obscuration of the stellar component for the 90%

disc. Bottom left: the same for the 45% disc and bottom right: the same for the 10% disc.

disc for these two orientations. The modelled spectrum shows that the total scattering rate

(star+disc contribution) is significantly greater than the stellar contribution alone.

The stellar contribution in Fig. 7.19 is calculated assuming the full solid angle of the star

is observable by the pulsar/electron cloud (an unobstructed star, applicable to no circumstellar

disc), but if the disc is thick enough to obscure part of the star (Fig. 7.12, section 7.4.5) it will

result in a reduction of the stellar contribution. Fig. 7.20 shows the reduced stellar contribution

(assuming that the disc is completely opaque to the stellar photons) and the associated disc

scattering rate. In order to make a comparison between the obscured and unobscured stellar

contribution, the scattering rates have been scaled with the same normalization parameter A

(equation 7.21) in both Figs. 7.19 and 7.20. For the 90" disc, the star is not obscured at

periastron, and is therefore identical to Fig. 7.19. However, for the 45" and 10" discs, the star is

obscured at periastron and the associated stellar contribution decreases. This has the e!ect of

increasing the contribution of the disc component relative to the stellar component.
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Light curve – post-shock electrons

The integrated flux around periastron, using the parameters above, is shown in Figs. 7.21 &

7.22 for the Fermi and H.E.S.S. energy ranges respectively. The light curves show the modelled

integrated flux around periastron, which has been scaled to the maximum (unobscured) stellar

contribution as was outlined in section 7.5.1 (equations 7.22, 7.23 & 7.24). The scattering

rates (dNtot/dt d.1) shown in Figs. 7.19 & 7.20, were used to determine the integrated flux

(equation 7.22) where the appropriate integration limit was applied. For the Fermi light curve

the integrations energy range is 0.1#100 GeV, while for the H.E.S.S. light curves the integration

limit 0.380#2.321 TeV was chosen. The H.E.S.S. integration limits were chosen to correspond to

the results presented in Aharonian et al. (2005): the lower limit was chosen to correspond to their

fig. 5, which presents the integrated flux above 380 GeV, while the upper limit, 2.321 TeV, is

the highest reported energy in their fig. 4.vi Also shown in the figures are the stellar light curves

if the disc obscures the star, which changes the shape and decreases the flux contribution from

the star around periastron. The gaps in the modified stellar light curves correspond to periods

when the pulsar is passing through the disc. The light curves show that the disc contribution is

a minimum around the disc crossing epoch ($ ± 20 days) and a maximum around periastron.

Scattering spectrum – pre-shock electrons

The normalized AIC scattering spectrum for pre-shock electrons at periastron are shown in

Fig 7.23 for a 90" disc. Two electron energies were considered, namely ' = 104 suggested by

Khangulyan et al. (2011a) and ' = 106 considered by Kirk et al. (1999). The ' = 104 spectrum

shows no indication of a peak in the scattering rate, usually associated with scattering in the

Klein-Nishina regime. The highest scattering rate occurs at low energies for both the stellar and

disc contributions, indicating that the scattering occurs in the Thomson limit. The scattering

spectrum for the ' = 106 electrons shows that the stellar photons scatter in the Klein-Nishina

regime (implied by the peak in the scattering rate at " 5$1011 eV), while the disc photons scatter

in the Thomson regime. The scattering from the disc is higher than the stellar contribution for

energies below " 1010 eV and the inclusion of the disc contribution increases the total scattering

rate by a " 2.

Lightcurve – pre-shock electrons

The predicted integrated flux at Fermi energies around periastron are shown for ' = 104 and

' = 106 pre-shock electrons in Fig. 7.23, scaled to the maximum stellar contribution. Only

the 90" disc has been considered, using the same orientation as for the post-shock electrons.

While the ' = 104 electrons do not significantly alter the light curve, the ' = 106 electrons

produce a disc contribution which is significant across the period under consideration, resulting

viThe exact value of the upper limit is given in data released with the publication, available from the H.E.S.S.
website: www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/pages/publications/auxiliary/AA442 1.html.
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Figure 7.21: Corresponding integrated flux for the AIC scattering of the post-shock, adiabatically cooled
electron distribution and the Negueruela et al. (2011) COG parameters at Fermi energies (! 0.1 $
100 GeV), normalized to the maximum stellar contribution. For each disc orientation, i.e. 90% (top
right), 45% (bottom left) and 10% (bottom right), the disc contribution is compared with the unobscured
and the obscured stellar contribution.
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Figure 7.22: Same as Fig. 7.21, but at the H.E.S.S. energy range.
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Figure 7.23: The normalized scattering spectrum (left) and integrated flux at Fermi energies (right)
from the AIC scattering of pre-shocked electrons, using the Negueruela et al. (2011) COG parameters.
The electron energies chosen were $ = 104 (top) and $ = 106 (bottom). The figures are normalized to
the relevant maximum stellar contribution.
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in a higher flux than the stellar contribution at periastron. The disc minimum occurs around

the disc crossing epoch (" $ ± 20 days) while the maximum occurs around periastron.

7.5.3 Summary of the AIC scattering

As is shown in sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2, for both the Johnston et al. (1994) and the Negueruela

et al. (2011) parameters, the inclusion of the IR excess significantly increases the IC scattering

rate. The increase is highest for the 90" circumstellar disc orientation since the pulsar ob-

serves/views the disc face-on at periastron, presenting the greatest solid angle at the position of

closest approach. This disc orientation was specifically considered in-order to present the system

with the greatest possibility of significantly increasing the scattering rate. The 45" orientation,

proposed by Okazaki et al. (2011), also presents a significant increase in the scattering rate,

though the e!ect is not as significant for the 10" orientation.

For the di!erent electron distributions considered, the adiabatically cooled electron distri-

bution adopted from Kirk et al. (1999) is believed to be the most realistic, and is known to

produce a reasonable fit to the observed 2004 H.E.S.S. spectrum. For this distribution, the op-

tical photons from the star scattered in the Klein-Nishina regime, while the (soft) IR photons

from the circumstellar disc scattered in the Thomson limit. This results in the disc contribution

dominating at GeV (Fermi) energies, while the stellar contribution dominates at TeV (H.E.S.S.)

energies. However, the increase in the scattering rate is not able to account for the Fermi “flare”

observed after the December 2010 periastron passage.

The mono-energetic ' = 104, pre-shock electron distribution proposed by Khangulyan et al.

(2011a) to explain the Fermi flare, has also been considered in this study. As is shown in Fig. 7.23,

both the stellar and disc photons scatter in the Thomson limit and, while the scattering rate

does increase, the integrated flux over the Fermi energy range (0.1#100 GeV) shows no evidence

for a flaring event as the photon density remains too low near the disc crossing epoch.
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Chapter 8

Discussion

The results of the isotropic calculations have been discussed in van Soelen and Meintjes (2011)

and, therefore, this chapter will focus on discussing the results from the anisotropic scattering

presented in Chapter 7. This chapter begins by considering the e!ect of the di!erent COG model

parameters on the AIC scattering rate, before discussing the general AIC results presented in

Chapter 7. The chapter concludes with a general discussion of the implications of these results

and the prospect of future studies.

8.1 Comparison of the COG fits

The most striking di!erence between the predicted gamma-ray flux using the Johnston et al.

(1994) and Negueruela et al. (2011) parameters (hereafter referred to as the J94 and N11 param-

eters respectively) is the increase in the gamma-ray flux due to the disc photon contribution for

PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 (compare Figs. 7.16 & 7.19). Before discussing the implication of the

predicted gamma-ray spectrum it is necessary to discuss the e!ect the J94 and N11 parameters

have on the total multi-wavelength flux (radio to optical) from the Be star and disc. A brief

comparison will also be made of the e!ects Kurucz distribution used in the isotropic modelling,

and the blackbody distribution that was considered for the anisotropic modelling.

8.1.1 The relative IR excess

J94 proposed a colour excess of E(B-V) = 1.05 and a distance to the source of 1.5 kpc for

LS 2883, while the more recent and extensive observations undertaken by N11 determined a

colour excess of E(B-V) = 0.85, with a proposed distance of 2.3 kpc (section 2.2, p. 11) The

newer distance measurement is more consistent with the distance suggested by the radio pulsar

dispersion measurement (e.g. Table 2.1, p. 6) and the calculated distance to two nearby stars

(Negueruela et al., 2011). Both colour excess terms have been applied to LS 2883 for comparison

and the resulting COG fits are shown in Figs. 6.11 & 6.12. The decrease in the colour excess term

175
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Figure 8.1: The observed, uncorrected optical and IR flux (open circles) and the de-reddened data
using E(B-V) = 1.05 (crosses) and E(B-V) = 0.85 (open squares), shown without error bars. Shown for
comparison is the best fit stellar flux for T" = 25 000 K at a distance of D ! 1.5 kpc (solid line) and
T" = 33 000 K at a distance of D ! 2.3 kpc (dashed line). Note that the larger distance results in the
hotter star having a fainter, corrected flux.

proposed by N11 e!ectively implies that LS 2883 is less a!ected by interstellar extinction than

was implied by the J94 parameters. The observed optical and IR flux from LS 2883 is shown

in Fig. 8.1, along with the de-reddened fluxes and the two best fit stellar fluxes for comparison.

Since interstellar extinction influences optical photons more than IR photons the choice of the

colour excess term has a significant e!ect on the optical data and a minimal to negligible e!ect

on the near- and mid-IR data. The hotter star (T# = 33 000 K) appears fainter in Fig. 8.1 due to

the increased observational distance (D " 2.3 kpc). The newer N11 colour excess shows that the

deviation of the disc’s IR excess flux from the standard stellar atmosphere is significantly higher

than was predicted by the J94 parameters. The choice of the J94 or N11 parameters therefore

influences the ratio of the optical to the IR flux, and the N11 parameters lead to an increase in

the IR excess.

Fig. 8.2 compares both the stellar and the COG flux from LS 2883 without scaling for distance,

from which it can be seen that utilizing the N11 parameters not only increases the brightness of

the optical star but also increases the brightness of the circumstellar disc, particularly between

1013 to 1015 Hz. The N11 COG fit also deviates from the stellar contribution at a slightly

higher frequency of " 1015 Hz while the J94 COG fit deviates at " few$1014 Hz. This is clearly

illustrated in Fig. 8.3 which displays the ratio of the total flux (star and disc) to the flux from the

star alone (i.e. Fstar+disc/Fstar). The N11 parameters reveal a higher ratio, particularly between

" 1013 # 1015 Hz.

The improved N11 parameters therefore increase the circumstellar disc gamma-ray contri-

bution in two ways. First, the IR excess is higher which increases the photon density from

the disc and the associated number of IC scatterings that occur. Second, the large increase in
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the disc/stellar flux ratio between " 1013 # 1015 Hz, leads to the production of High Energy

(HE; " 0.1 # 100 GeV) gamma-rays in the Thomson and near Klein-Nishina limit. The fre-

quency at which the Thomson approximation ceases to be valid and where we must change to

the Klein-Nishina approximation is given by

% % mc2

h'

% 1014
# '

106

$$1
Hz,

and, therefore, the IC scattering produces HE gamma-ray production without a significant

decrease in the scattering cross-section associated with the extreme Klein-Nishina limit (sec-

tion 5.2).

8.1.2 Blackbody distribution and the Kurucz atmosphere

In the anisotropic calculation of the IC spectrum a blackbody distribution was used to determine

the photon density from the star. In contrast, the full Kurucz atmosphere was used in the

isotropic approximation. Since the blackbody spectrum is a smooth function it decreases the

time and the number of integration steps required to calculate the AIC scattering rate. Fig. 8.4

compares the flux from the Kurucz stellar atmosphere, the blackbody approximation and the

COG fit for the J94 and N11 parameters. For both cases the blackbody spectrum produces a good

match to the stellar spectrum, but is slightly brighter at most wavelengths, with the exception

of frequencies around the peak stellar emission. The choice of a blackbody approximation is

therefore suitable, but it may slightly overestimate the stellar contribution at GeV energies,

where the disc contribution is most important.
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8.1.3 E!ects due to rapid rotation

In all the modelling presented in this study, it has been assumed that the B-star (without

the circumstellar disc) can be approximated by a perfect, isothermal sphere. It is, however,

known from modelling and observations that rapidly rotating stars are not spherical and can

show a temperature gradient between the pole and equator. Negueruela et al. (2011) estimated

parameters for PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 (Table 2.4, p. 12) and found the temperature and radius

varied by " 20% between the pole and equator. The e!ect of gravitational darkening has not

been included in this study since it is believed that it will not result in a significant correction

to the inverse Compton scattering.

8.2 Anisotropic scattering

The results of the isotropic IC scattering were discussed in van Soelen and Meintjes (2011),

included in this thesis as pages 137 to 145. In this section, therefore, I will focus on results of

the anisotropic scattering calculation.

8.2.1 Flux increase

To illustrate the di!erence between the AIC scattering rate near periastron for the J94 and N11

parameters, I compare the relative increase in gamma-ray flux using the J94 parameter to the

increase using the N11 parameters. The resulting increase in the flux at periastron is shown

in Fig. 8.5 for the J94 parameters and electron distribution discussed in Chapter 7. For these

results the flux increased by less than a factor 2 around 1 GeV depending on the orientation of

the circumstellar disc. This is slightly less than that predicted by the isotropic approximation in

van Soelen and Meintjes (2011, pp. 137–145 in this thesis). The flux increase obtained by using

the anisotropic approximation in Fig. 8.5 was determined using the same parameters that were

used to calculate the isotropic approximation (fig. 7 in van Soelen and Meintjes, 2011, p. 143

in this thesis). The flux increase obtained by using the N11 parameters for di!erent electron

distributions (pre– and post–shock) is shown in Fig. 8.6, where the increase in the flux is of the

same order as the isotropic approximation, i.e. greater than a factor " 2.

Since the anisotropic calculation is highly directional, photons that arrive over the wide solid

angle of the disc do not all scatter with the same energy. Unlike the isotropic approximation

where an average scattering angle was considered and the total photon distribution was assumed

to be isotropically distributed, the anisotropic model is based on a photon distribution which is

spread out over the solid angle spanning the disc. This e!ect results in a slight decrease in the

influence of circumstellar disc in the J94 anisotropic calculation.

The increase in the N11 spectrum is of the same order as the isotropic approximation because,

as was discussed in section 8.1.1, the change in the colour excess has the e!ect of increasing the

IR excess (Figs. 8.2 & 8.4). The disc is therefore brighter because of a higher disc temperature
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and is brighter relative to the star. This relative increase in the photon spectrum increases the

influence of the disc photon contribution.

The disc calculated with the N11 parameters is also brighter between 1013 # 1015 Hz (sec-

tion 8.1.1). Since in the Thomson limit the energy of the scattered photon, .1 = h%1, relates to

the energy of the incoming photon, .0 = h%0, as .1 & '2.0, the disc contribution remains more

significant towards higher energies, e.g.

.1 " 2
# '

106

$2 # %0
1014 Hz

$
TeV.

This can be verified by comparing Fig. 7.16 (p. 164) and Fig. 7.19 (p. 167). For the isotropic

approximation the disc contribution is already decreasing significantly at " 1 GeV (fig. 7 in van

Soelen and Meintjes, 2011) while for the N11 anisotropic approximation the contribution remains

nearly constant till above " 5 GeV (Fig. 8.6). The disc contribution then remains higher over

the HE (" 0.1 # 100 GeV) and VHE (! 100 GeV) energy range and has a greater influence on

the observed gamma-ray luminosity.

8.2.2 Light curves

The predicted AIC integrated flux around periastron (Figs. 7.17, 7.21, 7.22 & 7.23) shows that

the disc contribution exhibits three properties: firstly, the contribution is a maximum around

periastron; secondly, there is a slight increase just before the disc crossing epoch and a minimum

at the disc crossing (" $ ± 20 days); and lastly, the rise after the disc crossing is much faster

than the slow rise just before the disc crossing. This modelled disc contribution light curve is a

combination of the photon distribution of the circumstellar disc and the IC scattering angle, as

discussed below.

Fig. 8.7 shows the photon number density (at % = 1012 Hz) from the disc, as observed by

the pulsar, for $ # 60 to 0 days from periastron for the 90" disc orientation. The figure has

been calculated assuming the pulsar approaches the disc from the right (see Fig. 8.9). The

photon number density was determined from the optical depth along lines-of-sight through the

circumstellar disc using the COG method discussed in Chapter 6, and by considering the change

in projected surface area (i.e. dA = cos5dA!). It is important to note that a constant scaling

was not used, but was adjusted to show the disc clearly in Fig. 8.7.

As shown in Fig. 8.7 and by the profile of the intensity from the disc (Fig. 8.8), the maximum

intensity from the disc occurs at higher (optical) frequencies near the centre of the disc. Conse-

quently, while the disc photon distribution occurs over a wide solid angle, near the disc crossing

at a distance " 50R# the intensity from the disc is very low, and the bright central region only

extends over a small solid angle. Near periastron the pulsar is closer to the star and the bright

region of the disc provides a larger solid angle for IC scattering. This results in a much larger

disc contribution at periastron as opposed to at the disc crossing epoch.

The scattering after the disc crossing epoch rapidly increases due to more favourable scattering
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angles. Consider position A and B shown in Fig. 8.9. At position A, all scattering can occur

in predominantly head-head collisions while at position B predominantly head-tail collisions

occur. On the other hand, the AIC scattering of the stellar photons follows a smooth transition

which results in a smooth light curve and not the sharp increase and decrease seen for the disc

contribution.

The combined e!ects of the photon density and the IC scattering angle are responsible for the

predicted AIC light curves. Additional e!ects such as the heating of the circumstellar disc due

to the pulsar crossing or the break-up of the disc as predicted by smooth particle hydrodynamic

(SPH) models (e.g. Okazaki et al., 2011) have not been considered.

It should also be noted that the intensity of the circumstellar disc may be underestimated.

The observed Doppler shifting of H! emission lines suggests that they occur at " 8R# (Johnston

et al., 1994), beyond the distance where the COG model predicts the continuum radiation should

occur. Intense regions of emission further out in the circumstellar disc, near to the disc crossing

region, may increase the scattering rate. However, more complicated modelling of a Keplerian

circumstellar disc, also predicts that the majority of the flux should lie close to the star (see

Fig. 3.12, p. 40). It, therefore, seems unlikely that it will increase the flux to the levels required

to explain the observed Fermi flare.

It may also be possible that shock-heating of the circumstellar disc could locally increase

the disc intensity, providing additional photons for IC scattering, and significantly influence the

gamma-ray light curve. Khangulyan et al. (2011a) have suggested that the observed Fermi flare

is due to the shock-heating of the disc and the IC scattering of the pre-shocked pulsar wind

with a Lorentz factor of ' " 104. There are, however, a few problems with the model presented

by these authors. Firstly, the authors assumed that the shock-heating of the circumstellar disc
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would be su&cient to provide additional photons but do not present evidence that such a process

would be e!ective enough to heat the disc considerably. Secondly, the authors do not explicitly

state in the paper how the photon spectrum is calculated and have presumably used a blackbody

approximation for the assumed disc temperatures. Thirdly, observations of the post-periastron

disc appear to show that the IR flux from the disc has remained fairly stable (sections 8.3). And

lastly, the model proposed a large opening angle for the circumstellar disc and requires the pulsar

to leave the disc at " $ + 30 days near the observed Fermi flare. This contradicts the radio

observations which begin to detect the pulsed radio emission $ +15 days after periastron (Abdo

et al., 2011).

8.2.3 Angle to the disc normal

The anisotropic IC scattering presented in the previous chapter considered scattering of photons

from a disc with a small opening angle and it was assumed the angle to the normal of the disc

could be approximated by the polar angle (i.e. 5 = " in section 7.4.4). This is equivalent to

assuming a flat disc. Fig. 8.10 compares the calculated values for the 90" and 45" disc using

the flat disc approximation and the correctly calculated angle for a disc with a 1" half-opening

angle. The figure shows that for the small opening angle considered the flat disc approximation

holds. As such it is not necessary to consider a more complicated geometry for the disc.

Since recent observations of Be stars suggest that the circumstellar discs are very thin (e.g.

Carciofi, 2011; Quirrenbach et al., 1997; Wood et al., 1997) a thin disc fit would appear to be

more consistent with new Be circumstellar disc theory. Therefore, for the N11 parameters, only

a thin disc was considered.
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8.3 State of the disc post-periastron

SPH simulations of PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 around periastron have suggested that the disc would

be disrupted by the passage of the pulsar during the periastron passage. This could result in

changes in the observed optical and IR emission from the disc. However, observations near

periastron on the 5th of January 2011 with VISIR/VLT found a flux that was of the same order

as earlier observations with Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) (Table 6.5 & Fig. 6.12).

Similarly, spectroscopic observations undertaken by A. Odendaal (Fig. 8.11) of LS 2883 with

the SAAO 1.9 m telescope, utilizing the grating spectrograph (1200 lines mm$1 grating and

" 1 Å resolution), shows a very prominent H& emission line and no indication of stellar H&

absorption, indicating that the circumstellar disc completely dominates the stellar absorption

at the same frequency. These observations, which took place approximately four months after

periastron, indicate that the Be star is still surrounded by a substantial circumstellar disc. The

observed equivalent width for the H& line is EW % #50 Å, similar to the measurement reported

by N11 (EW = #54± 2 Å). This may be an indication that the disc remains prominent despite

the pulsar passage or, alternatively, may indicate a very rapid recovery which would reflect a

high disc viscosity.

8.4 Absorption e!ects

As was discussed in section 5.6 (p. 96) Dubus (2006b) investigated the e!ect of photon-photon

absorption in LS 5039, while recently Khangulyan et al. (2011b) have considered absorption in

PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 due to the star alone (and not the circumstellar disc). The question can

be asked whether the IR excess from the circumstellar disc will significantly influence photon-

photon absorption? If the circumstellar disc leads to a substantial absorption of the GeV energy

gamma-rays, the Fermi flare might be explainable in terms of the pulsar leaving a region of high
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Figure 8.11: H" emission line of PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 taken during April 2011 with the SAAO 1.9m
telescope (Odendaal, 2011).

photon absorption which obscured the gamma-ray emission. Based on the results in this study

we argue below that the disc will not significantly influence photon-photon absorption.

The IR excess from the circumstellar disc influences the IC gamma-ray production for two

reasons: firstly the large size of the circumstellar disc increases the solid angle over which target

photons arrive and secondly, the IC scattering cross-section increases with decreasing photon

energy (section 5.2, p. 79). Therefore, IC scattering can readily occur with photons from the

circumstellar disc. This is not true for photon-photon absorption which is limited to cases where

the photons possess su&cient energy for electron-positron pair production. In other words the

condition (equation 5.39)

.".# 1 2m2
ec

4

1# ê" · ê#
,

must be satisfied, where ." is the gamma-ray photon energy and .# is the energy of a photon from

the star or disc. If the photons emitted from the circumstellar disc do not have su&cient energy,

pair production cannot occur and the circumstellar disc will not influence photon absorption.

The minimum energy required for electron-positron pair production can be approximated by

considering the average scattering angle between the photons, given by

.1# ê" · ê#/ = 1# .cos5/

= 1. (8.1)

The minimum photon energy .#,min required for photon-photon absorption with a gamma-ray of

energy ." is then

.#,min =
2m2

ec
4

."
.
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For a TeV energy photon, the minimum required frequency for the stellar photon is determined

by

%#,min = 1.26$ 1014
# ."
1 TeV

$$1
Hz.

The COG fit shown in Fig. 6.12 (p. 126) shows that at % " 1014 Hz the flux from the circumstellar

disc is still higher than the stellar flux. However, most of the flux emitted from the circumstellar

disc originates close to the surface of the star (Fig. 8.8). Therefore, as with the IC scattering,

the influence of the IR excess on photon-photon absorption should peak around periastron.

While the TeV gamma-rays will be slightly a!ected by photons from the disc, the GeV

energy gamma-rays detected by Fermi should not be a!ected. The ." " 109 eV gamma-rays

reported by Fermi (section 2.7, p. 20) would require X-ray photons with an minimum frequency

of % " 1017 Hz for absorption, which is much greater than the frequency contribution for the disc

(or the star). The photon energy of the disc is too low to influence the GeV energy gamma-rays.

While photon-photon absorption due to stellar photons should be important for TeV gamma-

rays, the e!ect should not be significant for GeV photons. Photon-photon absorption of GeV

gamma-rays will require interaction with X-ray photons. If the X-ray emission occurs outside the

GeV gamma-ray production site, photon-photon absorption may be an important mechanism to

explain the modulations of the detected Fermi emission. An extended X-ray emission region

has been detected around PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 (Pavlov et al., 2011) and this might be an

indication that X-ray/GeV gamma-ray photon-photon absorption is important in the system.

TeV energy gamma-rays would not be a!ected by X-ray energy photons since the photon-photon

cross-section goes to zero, i.e. )"," ( 0, as can be shown by equation (5.40).

8.5 Consequences of the model

Both the isotropic approximation and the more detailed anisotropic approximation have shown

that by considering only the IR excess from the circumstellar disc and by not considering any of

the other factors (such as, changes in the particle density, changes of size with orbital motion of

the PWN, and radiative cooling e!ects), the total gamma-ray flux at GeV energies increases by

a factor " 2. It was thought, the extended size of the disc may completely dominate at the disc

crossing epoch. However, as has been shown by the modified COG method, the IR intensity at

the disc crossing is faint, and most of the emission occurs close to periastron.

Fig. 8.12 shows the calculated gamma-ray energy spectrum at periastron (for the adiabatically

cooled electron spectrum and a 90" disc) plotted, for comparison, together with the 2004 H.E.S.S.

and 2010 Fermi observations. The figure shows the pre–periastron and the post–periastron (flare)

spectra detected Fermi around the 2010 periastron passage (Abdo et al., 2011), and the combined

H.E.S.S. spectrum, including all data around the 2004 periastron passage (fig. 3 in Aharonian
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et al., 2005). The curve predicted by the model was calculated from

%F! = C
#.1
h

$!
h.1

dNtot

dt d.1

"

= C

!
.21
dNtot

dt d.1

"
,

where C is a scaling constant. The scattering rate is shown in Fig. 7.19 (p. 167). The constant

C is introduced to account for the distance to the source (2.3 kpc), the normalization of the

electron spectrum (Ke = 1 was assumed for all electron distributions), the size of the emitting

region, the fraction of the total number of electrons in the PWN that are directed towards the

observer, and pair-cascade e!ects. No assumptions have been made about these e!ects in this

study. They have been considered by other authors (e.g. Dubus, 2006a,b; Kirk et al., 1999;

Tavani and Arons, 1997). This study has only considered the relative change in the scattering

rate due to the inclusion of the IR excess. To illustrate the di!erence between the additional

flux predicted in this study, and the unexpected Fermi detection around periastron, which is not

explained by any model, I have made the simplifying assumption that the flux can be linearly

scaled by the constant C to the observed data. The modelled spectrum produces a good fit to the

H.E.S.S. data. This is expected since, firstly, a best fit value is determined for C, and secondly,

the electron distribution used,

ne & '$2.4 for 5.4$ 105 ! ' ! 5.4$ 107,
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which was taken from Kirk et al. (1999), was in good agreement with the 2004 H.E.S.S. obser-

vations (Aharonian et al., 2005). No additional assumptions are therefore necessary regarding

the magnitude of the electron number density or the size of the emission region surrounding the

pulsar.

As illustrated in Fig. 8.12, the curve showing the predicted change in the gamma-ray flux

lies a few orders of magnitudes below that showing the Fermi detection limit and is therefore

undetectable. This prediction is in agreement with the prediction for the system before the

Fermi detection after the 2010 periastron passage. Modelling by, e.g. Chernyakova et al. (2009)

(see Fig 2.13, p. 20), also considered the predicted emission at GeV energies, but did not predict

gamma-ray emission at the energies detected by Fermi where the luminosity was % 100% of the

spin-down power of the pulsar. Chernyakova et al. (2009) considered a much broader electron

distribution than was considered in the anisotropic modelling of this study, which provides a

higher flux at GeV energies. The isotropic model (van Soelen and Meintjes, 2011) showed that,

for a broad electron distribution, the IC scattering is dominated by stellar photons, which scatter

predominantly in the Thomson limit, and that the spectrum is less a!ected by the photons

originating from the disc. For this reason a broad electron distribution was not considered in

the anisotropic model. The prediction of the model of Chernyakova et al. (2009) also lies orders

of magnitude below the Fermi detection. Applying the factor 2 increase in the GeV flux shown

by Fig 2.13 (p. 20) would not increase the spectrum to the energy level required to explain the

Fermi flare. This flare is a special event. To model an emission of this kind requires a novel

mechanism and processes that appear not to have been considered to date. The construction

of a model is further complicated by the fact that observations at other wavelengths showed no

unusual or flaring behaviour.

Fig. 8.13 shows two possibilities discussed by Abdo et al. (2011) to explain the Fermi flare.

The first (Fig. 8.13a) assumes an increase in the bremsstrahlung emission by requiring that

the local density in the star wind/environment increases by an order of magnitude. The second

(Fig. 8.13b) requires anisotropic synchrotron emission from Ee = 1015 eV electrons (' % 2$108),

which is modelled assuming an injection electron spectrum with a bulk Lorentz factor of 'p " 109

(Chernyakova et al., 2011).

Additional e!ects such as the Doppler boosting of the gamma-ray emission may also increase

the emission (e.g. Dubus et al., 2010). Khangulyan et al. (2011a) have suggested that photons

from the shock-heated disc IC scatter o! electrons with ' " 104. The shock-heating of the

disc may have a very significant e!ect on the IC spectrum. However, the extent to which the

heating will a!ect the circumstellar disc is unclear, and it is unknown whether this will provide

a su&cient number of photons.

PWNe are known to produce X-ray jet-like structures as is seen in systems such as the Crab

Nebula (Fig. 4.6, p. 63). If material is ejected in a jet-like structure in PSR B1259-63 this could

account for the sudden rise and the subsequent slower decay of the gamma-ray emission seen

by Fermi. Such a flare might accelerate electrons to the required energy ('p " 109), producing
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a)

b)

Figure 8.13: Two scenarios presented in Abdo et al. (2011) to attempt to explain the observed Fermi
emission near periastron. Both figures show the synchrotron (thin solid line), the inverse Compton
(dotted line) and bremsstrahlung (dashed line) that could occur from the system before periastron
(light grey) and during the Fermi flare event (dark grey). Top: The flare explained as an increase in
the bremsstrahlung emission due to an order of magnitude increase in the density of the circumstellar
material. Bottom: The flare explained due to an increase in the anisotropic synchrotron emission from
Ee = 1015 eV electrons ($ # 2" 108).

emission by synchrotron radiation without changing the emission at other wavelengths.

The 2010 periastron was the first observed with Fermi. It is thus not known whether this

flare was an isolated event or whether it will be a regular feature of future periastron passages.

Before the Fermi observations, it was not known of what strength the GeV flux would be, nor

whether the system could be detected. I expect that the e!ects predicted by this study will be

observable, in particular the factor " 2 increase in the flux. The predictions of my model fall

short of the Fermi detection threshold, and might even be dwarfed by the observed flare.

The model presented in this study also predicts variability at Very High Energies. The

predicted flux will be high enough for detection, but the predicted variability is smaller than

the error in the measurement and therefore would not be detected currently at significant levels.

However, Be stars are known to display variability at optical magnitudes. While the COG model

predicts a change at optical frequencies for LS 2883 (Fig 6.12, p. 126) the increase in the flux may

be greater than predicted here. As was shown for SXP11.5 (Fig. 3.14, p. 44), the I magnitude

changes from approximately 14.5 mag to 15.8 mag, which corresponds to a change by a factor

" 3 in the flux during periods of high disc activity. The corresponding predicted change shown

for LS 2883 at the I filter frequency is a factor " 1.7. The change in the optical magnitude

may therefore be larger than that which was predicted here using the sparse archive optical

measurements.
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8.6 Future work

A number of crucial questions must still be answered for PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 and other

Be gamma-ray binary systems. In particular, the e!ect of the pulsar passage on the Be star’s

circumstellar disc must be considered. SPH modelling undertaken by Okazaki et al. (2011) has

suggested that the circumstellar disc will be significantly disrupted while Khangulyan et al.

(2011a) have suggested that shock heating will provide su&cient additional photons to produce

the Fermi flare observed after the December 2010 periastron passage. Both questions have

significant implications for other Be binary/gamma-ray binary systems. We may be able to

resolve these issues by an observation campaign designed to determine the degree to which the

circumstellar disc is heated and/or disrupted. This would require high resolution spectroscopy

and photometry with good time resolution during the next periastron passage which will occur

in 2014. Theoretical models of wind collisions will also indicate the variation of the circumstellar

disc. In the case of PSR B1259-63 and LSI+61 303, we may need to consider also that the

circumstellar disc may be precessing. Such an e!ect, particularly in closer binary systems could

have a large influence on the position of the disc crossing and could a!ect the multi-wavelength

modulation.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

The binary star system PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 has remained a fascinating source since the

detection of the pulsar approximately two decades ago. The interaction between the Be star and

the millisecond pulsar produces multi-wavelength emission from radio up to TeV gamma-rays,

covering 19 decades in energy. With the exception of the thermal spectrum associated with the

Be star, there is no other evidence for thermal emission, and the remaining part of the multi-

wavelength spectrum is believed to be the result of the interaction between the pulsar and the

stellar wind, creating a pulsar wind nebula within the binary system. Recently it has been shown

that both the radio and X-ray emission are extended, with the radio emission originating from

outside the binary system during periastron (Moldón et al., 2011a; Pavlov et al., 2011).

TeV gamma-ray emission from PSR B1259-63 was detected by H.E.S.S. during the 2004 pe-

riastron passage (Aharonian et al., 2005), and while hadronic collisions have been suggested, the

production of gamma-rays through the inverse Compton scattering of optical and IR photons by

highly relativistic leptons in the pulsar wind remains a likely production mechanism, particularly

for TeV energies. The optical companion in the system is a Be type star, known to possess a

circumstellar disc which produces an IR flux. This flux is observed as an IR excess which is

higher than predicted by blackbody and stellar atmosphere models. Since the gamma-rays in

the system are produced by the up-scattering of photons, the presence of an extended and ad-

ditional photon source could potentially have a significant e!ect on the gamma-ray production

in PSR B1259-63/LS 2883. The question I have addressed in this thesis is, to what degree does

the circumstellar disc influence gamma-ray production. I have focussed, in particular, on the IR

emission.

To model the gamma-ray emission, it is necessary to model the anisotropic scattering, the IR

excess, and how this excess changes during the orbital cycle. In this study, I have used a modified

version of the curve of growth (COG) method, first proposed for Be stars by Waters (1986), to

predict the flux and the variation in the flux during the periastron passage. I used optical and IR

data obtained from literature and VLT observations to constrain the multi-wavelength emission

193
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from the Be star and its circumstellar disc. To estimate the IR excess by means of the COG

method, I used first the original stellar parameters proposed by Johnston et al. (1994), and then

also the more recent parameters suggested by Negueruela et al. (2011) for the spectral type

and colour excess. I modified the original COG method to allow the calculation of the optical

depth through the circumstellar disc as observed from the pulsar at any point in the orbit and

for any given orientation of the disc. From this, I determined the photon density for each time

considered, and then applied it to the problem of Anisotropic Inverse Compton (AIC) scattering.

In this study, I considered both isotropic and anisotropic scattering for PSR B1259-63. The

isotropic scattering was calculated using the IC formulae derived in Blumenthal and Gould

(1970), while the anisotropic scattering was determined from the kernels derived by Fargion

et al. (1997) and Dubus et al. (2008). In both cases the full Klein-Nishina scattering cross-

section was considered. The isotropic modelling, presented in van Soelen and Meintjes (2011),

did not take into account the change in the Be star/disc photon spectrum nor the change in the

photon distribution during the orbit, but only considered the target photon spectrum determined

utilizing the COG method and the Johnston et al. (1994) parameters. This method also did

not consider the e!ects of the variation in the solid angle of the disc nor the direction of IC

scattering. The anisotropic scattering (partially presented in van Soelen and Meintjes, 2012, see

Appendix E) considered these additional e!ects, and determined the variation in the gamma-ray

spectrum around periastron for di!erent disc orientations.

In this study the leptons in the pulsar wind are assumed to be mono-energetic before the

stand-o! shock and are accelerated to a power-law energy distribution in the post-shock region.

Both a pre– and post–shock distribution have been considered for the isotropic and anisotropic

scattering. For PSR B1259-63, it can be shown that adiabatic cooling dominates near the stand-

o! shock, and for this reason only adiabatic cooling was considered for the AIC modelling.

Radiative cooling was, however, considered for the isotropic modelling presented in van Soelen

and Meintjes (2011). Additional e!ects on the electron distribution due to the changing density

around the Be star were not considered.

The IC modelling showed that the inclusion of the IR excess associated with the circumstellar

disc increased the GeV gamma-rays by a factor ! 2. This relative increase in the flux is partly

dependent on the choice of the electron distribution. For a wide distribution (e.g. 104 ! ' ! 107),

as was shown for the isotropic modelling (fig. 3 in van Soelen and Meintjes, 2011, p. 141 in this

thesis), or an electron distribution centred around ' " 104 (Fig. 8.6, p. 180), the IC scattering

is dominated by the scattering of stellar photons in the Thomson limit. However, this study has

shown that for the electron distribution proposed by Kirk et al. (1999), which has been shown to

provide a reasonable fit to the 2004 H.E.S.S. observations, the IR excess from the circumstellar

disc increases the gamma-ray flux by a factor 1 2 at GeV energies.

Figs. 7.17, 7.21, 7.22 & 7.23 illustrate the predicted light curves of the integrated flux for

di!erent electron distributions, disc orientations and COG fits. The integrated flux is determined

for the reported Fermi and H.E.S.S. energy ranges. The light curves show that the circumstellar
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disc is most influential close to periastron and, generally, after the disc crossing. This is a result

of the disc being brightest near the stellar surface and with the associated favourable scattering

angles after the disc crossing. While it was thought the flux may be highest near the disc crossing

epoch (" $ ± 20 days), the low intensity of the disc at " 50 stellar radii from the star’s surface

does not provide a su&cient number of photons to increase significantly the gamma-ray flux in

this region. This study has only considered a steady state disc and has not considered what

e!ects the pulsar passage may have introduced on the circumstellar disc. Shock heating of the

disc or clumping of material may result in regions of higher intensity which could result in more

localised flux increases.

The additional e!ects such as changes in the electron cooling have not been considered, as

these have been addressed by other authors. This study has focussed on the e!ect of the IR excess

from the circumstellar disc in order to determine its influence on the production of GeV energy

gamma-rays. The study finds that the gamma-ray flux could be increased by a factor greater

than two at GeV energies, which is a significant increase. However, the predicted gamma-ray

flux lies far below that detected by Fermi at the previous periastron passage. Neither this model,

nor any other, has been able to give a definitive explanation of the flare that was observed by

Fermi approximately one month after periastron.

The presence of a circumstellar disc has been shown to be significant for the modelling of

PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 and since four of the six known gamma-ray binaries have a Be star

optical companion, it is extremely important to incorporate the circumstellar disc into gamma-

ray binary models. The e!ect of the circumstellar disc still presents many challenges which will

need to be considered in any model for a Be binary system.
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List of Acronyms

2MASS Two Micron All Sky Survey
AGILE Astrorivelatore Gamma a Immagini LEggero
AIC Anisotropic Inverse Compton (scattering)
ASCA Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics
ASM All Sky Monitor
ATCA Australia Telescope Compact Array
CCD Charge-coupled device
COG Curve of growth
ESO European Southern Observatory
HE High Energy (0.1 - 100 GeV)
H.E.S.S. High Energy Stereoscopic System
IC Inverse Compton (scattering)
IPAC Infrared Processing and Analysis Center
IR Infrared
IRSF InfraRed Survey Facility
LAT Large Area Telescope
LBA [Australian] Long Baseline Array
LTE Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium
mas milli-arcseconds
MHD Magnetohydrodynamics
MJD Modified Julian Date
MSX Midcourse Space Experiment
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NS Neutron Star
PWN Pulsar Wind Nebula
ROSAT Röntgensatellit
SED Spectral Energy Distributions
SPH Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
SNR Supernova Remnant
UVES Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph
VHE Very High Energies (> 100 GeV)
VISIR VLT imager and spectrometer for the mid infrared
VLA Very Large Array
VLT Very Large Telescope
XRB X-ray Binary
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List of Filters

The central wavelength and band-width of the filters discussed in this thesis are listed below.

Filter central wavelength band width
µm µm

U 0.365 0.066
B 0.44 0.094
V 0.55 0.088
R 0.658 0.138
I 0.806 0.149
J 1.235 0.162
H 1.662 0.251
Ks 2.159 0.262
A 8.28 3.36
C 12.13 1.72
PAH1 8.59 0.84
ArIII 8.99 0.28
SIV 10.49 0.32
SIV 2 10.77 0.38
PAH2 11.25 1.18
SiC 11.85 4.68
PAH2 2 11.88 0.74
NeII 12.81 0.42
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Appendix A

Derivation of additional terms for

the Compton scattering formulae

This appendix derives certain aspects of the Compton and inverse Compton scattering which, to

improve readability have not been included in the body of the text.

A.1 Taylor expansion of !

The Taylor series expansion is given by

f(x) = f(a) +
f !(a)

1!
(x# a) +

f !!(a)

2!
(x# a)2 +

f (3)(a)

3!
(x# a)3 + ...

and the equation ! = (1# '$2)1/2 can be written in the form

f(x) = (1# x2)1/2,

where x = 1/'. Therefore

f !(x) = #x
.
1# x2

/$1/2

f !!(x) = #
.
1# x2

/$1/2 # x2
.
1# x2

/$3/2
,
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and using a = 0,

f(x) = f(a) +
f !(a)

1!
(x# a) +

f !!(a)

2!
(x# a)2 + (higher order terms)

% f(0) +
f !(0)

1!
(x) +

f !!(0)

2!
(x)2

= 1 + 0 +
#1

2
x2

= 1# 1

2'2
.

Therefore, from the Taylor expansion it can be shown that

! = (1# '$2)1/2 % 1# 1

2'2
.

A.2 Taylor expansion of scattering equation

The Taylor expansion is given by

f(x) = f(a) +
f !(a)

1!
(x# a) +

f !!(a)

2!
(x# a)2 +

f (3)(a)

3!
(x# a)3 + ...

and the Compton scattering energy transfer equation is given by

.!1 = .!0

*
1 +

.!0
mec2

(1# cos"!)

+$1

which can be written in the form

f(x) = x(1#Ax)$1,

where x = .!0 and A = (1# cos"!)/mec2. Therefore,

f !(x) = (1 +Ax)$1 #Ax(1 +Ax)$2

f !!(x) = #A(1 +Ax)$2 #A(1 +Ax)$2 + 2A2x(1 +Ax)$3.
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Applying the Taylor expansion for a = 0,

f(x) = f(a) +
f !(a)

1!
(x# a) +

f !!(a)

2!
(x# a)2 + (higher order terms)

% f(0) +
f !(0)

1!
(x) +

f !!(0)

2!
(x)2

= 0 +
1

1
x+

#2A

2
x2

= x#Ax2

= x(1#Ax)

= .!0

*
1# .!0

mec2
(1# cos"!)

+
.

Therefore,

.!1 = .!0

*
1 +

.!0
mec2

(1# cos"!)

+$1

% .!0

*
1# .!0

mec2
(1# cos"!)

+
.

A.3 Translation of the mono-energetic beam from K to K 5

A mono-energetic and mono-directional photon beam has the form

dn

d. d$
= ((.# .0)((cos " # cos "0)((-# -0), (A.1)

in the observer’s system. This is converted to the rest frame of the electron by

dn!

d.! d$! =
dn

d. d$

d$

d$! , (A.2)

since dn/d. = dn!/d.! is invariant. The translation between the K and K ! coordinate systems is

given, for the photon energy, ., by

. = .!'(1 + ! cos "!),

and for the angle transformation by

sin " =
sin "!

'(1 + ! cos ")
,

cos " =
cos "! + !

1 + ! cos "!

and

-! = -.
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There is no change in the azimuthal angle (-) since the electron’s motion is defined to be along

the polar axis, and therefore only polar angles are transformed. Therefore, it is possible to write

d$

d$! =
sin "

sin "!
d"

d"!
d-

d-!

=

!
1

'(1 + ! cos "!)

"!
1

'(1 + ! cos "!)

"!
1

1

"

=
1

'2(1 + ! cos "!)2
,

where the small angle approximation, d" % sin ", has been used. Substituting, d$/d$! and

equation (A.1) into equation (A.2) gives

dn!

d.! d$! = ( (.!'(1 + ! cos "!)# .0) (

!
cos "! + !

1 + ! cos "!
# cos "0

"
( (-! # -!0)

!
1

'2(1 + ! cos "!)2

"
.

(A.3)

As shown by Cerutti (2010), the Dirac functions in equation (A.3) can be re-written using the

property

((f(x)) =
7

i

1888 dfdx
888
x=xi

((x# xi),

such that 0i, f(xi) = 0. Therefore, if this is applied to ( (.!'(1 + ! cos "!)# .0), the function

f(x) has the form

f(x) = x'(1 + ! cos "!)# .0,

where x - .! and the derivative of f(x) has the form

df

dx
- df

d.!
=

d

d.!
(.!'[1 + ! cos "!]# .0)

= '(1 + ! cos "!).

The condition 0i, f(xi) = 0 is satisfied for x = .!0, which implies cos "! = cos "!0 and therefore

8888
df

dx

8888
x=xi

= '(1 + ! cos "!0).

Therefore

( (.!'(1 + ! cos "!)# .0) =
1

'(1 + ! cos "!0)
((.! # .!0)

=
1

'(1 + ! cos "!0)
( (.! # .0'[1# ! cos "0]) . (A.4)

Similarly it can be shown that

(

!
cos "! + !

1 + ! cos "!
# cos "0

"
= (

!
cos "! # cos "0 # !

1# ! cos "0

"
. (A.5)
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Substituting the Dirac delta functions (equations A.4 & A.5) into equation (A.3) gives

dn!

d.! d$! = '(1# ! cos "0)( (.
! # .0'[1# ! cos "0]) (

!
cos "! # cos "0 # !

1# ! cos "0

"
((-! # -!0).
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Appendix B

Derivation of the disc intercepts

for the COG method

B.1 Limiting case: " < 906

To find the position where a line-of-sight (ê',*) with a direction defined by " and -, intercepts

the disc above and below the disc plane, the values of #x and #y can be calculated by solving

for hl = hd, given by equations (6.24) & (6.25):

hl = hd
A
#x2 +#y2 tan "k, =

A
x2 + y2 tan "disc

=
A
(xd +#x)2 + (yd +#y)2 tan "disc, (B.1)

where

"k =
*

2
# ", (B.2)

and " is the polar angle of the line-of-sight (ê',*). Making the substitution #y = #x tan-,

;
#x2 + (#x tan-)2

<1/2
tan "k =

;
(xd +#x)2 + (yd +#x tan-)2

<1/2
tan "disc

#
;
#x2 + (#x tan-)2

<
tan2 "k =

;
(xd +#x)2 + (yd +#x tan-)2

<
tan2 "disc. (B.3)

The term within square brackets on the LHS of equation (B.3) reduces to

#x2 + (#x tan-)2 = #x2
.
1 + tan2 -

/

= #x2 sec2 -,
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and the term within square brackets on the RHS expands to

(xd +#x)2 + (yd +#x tan-)2 = x2
d +#x2 + 2xd#x+ y2d +#x2 tan2 -+ 2yd tan-#x

= #x2
.
1 + tan2 -

/
+#x (2xd + 2yd tan-) + x2

d + y2d

= #x2 sec2 -+#x (2xd + 2yd tan-) +
.
x2
d + y2d

/
.

Substituting these terms back into equation (B.3) gives

#x2 sec2 - tan2 "k =
,
#x2 sec2 -+#x (2xd + 2yd tan-) +

.
x2
d + y2d

/-
tan2 "disc

# #x2 sec2 -
tan2 "k
tan2 "disc

=
,
#x2 sec2 -+#x (2xd + 2yd tan-) +

.
x2
d + y2d

/-
.

This equation can be arranged into the form a#x2 + b#x+ c and therefore

*
sec2 -

!
1# tan2 "k

tan2 "disc

"+
#x2 + [2xd + 2yd tan-]#x+

,
x2
d + y2d

-
= 0 (B.4)

and

#x =
#b±

,
b2 # 4ac

2a
,

where

a = sec2 -

!
1# tan2 "k

tan2 "disc

"

b = 2xd + 2yd tan-

c = x2
d + y2d.

This produces two solutions for #x, one larger than zero and the other less than zero, which

are defined as #x>0 and #x<0 respectively. If the X coordinate of the disc mid-plane intercept,

where X is defined in Fig. 6.8 (p. 116), is less than zero, i.e.

X = x# # < 0,

then #x>0 lies above the disc plane and #x<0 lies below it, while if

X = x# # > 0,

then #x>0 lies below the disc plane and #x<0 lies above it. The change in y is then determined

by

#y = #x tan-.

The solution above applies if #x )= 0, but in the case of - = 0 or - = * there will be no
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change in the x coordinate. In this case equation (B.1) simplifies to

.
#y2

/1/2
tan "k =

;
x2
d + (yd +#y)2

<1/2
tan "disc,

which can be solved for #y similar to the solution of #x above, and

#y =
#b±

,
b2 # 4ac

2a
, (B.5)

where

a = 1# tan2 "k
tan2 "disc

b = 2yd

c = x2
d + y2d.

This also produces two solutions for #y, one larger than zero and the other less than zero, which

are defined as #y>0 and #y<0 respectively. If the Y disc intercept (Fig. 6.8) is greater than

zero, i.e.

Y = y > 0,

then #y<0 is above the plane, and #y>0 is below the plane, while if

Y = y < 0

then #y<0 is below the plane, and #y>0 is above it. For both cases #x = 0.

From the solutions of #x and #y above, the x-y coordinates of the disc intercept can be

determined from the appropriate values for #x, #y, and

x = xd +#x

y = yd +#y,

where xd, yd is the intercept of the line-of-sight with the disc mid-plane (Fig. 6.8). The position

(x1, y1) is defined to be below the plane, and the position (x2, y2) is defined to be above the plane.

The z coordinate of the disc intercepts are defined by the height above the disc mid-plane, and

therefore (equation 6.24)

z1 = #
8888
D
x2
1 + y21

8888 tan "disc

z2 =

8888
D
x2
2 + y22

8888 tan "disc.

The derivation above assumes that the line-of-sight passes through the disc and does not
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H

Q

pulsar

R

Figure B.1: Possible lines-of-sight through the disc.

reach the end of the disc. In the COG model it is assumed that the disc has a finite radius Rdisc

and abruptly ends at this radius. Compare lines l1 and l2 in Fig. B.1. Line l1 passes straight

through the disc and the derivation of the disc intercepts above holds. However, line l2 reaches

the edge of the disc without reaching the point P that the equations above would give as the

end point.

For values where the bottom and mid-plane disc intercepts are beyond the radius of the disc,

i.e.
A
x2
1 + y21 > Rdisc or

A
x2
d + y2d > Rdisc respectively, the new limits for x1 and y1 are found

by using the constraint on the size of the disc. The limit on the size of the disc is (Fig. 6.8)

(X + #)2 + Y 2 ! R2
disc,

and by making the substitution Y = X tan-, the value of X can be found by solving for

(Moskalenko and Strong, 2000)

(X + #)2 + Y 2 #R2
disc = 0 (B.6)

(X + #)2 + (X tan-)2 #R2
disc = 0

7
.
1# tan2 -

/
X2 + 2#X + #2 #R2

disc = 0, (B.7)

and therefore

X =
#2#±

D
(2#)2 # 4 sec2 - (#2 #R2

disc)

2 sec2 -
(B.8)

and

Y = X tan-. (B.9)
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If - = */2 or 3*/2 then X = 0 and equation (B.6) reduces to

#2 + Y 2 #R2
disc = 0,

and the value of Y is found from

Y =
D
R2

disc # #2 (B.10)

where Y has two possible answers. The correct solution for X and Y is chosen by determining

from - in which quadrant the correct solution must lie. If for example 0 ! - ! */2, then it is

required that

X > 0

Y > 0,

while if 2*/3 ! - ! 2* it is required that

X > 0

Y < 0.

From the value of - it is possible to determine what sign the correct solution must have and

chose the appropriate values for X and Y . Using the correct solution, the new value for the

bottom disc intersection point is found from

x1 = X + #

y1 = Y. (B.11)

If the disc plane intercept point is also beyond the disc limit (i.e. x2
d + y2d > R2

d; point Q in

Fig. B.1) then the z1 coordinate lies above the disc plane, while if it is within the disc limit

(point R in Fig. B.1) the z1 coordinate is below the plane (compare the bottom intercepts for l2

and l3 in Fig. B.1). The solution to z1 is then

z1 = H #

;
(x1 # #)2 + y21

<1/2

tan "
(for x2

d + y2d > R2
d) (B.12)

z1 =

;
(x1 # #)2 + y21

<1/2

tan "
#H (for x2

d + y2d < R2
d), (B.13)

where H is the height of point O above the disc mid-plane.

This approximation of an abrupt end is reasonable for two reasons: first if this approximation

is not implied, at positions close to the disc, a line-of-sight with a large polar angle would result

in the integration over s (the length of the line-of-sight in equation 6.5) for values much larger

than the size of the disc, and second since the density decreases as r$n, at the edge of the disc
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the density is already very low and a sharp cut o! should not result in a significant change to

the flux in comparison to a more gradual disc edge.

B.1.1 Additional constraint: "k = "disc

The solutions above hold for "k > "disc (equation B.2) but in the case that "k = "disc the intercept

below the disc plane will be defined by the edge of the disc. The top intercept can be solved by

using equation (B.3) which reduces, for "k = "disc, to

;
#x2 + (#x tan-)2

<
=
;
(xd +#x)2 + (yd +#x tan-)2

<

7 #x = #
!

x2
d + y2d

2xd + 2yd tan-

"
,

and #y = #x tan-. Similarly to the previous solution, if #x = 0 then the top intercept is

defined by

#y = #x2
d + y2d
2yd

.

Therefore

x2 = xd +#x

y2 = yd +#y

z2 =

8888
D

x2
2 + y22

8888 tan "disc.

The value of the bottom disc intercept, which is defined by the edge of the disc, is found as is

outlined by equations (B.6)–(B.13).

B.1.2 Additional constraint: "k < "disc

When "k < "disc, equation (B.4) produces two solutions for #x which have the same sign. The

intercept below the disc plane must be defined by the edge of the disc, while the solution of the

top intercept is the value of #x which has the smaller absolute value, i.e. if the two solutions

for #x are #x1 and #x2 then

#xtop = ±min(2#x12, 2#x22), (B.14)

where the sign of equation (B.14) must be the same as the sign of #x1 and #x2. The validity

of this argument is illustrated in Fig. B.2: since #x is measured relative to the disc plane

intercept (xinter), the correct value of #x is that which produces the smallest change in the x

coordinate. Similarly if #x = 0 the change in x is zero, and a solution can be found for #y using
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star
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!x2

xinter
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Figure B.2: Calculation of the disc intercept when !k < !disc.

equation (B.5). Therefore

x2 = xd +#xtop

y2 = yd +#ytop

z2 =

8888
D
x2
2 + y22

8888 tan "disc,

where

#ytop = #xtop tan-.

The value of the bottom disc intercept, which is defined by the edge of the disc, is found as is

outlined by equations (B.6)–(B.13).

B.2 Limiting case: " = 906

When the polar angle " = &
2 (or " = 90") the line-of-sight follows the situation shown in Fig. B.3.

Tracing along the line, intercept P1 occurs where the height of the disc equals the height H and

P2 occurs at the disc edge.

B.2.1 Solving for P1

At any distance r =
A

x2 + y2 from the centre of the star, the height of the disc is given by

(equation 6.24)

hd =
A
x2 + y2 tan "disc

= r tan "disc.
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disc star
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r

Figure B.3: Disc intercept for ! = 90%.

Therefore the P1 can be determined by requiring that hd = H or H = r tan "disc. From this it

follows that

r =
H

tan "disc

7 r2 =
H2

tan2 "disc

7 x2 + y2 =
H2

tan2 "disc

7 (X + #)2 + Y 2 =
H2

tan2 "disc
(B.15)

7 (X + #)2 + (X tan-)2 =
H2

tan2 "disc

7
.
1 + tan2 -

/
X2 + 2#X +

!
#2 # H2

tan2 "disc

"
= 0.

Therefore, the value of X and Y can be found from

X =
#2#±

E
(2#)2 # 4(sec2 -)

#
#2 # H2

tan2 'disc

$

2 sec2 -
,

and

Y = X tan-.

If - = &
2 or 3&

2 then X = 0 and if follows from equation (B.15) that

Y =

!
H2

tan2 "disc
# #2

"1/2

.

Again this produces two solutions for X and Y where the correct value must be chosen by

determining, from -, in which quadrant the correct solution must lie. The disc intercept in the
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P1 P2

!

!'
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Figure B.4: Disc intercept for ! > 90%.

x, y, z coordinate system is then found from

x1 = X + #

y1 = Y

z1 = H.

B.2.2 Solving for P2

The position of P2 occurs at the edge of the disc, therefore it can be found by solving for the

disc limits x2 + y2 = R2
disc and the solution for x and y is identical to equations (B.7)–(B.11).

Since the height of line-of-sight is always H, the z coordinate is simply z2 = H.

B.3 Limiting case: " > 906

When the polar angle " > &
2 (i.e. " > 90") the line-of-sight follows the situation shown in

Fig. B.4. Similar to section B.2, P1 occurs when the height of the line-of-sight matches the

height of the disc above the plane, and P2 is constrained by the edge of the disc.

B.3.1 Solving for P1

The height of a line-of-sight (hl) above the disc mid-plane for " > */2 is given by

hl = H ! +H,

where

H ! =
A
X2 + Y 2 tan "!

and

"! = " # *

2
,
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has is shown in Fig. B.4. The coordinates X & Y are the disc coordinates defined in Fig. 6.8.

The height of the disc at any point is (equation 6.24)

hd =
A
x2 + y2 tan "disc,

and, therefore, the position of P1 can be solved by requiring that hl = hd. Equating hl = hd and

using Y = X tan-, gives

.
X2 + Y 2

/1/2
tan "! +H =

.
x2 + y2

/1/2
tan "disc (B.16)

7
.
X2 + Y 2

/1/2
tan "! +H =

#
[X + #]2 + Y 2

$1/2
tan "disc

7
;
X2 + (X tan-)2

<1/2
tan "! +H #

;
(X + #)2 + (X tan-)2

<1/2
tan "disc = 0.

A solution for X must be found numerically by, for example, making use of the Bisection method,

and requiring that the value of X lies in the correct quadrant as is determined from -. The final

x, y, z disc intercept coordinates for P1 are then

x1 = X + #

y1 = Y = X tan-

z1 =
.
X2 + Y 2

/1/2
tan "! +H.

In the cases where - = &
2 or 3&

2 then X = 0 and the equation (B.16) reduces to

.
Y 2
/1/2

tan "! +H =
.
#2 + Y 2

/1/2
tan "disc

7
.
tan2 "! # tan2 "disc

/
Y 2 + (2H tan "!)Y +

.
H2 # #2 tan2 "disc

/
= 0,

and

Y =
#b±

,
b2 # 4ac

2a
,

where

a = tan2 "! # tan2 "disc

b = 2H tan "!

c = (H2 # #2 tan2 "disc).
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Based on - the correct solution for Y must be chosen by requiring that the solution lies in the

correct quadrant. The final x, y, z disc intercept coordinates are

x1 = #

y1 = Y

z1 = Y tan "! +H.

B.3.2 Solving for P2

The solution of the x2, y2 coordinates is identical to the case of " = 90" (equations B.7–B.11),

while the value of z2 is given by

z2 = H ! +H

=
.
X2 + Y 2

/1/2
tan "! +H.
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Appendix C

Additional constraints on the

AIC modelling

C.1 Averaged Lorentz rates of change due to radiative

cooling

The rates of change of the Lorentz factors in section 7.2.3 are quoted here, and the reader is

referred to Kirk et al. (1999) for a more detailed discussion. The change of the electron Lorentz

factor due to IC scattering, averaged over scattering angles for an isotropic distribution of photons

if given by (Jones, 1965)

.'̇ic/ = #4

3
cN(R))T'

2.0G(', .0),

where )T is the Thomson cross-section, .0 = 2.7kTe! is the assumed representative energy, N(R)

is the photon density given, in terms of the stellar luminosity L#, by

N(R) =
L#

4*R2ch%0
,

and

G(', .) =
9

64'4.3!
{' [f1(.'̄)# f1(./'̄)]# . [f2(.'̄)# f2(./'̄)]} ,

235
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where

'̄ = ' +
.
'2 # 1

/1/2

f1(z) = (z + 6 + 3/z) ln(1 + 2z)# (22z3/3 + 24z2 + 18z + 4)(1 + 2z)$2

#2 + 2Li2(#2z)

f2(z) = (z + 31/6 + 5/z3/2z
2) ln(1 + 2z)#

(22z3/3 + 28z2 + 103z/3 + 17 + 3/z)(1 + 2z)$2 # 2 + 2Li2(#2z).

Here Li2 is the Eulerian dilogarithm, defined as

Li2(x) =

% 0

x

ln(1# t)

t
dt.

The total power that is radiated by a synchrotron emitting electron is (e.g. Lang, 1974, p. 29)

Psync =
2

3

e4

m2c3
!2'2H2 sin2 9,

where e is the charge of an electron, and ! = v/c. Assuming the electron is moving near the

speed of light (! % 1) and averaging over the pitch angle (
K
sin2 9

L
= 2/3) the average power lost

per electron is M
dE

dt

N
= #4

3
c)T

B2

8*
,

or, since E = 'mc2, the rate of change in the Lorentz factor is

.'̇/ = #4

3

)T
mc

B2

8*
.

Kirk et al. (1999) defines the parameters b as the square root of the ratio between the synchrotron

and IC power. Since Psync/PIC = UB/Uph, where UB and Uph are the magnetic and photon

energy density respectively (e.g. Rybicki and Lightman, 2004, pp. 199–202), the parameter b can

be defined as

b -

F
B/8*

h%0nph
,

where %0 is the frequency of the photon and it is assumed that the photon distribution can be

described by a mono-energetic energy .0. Therefore the average rate of change of the Lorentz

factor due to synchrotron radiation can be written in the form (Kirk et al., 1999)

.'̇S/ = #4

3
cnph)T'

2 .

mc2
b2. (C.1)

It should be noted that equation (C.1) has a slightly di!erent form in Kirk et al. (1999) due to

the di!erent definitions of the variables.
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id

!d

Figure C.1: The orientation of the circumstellar disc and orbital plane presented by Okazaki et al. (2011).
The figure has been adapted to show the disc orientation angles id and !d considered in this study (figure
adapted from Okazaki et al., 2011).

C.2 The disc system Kd: determining the value of !

All the coordinates in the disc system, Kd, depend on the value of binary separation, r, and

the angle " (Fig. 7.7). The binary separation is determined by the solution to the two body

problem (equation 7.7), while the value of " must be found. Since the angle " lies between the

unit vectors êH and ê#, if the unit vector êH can be defined in the orbital system, K, discussed

in section 7.4.1, the angle can be determined from,

ê# · êH = cos",

where ê# is defined by equation (7.10). The unit vector êH is defined in K by the polar angle,

iH and the azimuthal angle "H .

In order to determine êH the position of the disc relative to the orbital plane is defined by

the angles id and "d. The angle id is defined to be the angle between the normal to the disc

and the normal to the orbital plane. In other words, if id = 0", the disc lies in the orbital

plane, while if id = 90" the disc mid-plane is at 90" to the orbital plane. The angle "d defines

the azimuthal direction of the normal to the disc, relative to the semi-major axis of the orbital

plane. The direction "d = 0" is defined to be towards periastron. This disc orientation, and the

corresponding angles, are chosen based on the observed or presumed disc orientation, and the

values of id and "d remain constant. In order to better illustrate these angles, Fig. C.1 shows

the disc orientation consider in Okazaki et al. (2011) along with the appropriate angles. For this

orientation, id = 45" and "d = (180 + 19)" = 199".

As the pulsar orbits around the Be star/disc, the relative orientation of the disc changes, and

therefore the values of iH and "H (which define the unit vector êH) must be calculated depending

on the orientation. Fig. C.2 shows two situations, A and B, where the pulsar is “above” and

“below” the disc respectively which changes the value of iH . Fig. C.3 illustrates the relevant
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z
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id

id

!-id

A B

Figure C.2: Sketch of the possible pulsar/disc orientations indicating situation A where the pulsar is
above the disc (iH = ' $ id), and situation B where the pulsar is below the disc (iH = id).

azimuthal angles for the disc position, for various disc and pulsar positions. Therefore, depending

on the orientation of the disc (id & "d) and position of the pulsar (defined by the true anomaly,

f) and values of iH and "H can be determined. The true anomaly, f , found from equation 7.9,

lies between #* and *, but it is easier to determine whether the pulsar is above or below the disc

in terms of the variable F such that 0 ! F ! 2*; i.e. if f 1 0, F = f , but if f < 0, F = 2* + f .

As can be seen from Figs. C.2 & C.3, if the pulsar and disc are orientated such that

*/2 < |F # "d| < 3*/2

the pulsar is below the disc (case B in Fig. C.2) and

iH = id

"H =

6
"d + * for "d < *

"d # * for "d > *,

otherwise the pulsar is above the disc (case A) and

iH = * # id

"H = "d.

Therefore, defining the unit vectors in K as (Fig. C.4)

ê# =

0

B1
cos f

sin f

0

2

C3 and êH =

0

B1
sin iH cos "H

sin iH sin "H

cos iH

2

C3 , (C.2)
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Figure C.3: Relative directions of !d and !H shown in the orbital plane for di!erent disc orientations
and pulsar positions. Also shown in the figure is the relative direction of !H from the pulsar’s position
in the K coordinate system, centred on the pulsar position and the angle F . Only the azimuthal angles
are shown.
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Figure C.4: Relative unit vectors for the disc coordinate system (Kd) shown in the orbital coordinate
system (K).

the angle " can be calculated from

ê# · êH = cos" = sin iH cos(f # "H).

Since sin(* # id) = sin(id), sin iH = sin id for all disc orientations and the solution to the angle

" is given by

" = cos$1 [sin id cos(f # "H)] .

C.3 The disc system Kd: determining the direction of êobs

The polar angle of êdobs in Kd is defined as 2, which is the angle between êH and êobs in K

(Figs. 7.7 & C.5). In the K system,

êobs =

0

B1
sin i cos "obs

sin i sin "obs

cos i

2

C3 ,

and therefore using the definition of êH given in equation (C.2), it can be shown that

cos2 = êobs · êH = sin i sin iH cos ("obs # "H) + cos i cos iH .

This allows the polar angle of êdobs, 2, to be determined in Kd (Fig. 7.7), but the value of the

azimuthal angle, -, must still be found. In Kd, the unit vectors êd# and êdobs can be defined by

(Fig. 7.7)

êd# =

0

B1
sin" cos*

sin" sin*

cos"

2

C3 =

0

B1
# sin"

0

cos"

2

C3 and êdobs =

0

B1
sin2 cos-

sin2 sin-

cos2

2

C3 ,
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Figure C.5: Relative unit vectors for the disc coordinate system (Kd) shown in the orbital coordinate
system (K).

where - is the unknown azimuthal angle of êdobs, and therefore

êd# · êdobs = # sin" sin2 cos-+ cos" cos2. (C.3)

As shown in equation (7.12), in K, the angle between êobs and ê# is given by

ê# · êobs = cos'! = sin i cos(f # "obs), (C.4)

and, therefore, since ê# · êobs must be the same in K and Kd, by equating equations (C.3) and

(C.4) it is possible to solve for the azimuthal angle, -, which is given by (equation 7.15)

- = cos$1

!
cos" cos2# cos'!

sin" sin2

"
,

or

- = cos$1

!
cos" cos2# sin i cos(f # "obs)

sin" sin2

"
.

While this solution for - is not unique, since cos- = cos(2* ± -), the two possible solutions are

symmetric and will produce the same scattering rate. Therefore, using the solution for 2 and -

the direction of êdobs can be defined in Kd.

C.4 The disc system Kd: Limits on the solid angle

This section expands the formulae given by equations (7.17)–(7.19) to calculate the solid angle

over a disc with a finite half-opening angle "disc. Two conditions must be considered for H >

hdisc and H < hdisc respectively, where H is the vertical height from the disc mid-plane and

hdisc = Rdisc tan "disc as is shown in Figs. C.6 and C.7 respectively.
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Figure C.6: Be star and disc with half-opening angle !disc, for H > hdisc.

Condition H > hdisc

For the condition H > hdisc, it can be seen from Fig. C.6 that the new limits on the polar angles

are given by

"1 = tan$1

!8888
##Rdisc

H # hdisc

8888

"
, (C.5)

"2 = tan$1

!
Rdisc + #

|H # hdisc|

"
. (C.6)

The limit on the azimuthal angles takes the same form as equation (7.19) where the “height” of

the disc must be given by H # hdisc, and therefore by defining

$*(") =
R2

disc # #2 # (H # hdisc)2 tan2 "

2#(|H # hdisc|) tan "
,

the azimuthal angle is limited to

cos$1($*) ! - ! 2* # cos$1($*). (C.7)

Condition H < hdisc

For the condition H < hdisc, it can be seen from Fig. C.7 that the values of the polar limits are

given by

"1 =
*

2
+ tan$1

!
hdisc #H

Rdisc # #

"
(C.8)

"2 =
*

2
+ tan$1

!
hdisc #H

Rdisc + #

"
, (C.9)
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Figure C.7: Be star and disc with half-opening angle !disc, for H < hdisc.

where now "1 > "2 and the integration is over the polar angle 0 ( "1. The solid angle is then

given by the sum of $1 + $2 where

$1 =

% 2&

0

% '2

0
sin " d"d-,

$2 =

% '1

'2

%

*
sin " d-d".

At polar angles " < "2, there is no geometric limit on the azimuthal angle (i.e. - 4 [0, 2*]), but

above "2 a new limit must be imposed on the azimuthal angle. This is determined by considering

an imaginary (flat) disc which lies above the Be disc and has the disc parameters (Fig. C.7)

#! = #,

R!
disc = Rdisc,

H ! = hdisc #H,

"! = * # " and

-! = 2* # -.

Any point (X !, Y !) on the imaginary disc is calculated by

X ! = H ! tan "! cos-!,

Y ! = H ! tan "! sin-!,

and the circular disc constraint

(X ! + #!)2 + (Y !)2 > (R!
disc)

2
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can be applied, where all allowed point must now lie outside of a circle with radius Rdisc and

not within it. By substituting in the values for X ! and Y !, it can be shown that the limit on the

azimuthal angle is determined by

cos-! 1 R2
disc # #!2 #H !2 tan2 "!

2#!H ! tan "!
,

or if written in the standard disc parameters, the limit is determined by

cos-! 1 cos $*(") = cos

!
R2

disc # #2 # (hdisc #H)2 tan2(* # ")

2#(hdisc #H) tan(* # ")

"
.

The limits on -! are therefore

0 ! -! ! cos$1($*) and 2* # cos$1($*) ! -! ! 2*,

which can be converted to the limits on - as

0 ! - ! cos$1($*) and 2* # cos$1($*) ! - ! 2*, (C.10)

since this results in the integration over the same. The solid angle over the circumstellar disc

can therefore be found from equations (7.17) & (7.18) by determining # and H, and applying

the correct limits for the angles (",-), given by equations (C.5)–(C.10).

Condition " = 0

The exception to this method is the limiting case of " = 0, i.e. the disc is viewed face-on. In

this case the solid angle reduces to

$ = 2*

% (disc

0
sin " d",

where integration over the azimuthal angle is for - 4 [0, 2*], while the polar angle is defined by the

radius of the disc. If the disc has a half-opening angle, "disc, the polar limit is determined by the

line joining point O (the centre of the pulsar) with point P (the edge of the circumstellar disc) as

shown in Fig. C.8. In the figure the length PQ = Rdisc while the heightOQ = H#hdisc = r#hdisc,

where r is the binary separation. The limit on the polar angle is therefore

&disc = tan$1

!
PQ

OQ

"

= tan$1

!
Rdisc

r # hdisc

"
.
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Figure C.8: Limit on polar angle for a disc of radius Rdisc with a half-opening angle !disc when # = 0.

C.5 Constraints on the origin of the photons

This section will discuss how to determine, during the integration over the solid angle, whether

a line-of-sight (i.e. the direction from which a photon arrives) intercepts with the star or the

circumstellar disc. This will determine whether a photons originates from either the star or disc.

The constraints are determined using the disc coordinate system, Kd, shown in Fig. 7.7. When

calculating the IC stellar contribution using the Ks coordinate system, the constraints can be

determined by first converting the angles in Ks to those in the Kd, as outlined in section C.6,

and applying the same constraints discussed here.

Fig. C.9 shows the basic constraints that must be determined. In the figure the star, with

radius R#, is surrounded by a circumstellar disc with a half-opening angle "disc. Point O is the

centre of the pulsar which lies a vertical heightH above the mid-plane of the disc and a horizontal

distance # from the centre of the disc (star) at point S. For certain lines-of-sight from the pulsar

towards the star and disc, the star will obscured the disc and vice versa. Based on whether the

line-of-sight intercepts the star or disc, the appropriate photon distribution must be chosen. The

constraints are determined in terms of the polar angle, ", and from the corresponding azimuthal

angles -. In the figure, for all lines-of-sight with angles less than "c and greater than "+&#, (i.e.

" < "c or " > " + &#) photons will originate from the disc for all azimuthal angles. However,

between these two angles (i.e. "c ! " ! "+&#) it must be determined from the azimuthal angle

whether the line-of-sight intercepts the star or disc.

Within this region there are two constraints that must be applied depending firstly on whether

the disc is obscuring part of the star and secondly on the size of the star. The first constraint,

which lies between "c < " < "f in the figure, forms where the circumstellar disc forms a “ring”

around the star.i For lines-of-sight which fall within this ring, the photons originate from the star,

iThe star is actually obscured from angles slightly less than "c as shown, but the constraint only needs to be
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Figure C.9: Sketch of the angles that need to be calculated in order to determine whether a photon
arrives from the star or the circumstellar disc.

while outside of the ring the photons arrive from the disc. This will be called the ring constraint

and the appropriate azimuthal angles will be calculated using the same method that was used

to determined solid angle over a disc (see equation 7.16). The second constraint is dependent

on the maximum size of the star and is determined by the polar angle &# = sin$1(R#/r), as is

shown in the Ks coordinate system (Fig. 7.6, p. 150). In other words, if a line-of-sight has an

angle less than &# relative to the line OS in Fig. C.9, it will intercept the star if it does not first

intercept the disc. This will be referred to as the edge constraint and must be considered for

angles "f < " < "+ &#, in Fig. C.9.

The constraints need to be considered in two main cases, namely # > R# and # ! R#. These

two scenarios, along with the appropriate angles and derivations are presented below.

C.5.1 Case: # > R#

Fig. C.10 shows the star and disc with the associated angles, for the scenario of # > R#; this is

an expanded version of Fig. C.9 showing all the required angles to calculate the constraints on

the line-of-sight.

considered within the given limits.
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Calculation of the angles

The various angles in the figure are calculated as follows. The polar angles around point O are

given by

"1 = "2 = sin$1

!
R#
r

"
,

"3 = tan$1

!
## x

H # y

"
, and

"4 = tan$1

!
#+ x

H # y

"
,

where

y = R# sin "disc, (C.11)

x = R# cos "disc,

where y is the height of the disc at the edge of the star. The angles around the centre of the star

are calculated by

:3 = sin$1

!
H

r

"
,

:2 = cos$1

!
R#
r

"
= (:3 + :4) , and

:1 = * # :2 # :3.

The remaining lengths and angles are calculated by

a =
*

2
# :2

B1 = R# cos:1

A = R# sin:1 (C.12)

:!
1 =

*

2
# :1

a! = :!
1 + a

B2 = (A# y) tan(a!).

Therefore

"f = tan$1

!
C

H # y

"
,

where

C = #+B1 #B2.

Any line-of-sight that intercepts the star below y (equation C.11) is obscured by the circum-
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stellar disc. Two separate conditions can be considered for the cases of y 1 A and y < A, where

A is defined in the figure (equation C.12).

Condition y 1 A

If y > A, the star is obscured by the disc at all polar angles and therefore only the ring con-

straint needs to be applied for angles between "3 < " < "4. This can be done by applying the

constraint on - which is given by equation (7.19) for a disc radius of x = R# cos "disc, a horizontal

displacement # and a vertical height H # y above the disc mid-plane. In other words, for polar

angles that lie between "3 < " < "4 it is necessary to determine whether the azimuthal angles

line within cos$1($*) < - < 2* # cos$1($*), where $* is the azimuthal limit, and is given by

$*(") =
x2 # #2 # (H # y)2 tan2 "

2#(H # y) tan "
. (C.13)

If the azimuthal angle is within this limit the line-of-sight intercepts the star, while if it is not,

it intercepts the circumstellar disc.

Condition y < A

If y < A the star is only partially obscured by the disc and it is necessary to consider both the

limit due to the edge of the star and ring limit created by the disc. If the star was unobstructed

by the disc, the polar limits would be define by the points M and N (Fig. C.10) and the

surface of the star visible from point O point would lie in front of the line MN . The line-of-

sight which intercepts with the point where the line MN intersects with the ring of the disc,

is define to have a polar angle "f (Fig. C.9 & C.10). Therefore between "3 < " < "f the

limits on the azimuthal angle must be found using the same disc constraint discussed above (i.e.

cos$1($*) < - < 2*# cos$1($*)), while between "f < " < ("+ "1) the limits depend on whether

the line-of-sight is beyond the edge of the stellar sphere.

In order to find the limits of the visible sphere surface in the Kd coordinate system, a change

of coordinate system can be considered. A new coordinate system K !! can be created by rotating

around the Y -axis in Kd by the angle " such that the polar angle in K !! points towards the

centre of the star, similar to Fig. 7.6. The translation to the z!! coordinate in K !! is then made

by

z!! = Z cos"#X cos",

where X and Z are in the Kd frame. By making use of the standard conversion to polar

coordinates

Z = s cos "

X = s sin " cos-,

z!! = s!! cos&,
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Figure C.11: Sketch of possible situations for ) % R".

where " and - are the angles in Kd, and s = s!! is the radial distance, it can be shown that the

polar angle in K !! is calculated as

cos& = cos " cos"# sin " cos- sin". (C.14)

Here the angle & is measured relevant to the line joining the centre of the star and the centre

of the electron cloud and is equivalent to the polar angle in Fig. 7.6. The edge of the star then

occurs at & = &# = sin$1(R#/r) and, therefore, within the limit "f < " < (" + "1), if & ! &#

the line-of-sight intercepts the star, while if & > &# it intercepts the disc.

C.5.2 Case: # ! R#

For the second situation of # ! R# it is possible that the star is not obscured by the disc.

Consider the sketch in Fig. C.11 which shows the two possible situations; in situation 1 (dashed

line) the star is not obscured by the disc and the limits depend on the edge of the star, while

in situation 2 (solid line) the star is partly obscured by the disc on the right hand side. The

full diagram of situation 1 is shown in Fig. C.12 and the full diagram for situation 2 is shown

in Figs. C.13 & C.14 for two slightly di!erent geometries. If # ! R# additional constraints are

required which were not applied to # > R#, since the lines-of-sight with the same polar angle

may require di!erent constraints depending on the azimuthal angles.

Calculation of angles

The relevant angles in Figs. C.12, C.13 & C.14 are calculate as follows.
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Figure C.12: Situation 1 in Fig C.11 with no obstruction of the star in the limit ) % R". The various
angles needed to calculate the limits are also shown.
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Figure C.14: Same as Fig. C.13, but with B2 > (B1 + )). Only the relevant angles are shown.

In Fig. C.12 the polar angles around point O are given by

"1 = sin$1

!
R#
r

"

and

"2 = "1 #",

where " is the angle between ê# and êH . The angles around the centre of the star are calculated

by

:2 = :3 = cos$1

!
R#
r

"

(:3 + :4) = sin$1

!
H

r

"

:1 = * # :2 # (:3 + :4)

:4 = * # :1 # 2:2,

where :2 = :3 due to the similarity of the triangles. Using :4 it is now possible to calculate the

height A0 defined in Fig. C.12 as

A0 = R# sin:4.
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In Figs. C.13 & C.14 the polar angles around point O are defined as

"1 = "4 = sin$1

!
R#
r

"

"2 = "1 #",

where

x = R# cos "disc

y = R# sin "disc.

The angles around the centre of the star are calculated as

:2 = :3 = cos$1

!
R#
r

"

(:3 + :4) = sin$1

!
H

r

"

:1 = * # :2 # (:3 + :4):4 = * # :1 # :2 # :3.

The other lengths and angles in the figure are given by

a = */2# :2

:!
1 = */2# :1

a! = a+ :!
1

A180 = R# sin:1

B1 = R# cos:1,

and

B2 = R#(A180 # y) tan a!.

Thin disc: condition A0 > y

Consider the case of a thin disc which does not obscures the star (situation 1 in Fig. C.11),

i.e. A0 > y where A0 is measured on the - = 0" side of the X-axis in Fig. C.12. In this case

the star is limited by its visible edge and this occurs when & ! &# = sin$1(R#/r) as shown in

equation (C.14). Within the limit & ! &# all photons originate from the star, while elsewhere

the photons originate from the disc.

Thick disc: condition A180 < y

A second case can be considered where a thick disc obscures the whole star such that A180 < y,

where A180 is measured on the 180" side of the X-axis, i.e. A180 in Fig. C.13. Therefore, if the
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polar angle is between 0 < " < "3 the photon will originate from the star if the azimuthal angle

is within the limit cos- ! cos $ , where $* is defined by equation (C.13). Elsewhere the photons

will originate from the disc.

Partially obscured star

The last case is for a partially obscured star where both the stellar edge constraint and the ring

constraint must be consider. The first step is to determine the polar angle within which each of

these limits must be considered by determining the angle "f .

If B2 < (B1 + #) (Fig. C.13), the angle "f intercepts the disc on the - = 180" side of the

polar axis and

C = B1 + ##B2

"f = tan$1

!
C

H # y

"
.

Then the origin of the photons can be determined by applying the disc constraints cos- !
cos $ (equation C.13) for polar angles 0 < " < "f , and by applying the condition & ! &#

(equation C.14) for polar angles "f < " < ("+ "4).

If B2 > (B1 + #), "f intercepts the disc on the - = 0" side of the polar axis (Fig. C.14) and

therefore

C = B2 # (B1 + #)

"f = tan$1

!
C

H # y

"
.

Therefore to determine the origin of the photons, for polar angles between 0 < " < "f and

"2 < " < ("+ "4) (see Figs. C.13 & C.14) the condition & ! &# is applied, while for polar angles

between "f < " < "2 the constraint & ! &# is applied if */2 < - < 3*/2, and if - < */2 or

- > 3*/2 the disc constraint (cos- ! cos $) must be applied.

Using the geometry above it is then possible to determine, during the numerical integration, if

a photon from a direction êph originates from the star or the disc. Since in practice the integration

over the star and disc is treated separately the conditions above are applied to determine whether

a photon from a given direction must be included in the calculation.

C.6 Converting from the Ks to Kd coordinate system

In order to be able to apply the constraints discussed in the previous section to the scattering

that occurs in the stellar coordinate system, Ks, a method must be derived to convert between

Ks and Kd. These two systems are shown in Fig. C.15 along with only the relevant angles.

As has been defined previously, the unit vector ê# points from the centre of the pulsar to the
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Figure C.15: The star (Ks, left) and disc (Kd, right) coordinate systems, showing only those angles
which are relevant to the conversion between the two systems.

centre of the star, the unit vector êobs points towards the observer and the unit vector êH points

towards the normal of the disc. Variables with a superscript “s” are measured in Ks, and those

with a superscript “d” are measured in Kd.

Since êdH defines the z!-axis in Kd, by defining the direction in Ks as

êsH =

0

B1
sin "sH cos-sH
sin "sH sin-sH

cos "sH

2

C3 ,

a rotation can be made between the two systems if the values "sH and -sH are found. The angle

between ês# and êsH is defined to be " (equation 7.13) in Kd, and since ês# lies along the negative

z-axis in Ks, it follows that (Fig. C.15)

"sH = * #"

and

êsH =

0

B1
sin(* #") cos-sH
sin(* #") sin-sH

cos(* #")

2

C3 =

0

B1
sin" cos-sH
sin" sin-sH
# cos"

2

C3 .

The value of -sH can be found by requiring that êobs · êH is the same in both the Kd and Ks

coordinate systems. In Kd,

êdobs · êdH = cos2,

where 2 is given by equation (7.14), while in Ks,

êsobs · êsH = sin' sin" cos-sH # cos' cos",
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where

êsobs =

0

B1
sin'

0

cos'

2

C3 ,

and ' is given by equation (7.11). Therefore, by equating êsobs · êsH = êdobs · êdH , the azimuthal

angle of êsH is given by

-sH = cos$1

!
cos2+ cos' cos"

sin' sin"

"
.

In Ks the direction of êsH indicates the direction of the z!-axis of the Kd system. The

conversion between two system due to rotation is given by

z! = lx+my + nz, (C.15)

where l, m and n are the cosine directions defined as

l = cosA

m = cosB

n = cosC,

where A, B and C are the angles between the z!-axis (êsH) and the x, y and z-axes respectively.

In Ks, if êx, êy and êz are unit vectors along the x, y and z axis,

l = êsH · êx = sin" cos-sH

m = êsH · êy = sin" sin-sH

n = êsH · êz = # cos".

By substituting in the cosine directions and transforming from Cartesian to polar coordinates it

can be shown from equation (C.15) that

cos "d = sin" sin "s cos(-sH # -s)# cos" cos "s,

where "s and -s are any polar and azimuthal angle in Ks and "d is the resulting polar angle in

Kd. Then, if ê',* defines the direction considered in both systems, the appropriate azimuthal

angle in Kd (-d) is found by requiring that ês# · ês',* = êd# · êd',*. In Ks

ês# · ês',* = # cos "s
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and in Kd

êd# · êd',* =

0

B1
# sin"

0

cos"

2

C3 ·

0

B1
sin "d cos-d

sin "d sin "d

cos "d

2

C3 = cos" cos "d # sin" sin "d cos-d,

and, therefore, the azimuthal angle is found from

cos-d =
cos" cos "d + cos "s

sin" sin "d
.
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Appendix D

Proceedings of IAUS 272

The isotropic inverse Compton modelling, utilizing the Johnston et al. (1994) stellar parameters

was presented in part at the IAU Symposium 272 – Active OB stars: structure, evolution, mass

loss and critical limits (editors C. Neiner, G. Wade, G. Meynet, G. Peters, Paris, France, 19-23

July 2010). This work was later incorporated in van Soelen and Meintjes (2011). The conference

proceeding is included here.
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!-ray production via IC scattering of the
infrared excess from the Be-type star in the

binary system PSR B1259-63/SS2883

Brian van Soelen1 and Pieter J. Meintjes2

Department of Physics, University of the Free State, Bloemfontein, Republic of South Africa
1 email: vansoelenb@ufs.ac.za 2 email: MeintjPJ@ufs.ac.za

Abstract. Un-pulsed !-ray emission has been detected close to periastron in the pulsar/Be-star
binary system PSR B1259-63/SS 2883, believed to originate from the shock front that forms
between the stellar and pulsar winds. A likely source of !-ray production is the inverse Compton
up-scattering of target photons from the Be star by relativistic electrons/positrons in the pulsar
wind. In this study the influence of the infrared radiation, emanating from the circumstellar disc,
on isotropic inverse Compton !-ray production is investigated. It is shown that the scattering
of infrared disc photons can increase the !-ray flux by a factor ! 2 in the 1–10 GeV range.

Keywords. stars: emission-line, Be, binaries: general, gamma rays: theory

1. Introduction
The Be X-ray Pulsar binary (Be-XPB) PSR B1259-63/SS 2883 consists of a 48 ms

pulsar in orbit around a Be star (Johnston et al. 1992). The orbit is eccentric (e ! 0.87)
and un-pulsed TeV !-ray emission has been detected around periastron (Aharonian et al.
2005). The system is powered by the spin-down luminosity of the pulsar and the un-
pulsed radiation is believed to originate from a stand-o! shock-front that forms between
the pulsar and stellar wind. A likely production mechanism for the !-rays is the inverse
Compton (IC) scattering of target photons from the Be star (Tavani & Arons 1997).
Previous models of IC scattering in PSR B1259-63/SS 2883 have not considered how the
infrared (IR) excess from the circumstellar disc will influence the !-ray production.

2. Modelling
2.1. Curve of Growth Method

The Curve of growth method (as outlined by Waters 1986) was used to model the IR
excess associated with SS 2883. Under this model it is assumed that the Be star’s cir-
cumstellar disc has a half-opening angle " = 5!, extends to a radius Rdisc = 50 Rstar ,
and follows a power-law density profile # " (r/Rstar )"n . A Kurucz atmosphere (Kurucz
1979) was fitted to the optical data (UBV from Westerlund & Garnier 1989), giving a
temperature of Tstar = 25000 K, while the IR excess was fitted to 2MASS (Skrutskie
et al. 2006) and MSX data (Price et al 2001) assuming Tdisc = 0.5 Tstar .

2.2. Inverse Compton Scattering
As a first approximation of the e!ect of the IR excess on IC scattering the total number
of scatters is calculated by integrating over the exact isotropic scattering rate equation
given in Blumenthal & Gould (1970). The scattering rate is proportional to the photon
distribution, n($), which is calculated by using the curve of growth method instead of a
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!-ray production of the IR excess in PSRB1259-63 637

Figure 1. The predicted IC !-ray flux in arbitrary unites for PSR B 1295-63/SS 2883. Dashed
line includes the flux from the star and disc, while the solid line excludes the disc.

blackbody or mono-energetic photon distribution as was used in previous models. Fig. 1
shows the results of the IC scattering when only the flux from the star (solid line) and
when the flux from the star plus the disc (dashed line) is considered, assuming a isotropic
electron distribution, with a power index p = 2.2 between ! = 106 ! 107. The modelled
flux shows an increase of a factor " 2 in the 1–10 GeV range.

3. Conclusion
The predicted increase in the !-ray flux is important for observations of !-ray Be-XPB

systems, especially given the observational range of Fermi. Future work will consider the
anisotropic e!ects associated with a finite size star and disc.
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Appendix E

Proceedings of HEPRO III

The anisotropic inverse Compton modelling, utilizing the Johnston et al. (1994) stellar parame-

ters was presented in part at the High Energy Phenomena in Relativistic Outflows III (HEPRO

III) conference (editors J.M. Paredes, M. Ribó, F.A. Aharonian and G.E. Romero, Barcelona, 27

June – 1 July, 2011). The peer-reviewed conference proceedings of this work has been accepted

to appear in the International Journal of Modern Physics: Conference Series. The pre-print

version of the conference proceedings is included here.
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The gamma-ray binary system PSR B1259-63 has recently passed through periastron
and has been of particular interest as it was observed by Fermi near the December 2010
periastron passage. The system has been detected at very high energies with H.E.S.S.
The most probable production mechanism is inverse Compton scattering between target
photons from the optical companion and disc, and relativistic electrons in the pulsar
wind. We present results of a full anisotropic inverse Compton scattering model of the
system, taking into account the IR excess from the extended circumstellar disc around
the optical companion.

Keywords: Radiation mechanisms: non-thermal ; pulsars: individual: PSR B125963 ;
X-rays: binaries.

PACS numbers: 11.25.Hf, 123.1K

1. Introduction

An important Be X-ray Pulsar binary (Be-XPB) example is the TeV gamma-ray
system PSR B1259-63, which consists of a 48 ms pulsar orbiting the Be star LS
2883.1 The orbit is eccentric (e ! 0.87) and unpulsed TeV gamma-ray emission
has been detected by the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) close to pre-
vious periastron passages.2,3 The circumstellar disc is mis-aligned to the orbital
plane and the pulsar passes through it twice, before and after periastron. Previ-
ous observations have also detected unpulsed radio emission near periastron,4 and
X-ray emission across the whole orbit.5 The system is powered by the spin-down
luminosity of the pulsar and the unpulsed radiation is believed to originate from a
stand-o! shock-front that forms between the pulsar and stellar winds. The X-ray
emission is probably synchrotron radiation and gamma-rays are produced through
inverse Compton (IC) scattering between target photons from the Be star-disc sys-
tem and relativistic electrons (! " 106).6 In this study the anisotropic IC scattering
in PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 has been investigated, focusing on the contribution of
the infrared (IR) excess from the circumstellar disc to the IC scattering rate. The
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additional e!ects of photon absorption through pair-production7 or changes in the
shock condition7,8 have not been considered here. This study only presents the e!ect
of the IR excess to investigate whether this a viable source of additional photons
and whether this will have a significant influence on the gamma-ray production.

2. Modelling

In order to model the anisotropic IC spectrum from the circumstellar disc in
PSR B1259-63 it is necessary to calculate the total number of scatterings, tak-
ing into account the anisotropic scattering rate and the photon contribution from
the star and the circumstellar disc. The modelling presented here is dependent on
the IR excess and curve of growth modelling calculated in Ref. 9 which assumed the
stellar parameters presented by Ref. 10. For this reason a stellar mass and radius of
10M! and 6R!, and a pulsar mass of 1.4M! have been assumed and not the newer
system parameters presented by Ref. 11.

2.1. Anisotropic Scattering

The anisotropic scattering rate12,13 needs to take into account the scattering angle,
!0, between the direction of the observer and the incoming photons over the full
solid angle of the star and disc. The total anisotropic scattering rate is given by14

dNtot

dtd"1
=

!

!

!

!

!

"0

nph("0)ne(#)
dN!,"0

dt d"1
cos !d"0d#d" (1)

where nph is the number of photons, ne is the electron distribution, dN/dtd"0 is the
anisotropic scattering rate dependent on the scattering angle !0, and cos ! is the
angle to the normal of the photon source (star or disc). The star is assumed to have
a black-body photon distribution (T" = 25 000 K), while the photon distribution
from the disc is calculated using the curve of growth method.

The electron spectrum is assumed to have the form ne(#) = Ke##p, where Ke =
1 is used in this study as only the resulting change due to the IR excess is considered.
The synchrotron radiative cooling time is tsync ! 770 (#/106)#1(B/1 G)#2 seconds,
which is greater than the light crossing time of the disc. For this reason only a
constant electron spectrum has been considered, appropriate for adiabatically cooled
electrons.15 Therefore, this study considers only whether the IR excess from the
large circumstellar disc significantly influences the IC scattering. Additional e!ects
due to radiative cooling have not been considered here.

2.2. Disc photon spectrum - curve of growth method

The intensity from the circumstellar disc depends on the free-free optical depth
through the disc, from which the photon number density is calculated. The optical
depth is determined by the curve of growth method16 and the pulsar-disc orienta-
tion. It is assumed that the circumstellar disc has a half-opening angle !disc, extends
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Fig. 1. (Left) Scattering rate for the disc and star contributions in PSR B1259-63 at periastron
for a disc orientated 90! and 45! to the orbital plane, scaled to the peak stellar contribution.
(Right) The corresponding light curve of the high energy contribution (! 0.1 " 100 GeV) of the
star and disc around periastron considering only adiabatically cooled electrons.

to a radius Rdisc and has a power-law density profile that decreases with distance
as !(r) = !0 (r/R!)

"n.

3. Results

Two orientations of the disc have been considered; the first with a disc tilted 90# to
the orbital plane with the normal lying along the semi-major axis (Tdisc = 12 500 K
& "disc = 5#), the second titled 45# to the orbital plane with the normal rotated
19# from the semi-major axis (Tdisc = 15 000 K & "disc = 0.7#).17,18 These disc
temperatures and small half-opening angles are consistent with current modelling
of the circumstellar discs of Be stars.18,19 The disc is assumed to have a radius of
50R!, consistent with the binary separation at the time of the binary eclipse.20,9

The parameters for the curve of growth method were taken from the fit to previous
optical and IR observations9 and the electron spectrum is modelled using an index
of 2.4 between # = 2.54!105 and 2.54!107 (adopted from Ref. 15). Fig. 1 shows the
relative scattering rate at periastron scaled to the peak of the stellar contribution
for both disc orientations and the corresponding light curve at high energies ("
0.1 # 100 GeV). In both cases the contribution of the disc occurs towards high
energies (as opposed to very high energies) where it results in an increase in the
scattering rate by a factor " 2. The light curves show a peak in the disc contribution
near periastron and less contribution near the disc crossing where the IC scattering
is dominated by the scattering of stellar photons. The rotation of the disc from the
semi-major axis results in a slightly higher flux before periastron and the shifting
of the peak away from periastron, while the post-periastron flux is lower because
of unfavourable scattering angles. In both cases the flux increases after the disc
crossing as head-head scattering readily occurs in this region.
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4. Conclusion

The IC scattering from the circumstellar disc in PSR B1259-63 is shown to increase
the flux at high energies by a factor of ! 2 during periastron. Due to the large
size of the disc and the increase in the photon density at IR wavelength (increasing
by ! 1000 at mid-IR wavelengths)9 it was possible that the increased solid angle
could have a major influence. However, the flux from the circumstellar disc drops
o! rapidly with radial distance and the low flux from the disc at the point of the
disc crossing mitigates the influence of the disc. This approximation, considering
only adiabatically cooled electrons, shows that the influence of the IR excess does
not dramatically increase the scattering rate during the disc crossing. In particular,
this simplified model does not explain the flare observed by Fermi after the second
disc crossing.21 It should be noted that a simplified approximation was used to
calculate the photon spectrum from the disc and a more detailed model may result
in a higher photon density at the outer edges of the disc. Additional shock heating
e!ects may also increase the brightness of the circumstellar disc during the pulsar
passage. Such an e!ect could increase the scattering rate near the disc crossing and
IC scattering of pre-shock ! = 104 electrons may explain the Fermi flare.22
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